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ABSTRACT
A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF ROBUSTNESS CHARACTERISTICS
IN STEEL FRAMED STRUCTURES

Christopher H. Raebel, B.S., M.S., P.E., S.E.
Marquette University, 2011

Robustness is a desirable property in any structural design. Robustness may be
thought of as the building’s inherent structural ability to resist loads other than those
anticipated during design. Examples of unanticipated loads are damage to a column or
beam due to impact; damage due to the concussion of a blast; strength reduction due to
extreme heat during a fire; and localized accidental overload of a beam or column. Each
of these events, although very different in their nature, has one major point in common;
in each case the path of load resistance changes in a way that was not and perhaps could
not be anticipated during the original design.
A three-story, pre-Northridge Boston building was chosen as the basis for this
study. Although the building is generic, it is representative of typical office buildings
constructed in non-seismic areas of the Central and Eastern United States.
The building was modeled using structural engineering software capable of
performing a second-order, inelastic analysis with user defined connection
characteristics. Ten connection models with varying parameters were considered for
evaluation and comparison of their capabilities to withstand loading after a column has
been rendered ineffective. The varied parameters include connection placement; bolt
quantity; inclusion or exclusion of a seat angle; inclusion or exclusion of the tensile
capacity of a reinforced composite floor slab; and depth of concrete in the composite
floor slab. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional frameworks are evaluated.
A robustness measure was defined as the relative change in applied load ratio
compared to the applied load ratio of a base system. The base system was identified as
one that would be the result of a design considering efficiency in strength and
serviceability to withstand code required load combinations.
Models that include both a seat angle and tensile capacity of slab reinforcement
produced the most robust system. Adding one additional bolt produced only modest
improvement in robustness. Adding depth of concrete was counterproductive due to
increased weight. A three-dimensional analysis is very important to adequately quantify
robustness in a particular framework. The opposing girders and beams along the
gridlines, along with the infill framing, work together to resist unanticipated loading and
their total contributions are significant.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1.

Introduction
Robustness is a desirable property in any structural design. Robustness may be

thought of as the building’s inherent structural ability to resist loads other than those
anticipated during design. Examples of unanticipated loads are accidental damage to a
column or beam due to impact; damage due to the concussion of a blast; strength
reduction due to extreme heat during a fire; and localized accidental overload of a beam
or column. Each of these events, although very different in their nature, has one major
point in common; the path of load resistance changes in a way that was not and perhaps
could not be anticipated during the original design.
Many engineers choose to neglect any system-based load carrying capacity of the
structure. In other words, the engineer will design individual elements, such as beams
and columns, and will assume that the beam or column has no capacity to resist loads
other than those applied directly to it. Although this is usually a conservative approach, it
often results in an inefficient design because many other members in the system are not
considered in the resistance of the system, but they will affect the system’s robustness.
Having said this, one cannot fault the design engineer because little guidance is provided
by the building and material codes regarding how to quantify the system-based response
of a structural frame.
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1.2.

Motivation for the Research
The topic of structural robustness has been discussed in various forums over the

last forty years. One may point to the Ronan Point apartment building collapse in 1968
as the primary initiation of building integrity studies; however, researchers were already
discussing the topic prior to this event (Leyendecker, et. al 1976). Since then, many
tragic events have occurred that point to a lack of structural robustness. It is clear that the
structural engineering community has much to learn regarding the robustness of a steel
building’s structural system to prevent local or global collapse.
This research will serve to identify specific parameters that make a positive
impact in the robustness of steel-framed structural systems. The primary focus will be on
steel-framed systems. A major component of this objective is to understand how simple
connections in a steel frame behave with respect to robustness and how connection
modeling is done using an advanced structural engineering software package such as
SAP2000 (CSI 2007).
It is not the author’s intention to develop building code provisions for structural
robustness. It has been mentioned that “no codes or procedures exist to design
commercial buildings against terror attacks or for war conditions” (MMC 2002).
However, the author believes that this is the role of the committees of the governing
bodies that publish the building codes. It is, however, the author’s intention to provide
much needed information that these committees may use when developing the next
generation of code provisions for structural robustness in steel-framed buildings.
Furthermore, it is the author’s goal to provide structural designers with useful
information and guidance with respect to enhancing robustness in steel-framed systems.
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1.3.

Literature Review
The literature review is intended to provide a state-of-the-art summary of the

current stance of the structural engineering community related to structural robustness.
In addition, literature specific to the current research initiative will be reviewed and
discussed.

1.3.1. Concept of Robustness
Haberland and Starossek (2009) recognized the need to define basic terms such as
robustness and collapse resistance in a broad sense. The authors used the term “structural
robustness,” and they define it as “the insensitivity of a structure to local failure, where
insensitivity and local failure must be quantified by design objectives.” Haberland and
Starossek’s definition is the synthesis of the definitions from many publications and it is
somewhat different than that proposed by the General Services Administration (GSA).
The GSA (2003) states that robustness is the “ability of a structure or structural
components to resist damage without premature and/or brittle failure due to events like
explosions, impacts, fire or consequences of human error, due to its vigorous strength and
toughness.” The difference between the two definitions is that the GSA helps to identify
the events which may demand that the structure be robust, and Haberland and Starossek
focus on the structure independent of the event.
Haberland and Starossek carefully differentiate robustness from “collapse
resistance,” another term often used in publications and discussions. They define
collapse resistance as “the insensitivity of a structure to accidental circumstances, that is,
to unforeseeable and low-probability events.” Because collapse resistance includes a link
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to the damaging event, the two terms have some distinctly different attributes. Again, the
difference between the definitions allows structural robustness to be a property of the
structure alone independent of the cause of the local failure.
The conceptual definitions presented by Haberland and Starossek are very
academic, but they appropriately describe robustness when one looks at the problem in
terms of probability of occurrence. Haberland and Starossek submit a probabilistic
approach to collapse resistance as illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Probabilistic strategy to prevent collapse (Haberland and Starossek 2009).

The collapse resistance or probability of collapse, P(C), is dependent on the
partial probabilities of robustness, local resistance and event control. By packaging the
problem in this way the authors are able to separate the inherent properties of the
structure from the variable properties of the event. However, the model shows that the
element behavior is influenced by the event, and the system behavior is influenced by the
response of the elements after the event has occurred. The key element in the model is
the separation of collapse initiation and progression. It is in this step that structural
robustness can be seen as a physical property independent of the event. Foley (2008)
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presents a similar probabilistic approach, expanding on individual elements such as
exposure, limit states, damage and/or loss potential. Although a complete probabilistic
derivation is beyond the scope of this literature review, it is important to know that the
structural engineer may, based on probabilities, weigh each of these items differently
when deciding how best to provide a robust structural system and mitigate damage.
Terms such as “progressive collapse” and “disproportionate collapse” also exist.
Agarwal and England (2008) discuss commonly accepted definitions of these terms. A
“disproportionate collapse” results from smaller damage or a minor event that leads to the
collapse of a relatively large part of the structure. “Progressive collapse” is the spread of
serious damage through a chain of events. Agarwal and England explain that a
progressive collapse is often disproportionate, whereas the converse may not be true.
Based on the definitions, one may conclude that a building with a robust structural
system would have inherent resistance to both progressive and disproportionate collapse.

1.3.2. Desired Properties of a Robust Structure
Now that the concept of structural robustness has been introduced, the next step is
to understand the desired properties of a robust structure. Foley (2008) discusses three
common properties among structures that are considered to be robust. First, the
structures must have a redundant structural system that lowers the risk of collapse.
Second, robust structures have horizontal and vertical tie elements. Third, robust
structures have the ability to accommodate load reversals that may develop during the
damaging event. Foley emphasizes the need for ductility in both the individual elements
and the system as a whole.
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Alexander (2004) states that robustness must satisfy several structural parameters,
including:


strength, of the frame as a whole or of its parts or connections;



ductility, defined as the frame’s ability to deform without significant loss of
strength;



energy absorption, as the combination of strength and ductility and the ability to
resist collapse;



form, described as provisions for alternate load paths (some may call this
“redundancy”);



distribution of capacity, particularly with respect to lateral resisting systems; and



resistance to fire and corrosion.

Alexander states that the vertical elements, such as columns or bearing walls, are
the most important elements to consider when considering robustness because their
failure would release the potential energy of the mass of the structure above. Likewise,
Beeby (1999) describes robustness as “a requirement that a structure or member should
be able to absorb, without collapse, an amount of energy defined by the volume of the
material forming the structure multiplied by some limiting specific damage energy.”
Alexander also discusses the risk levels related to different building types. Figure
1.2 shows the integrity measures recommended for different types of occupancies. The
reader should note that the occupancies listed relate to the building code used in the
United Kingdom. However, a similar list of occupancies can be found in the
International Building Code (ICC 2009) for buildings in the United States. The
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recommendations are prescriptive, and they are minimally intrusive for most building
types. For example, Figure 1.2 shows that almost all buildings three stories or less would
only need to have horizontal ties conforming to the building code. This is very similar to
that of seismic design category ‘A’ found in the International Building Code.

Figure 1.2. Classification of buildings by type and use, and design criteria to be applied
per The Building Regulations - England and Wales (2000), table excerpted from
Alexander (2004).

1.3.3. Body of Knowledge Related to Robustness and Progressive Collapse
It is not practical to summarize all works related to robustness and progressive
collapse here because such an endeavor would be monumental in its scope. Fortunately,
several authors throughout the years have reviewed and summarized the work within
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targeted time frames. This section will document those bibliographical reviews for the
benefit of the reader with an interest in finding recent or historical publications on
robustness and progressive collapse.
It was mentioned in the previous section that the collapse of Ronan Point was a
pivotal moment in the history of progressive collapse research. But it was also
mentioned that work had been done prior to this event. Leyendecker et al. (1976)
provided a detailed review of the literature published during the time frame of 1948 to
1976. The focus of the literature review was primarily limited to precast concrete
structures and probability models for progressive collapse. Concrete structures were the
focus of this annotated bibliography because the Ronan Point event was fresh in the
minds of many researchers during the later years of this time period.
Foley et al. (2006) provide a thorough literature review focused mainly between
the years of 1976 and 2006, but works referenced include some prior to 1976. Their
literature review is also summarized in an abridged format in a subsequent journal paper
(Foley et al. 2008a). The effort reviewed literature by topic, including ACI 318
philosophies; U.K. experiences; studies in structural performance; experimental work;
and analytical methods for assessing performance. Some of the works that were
summarized in Foley et al. (2008a) are also discussed as part of the literature review
presented in this dissertation.
Mohamed (2006) presents an annotated bibliography and synopsis of work
primarily between the years 2000 and 2006, although a few earlier papers are included.
Mohamed’s inspiration for presenting an annotated bibliography is due to the renewed
interest in progressive collapse following the events of September 11, 2001, to which he
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alludes in his paper. Mohamed’s main focus is on the design for prevention of
progressive collapse and codes or standards that deal with the prevention of progressive
collapse. The bibliography includes both domestic and international standards.

1.3.4. Current Practices for Structural Robustness
This section has been included to give an overview of current practices described
in building codes and design standards. It is not the author’s intention to delve into
detailed provisions. The interested reader is encouraged to examine the specific
documents for those details. Rather, this section is being presented to show an overview
of where the structural engineering community stands with respect to robustness.

1.3.4.1.

IBC Provisions for Structural Integrity
The events of September 11, 2001 initiated a series of proposed changes in

building code provisions, particularly those related to high rise and high profile buildings.
The 2009 International Building Code (IBC) (ICC 2009) adopted requirements for
structural integrity for buildings exceeding three stories above grade. The changes occur
in two specific areas. First, column splices must be designed to withstand the tension
force for dead and live loads tributary to the column between the splice and the splice or
base immediately below. Second, beam connections must be designed to resist twothirds of the required factored vertical load as a horizontal force, but not simultaneously
with the vertical load. Some exceptions or modifications apply, but one can see that an
effort is being made to address a perceived lack of inherent structural robustness in
buildings.
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1.3.4.2.

ACI Methodology for Integrity
The concrete industry became very interested in robustness and collapse

resistance following the Ronan Point disaster. Ronan Point was a precast concrete
structure that relied on bond, friction and gravity loads for structural integrity (Popoff
1975). It is understandable that such a disaster would initiate a serious look into the
structural integrity of these types of building frames.
The American Concrete Institute building code requirements (ACI 2008) start by
saying that “in the detailing of reinforcement and connections, members of a structure
shall be effectively tied together to improve integrity of the overall structure.” This
statement sets the stage for minimum requirements in all concrete framed structures to
provide a minimum level of integrity. The code commentary states that the intention is to
“…improve the redundancy and ductility in structures so that in the event of damage to a
major supporting element or an abnormal loading event, the resulting damage may be
confined to a relatively small area and the structure will have a better chance to maintain
overall stability.” The commentary also states that relatively minor changes to the
reinforcement detailing provide a minimum level of structural integrity. Examples of the
minor changes that show up in the main specification include extending flexural
reinforcing through a column, continuing one bottom bar for each joist through a
supporting girder, and/or providing a minimum amount of longitudinal reinforcing for all
columns.
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1.3.4.3.

ASCE General Structural Integrity Provisions
The American Society for Civil Engineers (ASCE) provides general structural

integrity guidelines in the publication “Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures (ASCE 2010). The provisions are intended to provide a continuous load path
for which the forces and moments can be transferred between members. In the
commentary, ASCE makes the following statement regarding the integrity provisions:
“Conformance with these criteria will provide structural integrity for normal
service and minor unanticipated events that may reasonably be expected to occur
throughout their lifetimes. For many structures, housing large numbers of
persons, or which house functions necessary to protect the public safety or
occupancies that may be the subject of intentional sabotage or attack, more
rigorous protection should be incorporated into designs than provided by these
sections.”
ASCE clearly states that it is not their intention to define events that must be considered
during design.
In the commentary ASCE discusses the difference between “direct” and “indirect”
design approaches for building robustness. Direct design is defined as explicit
consideration to resistance, such as an alternate load path or specific local resistance
incorporated in the design of the structure. Conversely, indirect design incorporates some
qualitative measures of unrealized strength, continuity and ductility. ASCE presents
some ideas on how to provide integrity, such as good plan layout; tying elements
together; changing directions of the floor slab; investigate catenary action of the floor
slab under an extreme loading, and the like. However, since ASCE (2010) is not a
material design code, all of these are simply ideas which are left to the designer’s
imagination to fulfill and demonstrate.
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1.3.4.4.

Unified Facilities Criteria
Recognizing the increasing risks of terrorist threats on government buildings, the

Department of Defense (DoD) and General Services Administration (GSA) developed
guidelines for resisting collapse due to damage. The result was the Unified Facilities
Criteria (UFC) 4-023-03 Design of Buildings to Resist Progressive Collapse (DOD
2005).
Although the criteria tend to focus on terrorist attack, the document provides
information that deals with robustness generically. For example, the guidelines discuss
the use of tie forces to redistribute the loads from a damaged portion of a structure to
adjacent undamaged areas. It also provides procedures to analyze alternate load paths
within the structure and describes how load and dynamic amplification factors may be
used when designing structures.

1.3.5. Connection Behavior Relevant to Robustness
The next few sections of the literature review will address the behavior of
connections within a steel framework and their potential contributions to inherent
robustness. The literature reviewed is of particular importance to the current research
because quantifying the contribution of the connection as part of the inherent robustness
of the framing system is a key objective.

1.3.5.1.

Characteristics of Framing Connections
Typical steel-framed buildings utilize simple connections for most beam-to-

column and beam-to-girder joints. A simple connection is one that is assumed to act as a
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friction-free pin and rotate freely such that it transmits no moment between connected
elements. This assumption is commonly made for the analysis of beams and girders that
are not part of the main lateral force resisting system, and the practice is endorsed by
AISC (2010) for specific connections types. However, regardless of how designers
choose to simplify the connection, research (Friedman 2009; Thompson 2009) has shown
that real connections are able to resist measureable moment and horizontal force in
combination with the vertical beam reaction. They are also capable of undergoing
significant rotation.
Figure 1.3 illustrates how steel connections are typically classified. A simple
connection is one whose rotational stiffness is less than 2EI/L, where E, I and L are the
modulus of elasticity, moment of inertia, and length of the beam that is being connected
respectively. A fully restrained (FR) connection has a rotational stiffness greater than
20EI/L. Connections falling in the range between these two are classified as partially
restrained (PR).
Figure 1.3 clearly shows that connections classified as simple have some inherent
moment resistance and non-zero rotational stiffness. This resistance is neglected during
design because of the friction-free pin assumption. The secant stiffness, Ks, is defined as
the ratio of moment to rotation at service load levels.
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Figure 1.3. Classification of moment-rotation response of steel connections
(AISC 2010).

1.3.5.2.

Moment-Rotation Characteristics of Shear Tab Connections with and
without Effects of Slab
Liu (2000) and Liu and Astaneh-Asl (2000) investigated, both analytically and

experimentally, the effects of framing connections and included the effects of the
concrete slab. Although their objective was to determine the extent to which shear
connections influence the lateral resistance under a seismic event, the information
gleaned from this past work is relevant for robustness evaluation as well.
Liu and Astaneh-Asl (2000) experimentally tested sixteen specimens fabricated
with a few different connection configurations and beam depths. Some of the specimens
excluded the concrete slab and others included a slab attached to the top flange of the
beam using standard shear studs. Cyclic tests were conducted and hysteresis plots were
generated to illustrate the moment-rotation characteristics of the connection. The results
show that single plate “shear tab” connections can develop, on average, between 15% and
20% of the plastic moment capacity of the beam. When the slab is included, the average
ranged between 30% and 45% of the plastic moment capacity of the beam. However, it
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was observed that at rotation levels of 0.04 radians the moment capacity of the specimens
with slab included significantly drops, and the behavior effectively reverts back to that
seen with the bare steel tests, albeit with somewhat increased moment capacity. The tests
were taken to failure, and it is interesting to note that the specimens were capable of
carrying bending moment corresponding to full gravity (dead) load throughout the
duration of the test even after the shear tab had completely fractured. This observation is
key to the current research. Structures clearly have unrealized capacity and that likely
makes them robust.
Connection models developed by Liu (2000) have proven to be very applicable to
the current research. Liu discusses how simplified moment-rotation models can be
developed for shear tab connections with or without the use of a bottom seat angle.
These models will be used in the current research and are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

1.3.5.3.

Axial, Shear and Moment Interaction of Framing Connections
Friedman (2009) and Thompson (2009) investigated the interaction of axial, shear

and moment on framing connections. Friedman performed experimental testing for WT
beam-to-column connections and Thompson performed experimental testing for shear tab
connections. Their experimental setups were identical with the exception of the
connection type. The setup was designed to simulate the loss of an interior column of a
building and to quantify the moment, shear and axial force capacity of the connection
under a gravity loading scenario.
Friedman and Thompson concluded that the connections can, in fact, resist both
shear force and some level of moment. In addition, their tests showed that the beams
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switch from flexural behavior at lower levels of applied load to a “catenary” type
behavior, with axial force dominant, at higher levels of applied load. An example of their
results, showing the transition from flexural to catenary behavior, is shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4. Load or moment versus rotation plot for a WT connection (Friedman 2009).

1.3.5.4.

Partially Restrained Beam-to-Girder Connections with and without
Effects of Slab
Rex (1996) and Rex and Easterling (2000) investigated the behavior and

modeling of PR beam-to-girder connections, considering connections with and without
the effects of a composite slab. Rex’s work included independent studies of the behavior
of the individual components of the connection in order to determine the contribution of
each component. The results of the component studies were then used to implement
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component models excluding and including the effects of the slab. Both experimental
and analytical studies were conducted and compared. An example of a comparison
between a component model and experimental data is shown in Figure 1.5.
What is clear from Figure 1.5 is that for each connection a sharp change in
stiffness occurs just beyond the point of 0.010 radians rotation for both sets of test data.
Beyond this point a range of very low stiffness occurs from 0.010 radians to the end of
the model. Insignificant moment capacity increases are realized in this range.
Rex admits that the component methodology agrees with experimental testing, but
the problem is complex and a simplified model is desirable for most practical purposes.
A simplified approach was developed using a combination of basic mechanics and a
parametric analysis. The three characteristics that can be derived from basic mechanics
are the moment capacity, the initial stiffness and the final stiffness. The forcedeformation behavior is the only one that requires a parametric analysis in order to match
an analytical curve. Rex utilizes an existing analytical curve developed by Richard and
Elsalti (1991) which was shown to have very good correlation with experimental models.
As with all simplifications, assumptions were made to pare down the number of
parameters to be considered.
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Figure 1.5. Comparison between component models and experimental data (Rex 1996).

In his dissertation, Rex put considerable effort into matching the simplified
models to the results of his experiments. Rex calibrated a curvature parameter, n, to be
used with a PR connection model developed by Richard and Elsalti (1991). The resulting
analytical model is capable of approximating the moment-rotation behavior found
through experimental results. The component model was the basis for Rex’s simplified
model, and Rex states that “there is generally good agreement between the component
model and the simplified model.”
Rex’s work has also proven to be useful to the current research. Rex’s connection
modeling procedures will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.
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1.3.6. Studies Evaluating Parameters Affecting Robustness in Steel-Framed
Structures
Khandelwal and El-Tawil (2007) investigated the collapse behavior of a special
moment resisting frame designed for seismic loading. Their objective was to investigate
several key design variables that may influence catenary action after column removal in a
special moment resisting frame. The authors considered a building under a complete
column removal scenario and modeled a two-bay steel subassembly considering the
framework with and without transverse beams. Reduced beam section connection
details, as are typical for seismically designed frames, were considered. A detailed finite
element model was developed to analyze the subassembly, and the model was calibrated
to existing test results to ensure accurate ductile fracture initiation in the steel material
models.
The results from the study show that the frame is capable of deforming in a
catenary mode. The out-of-plane action provided by the transverse framing had no
adverse affect on the system behavior, and in some cases the load ratio increased because
the transverse beam initiated catenary action of its own. Connection subassemblies that
employed a reduced beam section were somewhat stronger and more ductile than those
without the reduced section. The authors state that the conclusions are drawn from a
limited number of analyses and additional studies are necessary.
Khandelwal et. al (2008) investigated the progressive collapse resistance of
seismically designed steel moment frame buildings. Finite element models of
subassemblies were developed to account for important factors relating to progressive
collapse. The study focused on frames in moderate and high seismic risk areas and
conformed to design specifications current at the time of the study. The “alternate path
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method (APM)” is employed, meaning that a critical column is removed from the system
as a means for evaluating the progressive collapse resistance of the remaining elements.
The authors conclude that a special moment resisting frame building designed for
high seismic risk is less vulnerable to progressive collapse than is an intermediate
moment resisting frame designed for moderate seismic risk. A primary factor leading to
this statement is due to the structural layout of the buildings considered. The special
moment resisting frame has fewer gravity columns at its perimeter and is better equipped
to resist the redistribution of forces when the system loses a first floor gravity column.
Catenary action does not develop fully in the moment resisting frame bays because the
deformation is not sufficiently large to initiate catenary behavior. However, catenary
action does develop in the non-moment resisting bays (i.e., those designed for gravity
load only) and the authors state that it “plays a critical role in providing resistance against
collapse” (Khandelwal et al. 2008). The authors clearly state that the APM does not
directly provide information about the reserve capacity of the frame and results should be
evaluated carefully.
Foley (2008) proposes several ideas to quantify structural robustness in a practical
manner. Two main concepts that Foley discusses are the use of flexural mechanisms to
develop catenary action in the floor framing and the use of membrane action in floor
systems.
Foley (2008) shows how a flexural mechanism develops within a framework
where a column has been compromised. The response of the system may be described in
two phases. Initially the system redistributes its load such that many members help to
resist the load. This redistribution causes a plastic hinge to form somewhere in the
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framework, typically adjacent to the connection at the compromised column. Once the
hinge has formed, the system then acts more like a link-based catenary than a beam and
catenary action takes over to resist the load. It is important to note that catenary action
may develop only if sufficient horizontal tie force capacity exists in the system, and this
has been a subject of some debate. Theoretically, the tie forces become very large and
common shear connections would fail under those forces. However, experimental testing
(Friedman 2009, Thompson 2009) has shown that the real system may never see this high
magnitude of horizontal force and simple shear connections have quantifiable resistance
to axial, shear and moment forces. It is the moment resistance that tends to lessen the
tying force demand in the system. Foley’s analysis was performed prior to the
experimental connection tests, and re-analysis is necessary to better quantify the
structural robustness in the framing system.
Membrane action in the floor system is another method of achieving structural
robustness. As discussed previously, the concrete industry has understood this and
recognized it in their material code (ACI 2008). Foley (2008) uses this precedent to
extrapolate membrane action to floors formed with steel deck. Foley states that in order
for membrane action to activate the steel deck formed slab needs to have appropriate
anchorage to the supporting members. The anchorage may come from headed stud
anchors intended for composite action or mechanical attachment such as TEK screws or
puddle welds. The tensile capacity would primarily come from the reinforcement inside
the concrete slab, which is usually welded wire fabric but may be heavier steel
reinforcing or a synthetic fabric. The steel deck is also present to help resist tensile
forces, particularly in a direction parallel to the deck flutes.
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Sadek, et al. (2008) performed a finite element evaluation of the robustness of a
typical concrete deck and steel beam framed system with simple shear connections. The
authors state that “few researchers have investigated the collapse resistance, or structural
robustness, of composite floor systems with shear connections in the event of a loss of a
center column.” The high-fidelity finite element models utilized spring elements to
model the strength and stiffness of the components of the connection. Several models
were developed in order for the authors to learn about the failure modes for the
connection and the composite floor system. The analyses considered scenarios where the
framing was used alone; where the framing plus the metal deck was used; and where the
framing, metal deck and concrete slab were all included. The concrete slab was
reinforced with a light gage welded wire fabric, as is typical for resistance to minor
cracking in the slab during and after curing. A static analysis was employed.
Connection results show that the initial behavior is flexural but after sufficient
deformation of the system catenary forces develop. Failure of the connections governed
for all scenarios. Analysis shows that the metal deck is capable of providing significant
membrane action parallel to its flutes and contributes to the system’s overall strength.
The composite floor system also contributes significantly to the system response. The
concrete slab initiated “compression ring” action which resisted the columns’ ability to be
pulled inward under a column removal scenario.
Sadek, et al. (2008) takes the time to compare results to other studies performed
by Astaneh-Asl et al. (2001) and Foley (2008). Differences exist between the outcomes
of the various studies and they can be explained by comparing the geometry, connection
types and assumptions. Both Sadek, et al. (2008) and Foley (2008) suggest that
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composite floor systems with shear connections are potentially vulnerable to center
column loss.
Alashker et al. (2010) builds upon what was learned in Sadek (2008). Alashker et
al. (2010) investigated progressive collapse resistance of composite floor systems that
utilize shear tab connections. The research focused on the impacts of deck thickness,
steel reinforcement within the concrete slab and the number of bolts used within the shear
tab connection. The study considers the use of the dynamic impact factor, which is often
used to account for dynamic effects within a static analysis.
The building considered is a 10-story office building that uses moment resisting
frames at its perimeter for lateral load resistance. Interior framing is intended for gravity
load resistance only. The building was designed under seismic design category C,
meaning it is designed for a moderate seismic event. The floor slab acts compositely
with the steel framework and is reinforced with welded wire fabric intended for crack
control. Shear tabs, designed as simple connections, connect the framing elements
together.
The study considers a partial area of the floor framing. A two-by-two bay system
is modeled in isolation of the rest of the building frame. The authors recognize that this
may influence the resulting behavior and state that other load resisting mechanisms may
be present if the surrounding floor areas are included. The partial floor area was analyzed
to manage finite element modeling resources. As with Sadek et al. (2008), a center
column is removed from the framework to simulate damage.
The authors draw several conclusions from the study. First, the composite floor
system develops significant tensile forces. The authors state that the steel deck is a
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significant contributor to the tensile force resistance. Next, the authors state that
increasing the number of bolts in the connection has little effect in the floor collapse
capacity. The dynamic impact factor found from the study is 1.29, which is less than the
GSA (2003) recommended value of 2.0. The authors conclude that a reduction in the
recommended dynamic impact factor may be warranted.

1.4.

Objectives of the Research
The main objective of this research is to better quantify the contribution of

specific structural components to the inherent robustness of typical steel-framed
buildings. As outlined in the literature review, past research has pointed to a systembased response when a structure is subjected to unexpected loads. Elements such as the
connections and the tensile capacity of the reinforcing steel within the floor slab play a
role in the inherent robustness of the system, but the level of contribution of these
elements is largely unknown.
“Robustness” is an engineering property that is difficult to directly measure.
Although Haberland and Starossek (2009) defined the concept of robustness in general
terms, the terms included in their definition are very difficult to quantify when
considering a real structure. In order to quantify robustness, it is appropriate to evaluate
engineering demand parameters that are measurable quantities. The engineering demand
parameters that can be measured are magnitude of displacement or rotational demand,
and magnitude of force or moment demand. These quantities can be measured under
different scenarios and then compared. For example, the displacement of a particular
element of the framework (such as a beam, column or girder) may be compared before
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and after changing a parameter in the system. Likewise, the moment and axial force
magnitudes may be compared before and after changing a parameter in the system.
Another parameter that can be used to define differences between one system and
another is the applied load ratio (ALR) that can be applied to a specific loading
combination without collapse of the structural framing system. The applied load ratio for
a given loading combination is expressed as
ALR( D D   L L   R R)

(1.1)

where D, L and R are load combination factors and D, L and R are the magnitudes of
dead, live and roof loads, respectively. The specific loading combination considered in
the analysis used for this dissertation can be found in Appendix A.
Using this measure of robustness, one system is more robust than another if it is
able to withstand a higher applied load ratio at a given magnitude of rotation,
displacement, force and/or moment. Thus, the robustness measure used in this
dissertation is expressed as

R( p) 

ALR( pn )  ALR( p1 )
ALR( p1 )

(1.2)

where R(p) is the measure of robustness, ALR(pn) is the applied load ratio of a system
after a parameter has been changed relative to the base system and ALR(p1) is the applied
load ratio for the base system. If Equation 1.2 results in a positive value then robustness
has improved compared to the base system.
In order for Equation 1.2 to be meaningful, a baseline system must be identified.
Since the focus of the research is to learn how different parameters affect robustness, it is
most useful to define the baseline system as one in which a special parameter has not
been introduced. In other words, the baseline system would be the result of a design
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considering efficiency in strength and serviceability to withstand commonly accepted,
code required load combinations but nothing more.

1.4.1. Connection Effects on Robustness

As discussed in Section 1.3.5.1, many connections within the framework of a
typical steel-framed building are assumed to behave as friction-free pins during design. It
was mentioned that this was a conservative assumption of design convenience, and much
evidence refutes this assumption when considering the real, in-service behavior of the
connection.
When considering robustness, the assumption that a simple connection acts as a
friction-free pin is not a good one. Rather, it is appropriate to simulate the real behavior
of the connection including its moment capacity and rotational stiffness. Thus, for this
research the moment resistance and rotational effects of simple connections will be
included in the analyses.
Connection parameters will be modified in a way that will vary the level of
moment and axial resistance and/or rotational stiffness of the connection. For example,
adding another bolt to a connection without changing any other parameters will likely
increase moment and axial resistance because the strength of the connection has
increased. If a seat angle is then added to the connection, the moment and axial
resistance will likely increase again and the rotational stiffness will also increase due to
the placement of the seat relative to the other connecting elements. Engineering demand
parameters can be directly compared for each parameter change in the connection in
order to quantify robustness.
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1.4.2. Concrete Slab Effects on Robustness

Typically, floor slabs in steel-framed buildings are concrete slabs cast over metal
decking which acts as a stay-in-place form. The slab may or may not incorporate shear
studs to develop composite action with the steel beams and girders. Floor slabs are
usually cast with a light gage wire mesh located approximately mid-height of the slab to
resist cracking due to concrete shrinkage. The slab could be cast using either normal
weight or lightweight concrete.
The floor slab is commonly used as a diaphragm to transfer lateral forces through
the building and it has the ability to provide shear strength and stiffness in the system.
The floor slab provides tensile (membrane) strength; in-plane shear strength and in-plane
shear stiffness at each floor of the building, all of which show promise with respect to
increasing robustness. Recent studies (Sadek et al. 2008; Alashker et al. 2010) show that
the deck plus the concrete slab improve robustness. However, the slab reinforcing in
those studies has been limited to welded wire fabric and the framing area has been
limited. The current research initiative will consider parameters related to the slab by
varying the slab’s depth and including “flexural” reinforcement (i.e., deformed billet steel
reinforcing, as opposed to welded wire fabric). The experimental research by Rex (1996)
will be employed to develop the appropriate strength and stiffness of the slab at the
connection. The resulting engineering demand parameters will be summarized for a
direct comparison of how the floor slab affects the robustness of the building frame.
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1.4.3. Two-Dimensional Versus Three-Dimensional Modeling

A two-dimensional analysis is often sufficient for designing steel frames.
Designers are able to simplify three-dimensional framing systems, such as lateral force
resisting systems, into two-dimensional systems by taking advantage of regular framing
and load path assumptions used when simplifying tributary widths.
Evidence points to the need for a three-dimensional analysis to better represent
the robustness in a steel-framed system (Foley 2008). A three-dimensional analysis is
better suited to represent the full effect of robustness because the entire framing system is
included and able to resist the unanticipated loading condition. On the other hand,
perhaps a full-scale three-dimensional model will yield only modest improvement to the
analysis and a two-dimensional model is good enough. One of the objectives of this
dissertation will be to quantify how much a three-dimensional analysis improves results
compared to a two-dimensional analysis. A partial three-dimensional model and a full
three-dimensional model will be considered so that differing levels of detail can be
considered.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT OF CONNECTION MODELS

2.1.

Introduction
As one can see from the literature review, much work has been performed relating

to robustness. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the objective of this research is to better
quantify the contribution of specific structural components to the inherent robustness of
steel-framed buildings. In this chapter connection models will be developed using
methodologies from existing literature with the goal of using them as a basis for the
parametric studies.
The development of the connection models relies on specified material properties
and element loading. Both are explained in detail in Appendix A.

2.2.

Connection Modeling
An effort was made to select a connection configuration that is typical for the type

of building under consideration. To this end, a single plate connection, also known as a
“shear tab” or “shear plate” (the terms will be used interchangeably) was chosen. Single
plate connections are the choice of many fabricators due to their simplicity and benefits
for easy framing erection. A detailed schematic of a typical single plate beam-to-column
connection is shown in Figure 2.1. A single plate may be used in a beam-to-girder
connection as well.
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Figure 2.1. Typical single plate (shear tab) beam-to-column connection.

Several studies have been conducted to determine the moment-rotation
characteristics for single plate connections. As mentioned in the literature review, Liu
(2000) studied the moment-rotation characteristics of single plate connections both with
and without the effects of a seat angle at the bottom of the beam. Rex (1996) studied a
similar connection, but Rex’s work focused on the contribution of the composite slab in
the moment-rotation response, particularly the response in the negative moment range.
Although both authors’ work was conducted with seismic resistance in mind, their work
proves to be beneficial for the study of robustness of steel framed structures.
Table 2.1 shows the connection models that are considered as part of this
dissertation. The connection models were specifically chosen to address the objectives of
the research as discussed in Section 1.4. Connection model 1 was chosen as the baseline
connection. A designer may choose connection model 1 if the connection were being
designed for its shear strength alone. Since the connection is typically assumed to have
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no flexural capacity it is not expected to have any inherent robustness. Connection model
2 begins the parameter study by adding an additional bolt to the shear tab. This bolt is
assumed to be unnecessary for shear strength but it is included to determine how much it
impacts inherent robustness in the system. Connection models 5 and 6 simply relocate
the shear tab to the center of the beam for comparison to connection models 1 and 2.
Connection models 3 and 4 include a seat angle per Liu’s conclusions that it is beneficial
for seismic retrofit. If the addition of the seat angle is beneficial for a seismic application
it will likely be beneficial for inherent robustness. Connection models 1 through 6
address the objectives discussed in Section 1.4.1.
Connection models 7 through 10 address the objectives discussed in Section 1.4.2
because the effect of the reinforced composite slab in tension is now included. Models 7
and 8 are simply a comparison between a three- and four-bolt shear tab connection in
order to determine if the additional bolt significantly impacts robustness after a seat angle
and the effects of the slab are included. The concrete slab thickness is increased by one
inch for connection models 9 and 10 to determine if adding concrete slab thickness
improves inherent robustness.
Details of all connection models are illustrated in Appendix B, occasionally with
additional notes compared to a similar figure shown in this chapter. This was done to
further clarify the design intent of the detail where deemed necessary.
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Model

No. of Bolts

Shear tab
Seat
Slab
Location
Angle?
Thickness
1*
3
Top bolt 3 in.
No
5 in.
below T/steel
2
4
Top bolt 3 in.
No
5 in.
below T/steel
3
3
Top bolt 3 in.
Yes
5 in.
below T/steel
4
4
Top bolt 3 in.
Yes
5 in.
below T/steel
5
3
Shear tab
No
5 in.
centered on web
6
4
Shear tab
No
5 in.
centered on web
7
3
Top bolt 3 in.
Yes
5 in.
below T/steel
8
4
Top bolt 3 in.
Yes
5 in.
below T/steel
9
3
Top bolt 3 in.
Yes
6 in.
below T/steel
10
4
Top bolt 3 in.
Yes
6 in.
below T/steel
* Model 1 is considered the baseline connection for parametric analyses.

-M region
Criteria
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Rex
composite
Rex
composite
Rex
composite
Rex
composite

Table 2.1. Connection models under consideration.

2.2.1. Single Plate Connection Including Slab without a Seat Angle
The first connection models to be developed are those without a seat angle. The
treatment of these connection models will come directly from Liu (2000), and any
deviations from Liu’s treatment will be explained. Models denoted 1, 2, 5 and 6, as
described in Table 2.1, all exclude the seat angle. In models 1 and 2 the shear tab is
placed such that the upper bolt is 3 in. below the top of the top flange of the beam, as is
shown in Figure 2.2(a). This is a detail commonly used by many fabricators because
their drill lines are set up for 3-in. intervals. In models 5 and 6 the plate is centered on
the height of the beam web, as is shown in Figure 2.2(b), which is an alternate detail
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available for use. Although fabricators are not restricted to one of these locations, one of
the two is typically used. In addition to the differing plate locations, both three and four
bolt connection models were developed as a part of the parametric study.
Seven critical points are used to describe the connection’s moment-rotation
behavior, including positive and negative slip moments, positive and negative maximum
moments, positive “drop” moment and positive and negative ultimate rotations. The
points are discussed in Liu (2000) and relate to her experimental studies and development
of the simplified model shown in Figure 2.3. The following sections will describe the
process for calculating the seven points on the moment-rotation model.

MODEL 1
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 2
(4-BOLT)

Figure 2.2(a). Details of shear tab connections where bolts located 3 in. below
top of steel beam.
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MODEL 5
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 6
(4-BOLT)

Figure 2.2(b). Details of shear tab connections where the connection plate is
centered on the beam web.

Figure 2.3. Simplified moment-rotation model (Liu 2000).
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2.2.1.1.

Positive Slip Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
The positive slip moment is the first positive critical point identified in Figure 2.3.

The positive slip moment is based on an assumption of a plastic distribution of the forces
in the connection (Liu 2000) because it is assumed that each of the bolts generate the
same magnitude of force at the moment slip occurs. The shear tab is assumed to act
entirely in tension through friction and is, in turn, equilibrated by the compressive force
in the concrete slab. The magnitude of the slip moment is defined as the product of the
smaller of the tensile force in the shear tab or compressive force in the concrete slab and
the distance between the forces.
The tension force in the shear tab, T, prior to slip at the faying surface(s)
corresponds to the frictional force generated by all of the bolts present in the connection.
The friction between the shear plate and the beam web is generated by bolts having been
pretensioned per the AISC requirements (AISC 2010). Developing an accurate
pretension force in a bolt can be achieved through the use of a direct tension indicating
washer or by using an ASTM F1852 twist-off type tension controlled bolt (RCSC 2004).
The required pretension force for a 3/4 in. diameter ASTM A325 bolt is 28 kips, and a
“class A” faying surface is assumed which results in a coefficient of friction of  = 0.33.
Using these values, the bolt force generated through friction is

Fbolt  Tbolt   0.33 28 kips   9.24 kip / bolt

.

(2.1)

The total tensile force is simply the product of the number of bolts, n, multiplied
by the friction force in each bolt,

T  nFbolt .

(2.2)
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The tensile force is assumed to act at the centroid of the bolt group, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4.
The magnitude of bolt slip force is relatively low, resulting in corresponding
compressive strain in the concrete slab that is lower than the strain magnitude for
concrete crushing (typically assumed to be 0.003 in./in.). Thus, the stress distribution in
the concrete can be approximated using a linear distribution, as is qualitatively illustrated
in Figure 2.4(a). The resulting stress block in the concrete is shaped like a triangular
wedge and the depth of the stress block is small. The compressive force is applied at the
centroid of the triangular wedge, which is a relatively small distance from the top of the
concrete slab as illustrated in Figure 2.4(b). The moment arm dimension associated with
positive slip moment may be simplified by assuming it to be the distance from the
centroid of the bolt group to the top surface of the concrete slab (Liu 2000) as illustrated
in Figure 2.5. This simplified distance is used when calculating positive slip moment for
the connection models in this chapter.
Liu (2000) discusses differences between the experimental results for slip
moments as compared to the estimated values and attributes the differences to a
mismatch in stiffness between the shear tab and the composite slab section. In order to
calibrate the experimental findings to the analytical model a slip factor, slip, is introduced
to provide reasonable estimates of the actual slip moment capacity. For a bare-steel
connection (i.e., not including any effects from the composite slab) slip equals 1.5. On
the other hand, for a connection including the effects of the slab slip equals 0.67.
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The positive slip moment is calculated as

 M slip   slipTd

(2.3)

,

where the bolt slip force T governs over the compressive force C and is used to calculate
the slip moment capacity. The slip rotation at +Mslip, denoted as +slip, is recommended
to be 0.0042 radians (Liu 2000) for shear tab connections. This is the average slip
rotation for all shear tab connections that Liu tested as determined from the backbone
curves of the hysteresis plots.

Assumed linear compressive
stress distribution

Force applied at centroid
of triangular stress block
C

Slab and
deck depth

Steel beam
depth

d

T

T

Shear tab
connection
(column not shown)
(a) Linear stress distribution in concrete.

(b) Location of compressive force.

Figure 2.4. Connection detail showing internal force couple for positive slip moment
(forces and stresses are shown qualitatively).
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C
d

T
Shear tab
connection
(column not shown)
Figure 2.5. Connection detail showing simplified moment arm assumption for positive
slip moment.

2.2.1.2.

Negative Slip Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
The negative slip moment capacity is the first critical negative moment point

shown on Figure 2.3. An important assumption for the calculation of negative slip
moment capacity is that cracked concrete provides negligible tension force. Implicit in
this assumption is that no significant reinforcing steel exists in the slab to resist tension
forces in the slab. In other words, the welded wire fabric and/or fiber reinforcing exists
solely for holding cracks together once they have formed. The negative slip moment
capacity is based on the friction forces developed within the steel connection alone.
Once again, a plastic distribution of forces is assumed, so the moment arm is simply the
distance between the centroids of the bolts above and below the neutral axis of the
connection. The force couple for negative slip moment is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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Slab and deck depth
T
d
Steel beam depth
C
Shear tab connection
(column not shown)
Figure 2.6. Connection detail showing internal force couple for negative slip moment.

The negative slip moment is calculated as

 M slip   slip  Fbolt  nd

.

(2.4)

For negative slip moment, the number of bolts, n, is the number of bolts effective
for resisting each force in the force couple. Since this is a plastic formulation, n is simply
the number of bolts residing above or below the plastic neutral axis of the bolt group.
The moment arm, d, is the distance between the neutral axes of the bolt groups above and
below the neutral axis. For example, in the case shown in Figure 2.6 the moment arm is
the distance between the top and bottom bolts because the neutral axis is located at the
middle bolt.
As it was with the positive slip rotation, the rotation at negative slip moment is
recommended to be 0.0042 radians based on Liu’s experimental results.
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2.2.1.3.

Maximum Positive Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
The maximum positive moment capacity is calculated next. The procedure for

calculating maximum positive moment capacity of a single plate connection including the
contribution of the slab is discussed in this section.
The first step listed for calculating the positive moment capacity is to determine
the “bolt element” capacities. A “bolt element” is defined as the portion of the
connection elements that is associated with one bolt in the connection. Figure 2.7
illustrates a “bolt element” for a typical shear plate connection where s is the bolt centerto-center spacing, Leh is the horizontal plate edge distance and Lev is the vertical plate
edge distance. It is assumed that the bolt center-to-center spacing is constant. It is also
assumed that the vertical plate edge distances are equal for both the top and bottom of the
plate. The shear plate thickness, which is not shown in the figure, is designated as tpl.

Area where potential
for binding exists
BOLT ELEMENT

(girder and slab not shown)

Figure 2.7. Illustration of a bolt element.
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Bolt element capacities are calculated for both transverse shear and normal force
directions. The force directions are illustrated in Figures 2.8(a) and (b). Five limit states
are identified for the shear capacity, each designated as “Rn”, relating to the “nominal
resistance” for each limit state. The lowest nominal resistance is the governing capacity
for the bolt element.

(a) Transverse shear direction.

(b) Normal (tensile) direction.

Figure 2.8. Illustration of transverse shear and normal (tensile) force directions.

The first limit state to be considered is yield of the gross area of the shear tab.
The nominal force corresponding to yielding of the gross area of the shear tab is
computed as

Rn _ v1  0.6 Fy Ag  0.6 Fy t pl s

(2.5)
,

where Ag is the gross cross sectional area of the plate at each bolt element and Fy is the
specified yield stress of the steel being used.
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Bearing failure at the bolt holes and shear rupture (tearout) of the shear tab or
beam web at a single bolt line is the second limit state. The nominal force corresponding
to the limit states of bearing and tearout assuming deformation is not a design
consideration is computed as

 1.5Lc t pl Fu
Rn _ v 2  min 
3dbt pl Fu

(for tearout)

(2.6)

(for bearing)
,

where Lc is the clear distance between the edge of the bolt hole and the edge of the
material, db is the nominal diameter of the bolt and Fu is the specified ultimate tensile
strength of the steel being used. Since this limit state may be governed by either the
capacity of the plate or the capacity of the web of the beam, it is necessary to perform this
calculation twice if different grades of steel are being used for the shear tab plate and the
beam web. The lower of the two calculated capacities governs.
The third limit state is fracture of the net area of the plate. The nominal force
corresponding to fracture of the net area is calculated as





Rn _ v 3  0.6t pl s  d h Fu

(2.7)
,

where dh is the effective bolt hole diameter, defined as 1/8 in. larger than db for a
standard hole. The 1/8 in. accounts for the size of the hole, which is 1/16 in. larger than
the bolt diameter, and for a 1/16 in. allowance for damaged material around the perimeter
of the bolt hole.
Bolt shear rupture is the fourth limit state under consideration. The stress value
for bolt shear rupture comes from research by Kulak et al. (1987) and is used in lieu of
AISC provisions because it better represents the ultimate shear capacity of a single bolt
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without additional safety factors. The nominal force capacity for bolt shear rupture is
calculated as

Rn _ v 4   80.1 ksi  Ab

(2.8)

,

where Ab is the nominal cross-sectional area of the bolt.
The fifth and final limit state under consideration for transverse shear capacity is
weld rupture. The nominal force capacity for weld rupture is calculated as
Rn _ v 5   0.6 FEXX  0.707t weld Lweld 

(2.9)
,

where FEXX is the weld stress, tweld is the specified thickness of the weld and Lweld is the
length of the weld.
With the exception of the ultimate stress capacity for bolt shear rupture, the limit
state calculations outlined are in conformance with the provisions of the AISC
Specification (AISC 2010) and are based on fundamental mechanics principles. The
governing limit state for transverse shear is the minimum of the five limit states
calculated.
The capacities for bolt element normal (tensile) force limit states are shown next.
The capacities for tension yield of the gross area and fracture of the net area are the only
calculations that change, and they simply omit the 0.6 factor for shear yielding. The
capacities for bearing and tearout (assuming Leh = Lev), bolt fracture and weld fracture are
exactly the same as they were for shear since the limit states are identical. It should be
noted that an increase in the weld capacity could have been included based on the
direction of the applied load relative to the weld. However, the increase was omitted
resulting in a conservative weld capacity.
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The nominal force corresponding to tensile yield of gross area is computed as

Rn _ t1  Fy Ag  Fy t pl s

(2.10)
.

The nominal force corresponding to tensile fracture of the net area is computed as





Rn _ t 2  t pl s  d h Fu

(2.11)
.

A 5/16 in. thick ASTM A36 shear plate and 3/4 in. diameter ASTM A325-N
bolts in standard holes spaced at 3 in. center-to-center vertically are used. The horizontal
and vertical edge distances are 1-1/2 in. A 3/16 in., E70XX fillet weld is used on both
sides of the shear tab. The bolt element capacities resulting from these specifications are
shown in Table 2.2, with the limiting capacity highlighted in red.

Limit State

Shear Force Capacity
(kip)

Tensile Force Capacity
(kip)

Yield of gross area

20.25

33.75

Bearing and tearout*

29.74

29.74

Fracture of net area

23.11

38.52

Bolt shear rupture

35.39

35.39

Weld rupture

33.41

33.41

* Tearout governed over bearing for both cases.
Table 2.2. Bolt element capacities for the shear tab.

The next step in the process is to determine the shear demand for the connection.
For the matter of illustrating the formulation, consider a three bolt connection with one
bolt element necessary to resist the shear demand (this will vary depending on the
connection under consideration and the required loading to be resisted by the
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connection). Further assume that the upper bolt is located 3 in. below the top of the steel
beam, as is the case with connection model 1 from Table 2.1. That leaves two bolt
elements available for moment resistance. The shear load is assigned to the top-most
bolts (Liu 2000) and the remaining bolts may be used to resist force due to positive
moment. For the example under consideration, the top bolt in the connection is assigned
as the shear-resisting bolt and the bottom two bolts shall be used to resist moment. The
force couple associated with this assumption is shown in Figure 2.9.

C
Slab and deck depth
d
T
Steel beam depth
Shear tab connection

Bolt assigned to shear
Bolt assigned to moment
Figure 2.9. Connection detail showing internal force couple for maximum positive
moment.

The corresponding compressive force in the concrete slab is much higher than it
was for slip moment. As such, the compression in the concrete slab is calculated similar
to that of a typical concrete beam where the strain at the extreme compressive fiber is set
to concrete crushing strain of 0.003 in./in. The Whitney-type rectangular compression
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block (ACI 2008) is used to determine the compressive capacity of the concrete slab.
The maximum compressive force that can be achieved in the concrete is calculated as

C  0.85  f 'c  ba

,

(2.12)

where f’c is the compressive strength of the concrete, b is the effective width of the
compression block and a is the effective depth of the compression block. The
compressive force is assumed to act at a distance one-half the depth of the compression
block from the top of the slab.
When the beam frames into a column, the effective width of the compression
block is assumed to be as wide as the nominal width or depth of the column (Liu 2000).
The effective depth of the compression block would be limited to either the full depth of
the concrete above the deck flutes if the deck runs parallel to the beam or 60% of that
depth if the deck runs perpendicular to the beam. The 40% reduction in depth accounts
for a reduction in strength when the force is perpendicular to the weak direction of the
concrete filled metal deck. The compressive force is limited to the magnitude of the
tensile force in order to maintain equilibrium in the force couple.
For the case of maximum positive moment it is assumed that the resultant
compressive force is be applied at mid-depth of the portion of the concrete slab above the
deck flutes for maximum moment capacity. The resultant compressive force is applied at
mid-depth even when the effective depth of the concrete slab is reduced in the weak
direction or if tension controls and the effective depth of slab, a, is reduced. Either of
those cases results in a slightly conservative moment capacity. The tensile force is
applied at the centerline between the bolts charged with resisting the force due to the
moment. The maximum positive moment is calculated as
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 M max   min C or T  d

,

(2.13)

where T is the sum of the capacities of the bolt elements available to resist tension due to
moment and C is the compressive force in the concrete as calculated in Equation 2.12.
The rotation at maximum positive moment is denoted as +max and is set to 0.03
radians. This is an empirical value based on test results (Liu 2000).

2.2.1.4.

Maximum Negative Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
Referring back to Figure 2.3, the next point under consideration is the point of

maximum negative moment capacity. As mentioned for the negative slip moment
capacity, it is assumed that the concrete slab provides no tensile capacity. The procedure
for calculating maximum negative moment capacity of a single plate connection is based
on a “bare steel” model. When considering a “bare steel” connection, the middle bolts
are assumed to carry the shear load and the remaining bolts carry moment. Once again, it
is assumed that the shear load is carried by one bolt for the purpose of illustrating the
procedure. The middle bolt element shall be designated as the shear resisting bolt
element and the outer two bolts shall resist the moment. Since the slab is neglected, the
resulting negative moment capacity is based solely on the tensile capacity of the bolt
element and is calculated as

 M max  T  nd

.

(2.14)

Figure 2.6 illustrates this because the force couple developed for maximum negative
moment is similar to that developed for slip moment. The difference between the two is
the magnitude of the force considered (slip force versus governing tensile force).
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The rotation at maximum negative moment is denoted as -max and is set to 0.02
radians for a connection that includes a slab, even knowing that the slab is considered
ineffective for negative moment capacity. This value is empirical based on test results
(Liu 2000).

2.2.1.5.

Dropped Positive Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
A loss of positive moment capacity, designated +Mdrop in Figure 2.3, is present in

the moment-rotation model. The drop in moment capacity was only observed in the
positive moment range and applies to connections which include the contribution of the
composite slab. The magnitude of +Mdrop is based on the shape of the cyclic backbone of
hysteresis plots and is set to 0.55(+Mmax) in the simplified moment-rotation model (Liu
2000). The rotation at +Mdrop is defined as +drop and is set as 0.04 radians (Liu 2000).

2.2.1.6.

Positive and Negative Ultimate Rotation (Liu 2000)
Ultimate rotation, designated as +ult or -ult as shown on Figure 2.3, are based

upon the point where the flange of the connected beam comes in contact with the
supporting element. This is considered the point of “binding” and no further rotation can
develop. The binding points are shown in Figure 2.7. At this point, the contact between
the flange of the beam and the supporting element (the flange of a column, for example)
introduces a prying force in the connection which changes the nature of the force couple.
The connection is now at its useful limit and this point is considered the connection’s
ultimate capacity. It should be noted that the moment resistance of the connection, both
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within the positive and negative ranges, stays constant leading up to the ultimate rotation
as is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

2.2.2. Single Plate Connection Including Slab and Seat Angle (Liu 2000)
Liu (2000) investigated a connection which was similar to that discussed in
Section 2.2.1 but included a bottom seat angle. The connection is shown in Figure 2.10
and fits the description of models number 3 and 4 as listed in Table 2.1. The seat angle
serves to increase the moment resistance without change in the shape of the general
moment-rotation model shown in Figure 2.3. It is uncommon for this seat to be included
in typical construction, and Liu (2000) discussed that this detail is intended for retrofit of
existing structures that need additional capacity. However, this detail is promising for
increasing robustness in new structures and formulation of the points on the general
moment-rotation curve shown in Figure 2.3 is given in this section.

2.2.2.1.

Slip Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
Calculation of the positive and negative slip moment capacities follow very

similar procedures to those presented for shear tab connections without a seat angle. The
only addition is the contribution of the bolt forces at the seat angle which increase both
the positive and negative slip moment capacities.
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MODEL 3
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 4
(4-BOLT)

Figure 2.10. Beam-to-column shear tab connection including seat angle.

For the positive slip moment, the forces in the system are positioned as shown in
Figure 2.11, where the compressive force acts at the top of the concrete slab for the same
reasons as discussed in Section 2.2.1.1. The tensile force at the shear tab acts at the
centroid of the bolt group because it is assumed that all three bolts are equally active in
resisting slip. The tensile force at the seat angle is the product of the number of bolts
connecting the bottom flange of the beam and the seat angle and the bolt force, and it acts
at the faying surface between the two. The slip factor discussed in Section 2.2.1.1, slip,
applies to this connection. The slip rotation, +slip, is recommended to be 0.0042 radians
(Liu 2000). The positive slip moment is calculated as
 M slip   slip Ttab  d1  Tangle  d 2 

,

(2.15)
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where Ttab and Tangle are calculated using Equation 2.2 with the appropriate number of
bolts. Tangle is limited by the flexural capacity of the angle, which will be discussed in
detail in Section 2.2.2.2.

C
Slab and deck depth
d1
Ttab
d2

Steel beam depth

Tangle
(column not shown)
Figure 2.11. Connection detail showing internal forces for the positive slip moment.

For the negative slip moment, the forces in the system are positioned as shown in
Figure 2.12. The tensile force, Ttab, is located at the centroid of the bolt group. Once
again, the slab’s tensile capacity is considered negligible and is not included in the
negative moment capacity calculations. The compressive force, C, is calculated using the
slip resistance between the bottom flange of the beam and the top of the seat angle using
the bolt force calculated from Equation 2.1. The compressive force is the product of the
number of bolts connecting the seat angle to the bottom beam flange and the bolt force.
The slip factor discussed in Section 2.2.1.1, slip, applies to this case and the slip
rotation, -slip, is recommended to be 0.0042 radians (Liu 2000).
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(column not shown)
Slab and deck depth
Ttab
Steel beam depth
d
C

Figure 2.12. Connection detail showing internal force couple for negative slip moment.

The negative slip moment is calculated as

 M slip   slip  min Ttab or C  d

,

(2.16)

where d is the distance between the forces in the couple as shown in Figure 2.12.

2.2.2.2.

Maximum Positive Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
The procedure for calculating maximum positive moment capacity of a single

plate connection including the contribution of the slab and a seat angle is similar to the
procedure outlined in Section 2.2.1.3. One difference lies in the type of failure mode
(either ductile or brittle) considered when assigning the appropriate force distribution. A
yielding, tearing or bearing failure mode tends to be ductile and a plastic force
distribution may be assumed. However, if a brittle failure mode is predicted, such as bolt
rupture or weld rupture, a linear force distribution is more appropriate. The force
distributions are qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2.13, along with the location of the
resultant force Ttab.
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C
d1
Ttab
d2

Tangle
(column not shown)
(a) Plastic force distribution for ductile failure

C
d1
Ttab

d2

Tangle
(column not shown)
(b) Linear force distribution for brittle failure
Figure 2.13. Connection detail showing plastic and linear force distributions.

The first step is to determine the bolt element capacities in shear and tension for
the connection. The bolt element capacities calculated in Section 2.2.1.3 for the shear tab
are still valid assuming the connecting elements have not changed. Thus, the shear force
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capacity for a bolt element is 20.25 kip and the tensile force capacity is 29.74 kip. The
limit states associated with these capacities are yield of the gross area and tearout,
respectively, which are both ductile failure modes making a plastic distribution
appropriate.
Tension force capacity needs to be calculated for the seat angle. For positive
moment, the seat angle is in tension so only the tension limit states apply and they are
calculated in an identical fashion to those discussed in Section 2.2.1.3. Assuming that the
angle is bolted to the supporting member, bolt tensile rupture including prying action
replaces weld rupture as a limit state. One additional limit state is added to the list, and
that is flexure of the seat angle leg. Since the angle is assumed to develop full plastic
capacity, one may simply calculate the force required to develop the plastic moment in
the leg of the angle. The flexural mechanism of the seat angle is illustrated in Figure
2.14.

Rn
Mp
k
Critical moment line

Vp

g
C/L bolt hole
Tbolt

Vp
Mp

Figure 2.14. Flexural mechanism for seat angle.
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The distance “k” in Figure 2.14 is found in the AISC Manual (AISC 2010). It is
the distance from the heel of the angle to the toe of the fillet. The bolt hole is then
assumed to be equidistant from the toe of the fillet to the toe of the vertical angle leg.
The nominal tensile resistance for the limit state of plastic moment capacity of the
angle leg is equal to the shear force. The shear force at plastic moment is calculated as

Vp 

2M p
g ,

(2.17)

where Mp is the plastic moment capacity of the angle leg, g is the gage distance from the
toe of the fillet to the centerline of the bolt and Vp is the shear force when the angle is
forced to its plastic moment capacity.
If one were to draw a free body diagram of the top leg of the angle, horizontal
force equilibrium would result in

Rn  V p

.

(2.18)

For the limit state of bolt tensile rupture including prying, a linear stress
distribution is assumed at the outstanding angle leg as shown in Figure 2.15. The
dimensions k and g were defined in Figure 2.14. The dimension d is the distance from
the centerline of the bolt hole to the centroid of the stress block in compression. Since
the bolt size and material is directly specified, the compressive resultant C can be
calculated by summing moments about the heel of the angle. The limiting force
compressive force is

 kg 
C  Tbolt 

 k  g  d .

(2.19)
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The nominal resistance can then be calculated for the limit state of bolt tension
rupture including prying. Summing moments about the centerline of the bolt hole,

 d 
Rn  C 

 k  g .

(2.20)

Rn

Critical moment line

k+g
Tbolt

C/L bolt hole
d

C
Figure 2.15. Illustration of the limit state of bolt tension rupture including prying.

It is assumed that an L641/2, made of ASTM A36 steel, is used with 3/4 in.
diameter A325 bolts. It is further assumed that the effective width of the bolt element is
3 in., as it was for the shear tab. For the limit state of tearout the distance from the toe of
the angle to the center of the bolt hole is 1 1/2 in. With a 1/2 in. thick angle leg and
assuming k equals twice the angle leg thickness, g is equal to 1 1/2 in. The bolt element
capacities resulting from these specifications are shown in Table 2.3, with the limiting
capacity highlighted in red. Note that only tensile force capacities are given because it is
assumed that the shear tab resists all shear force.
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Limit State

Tensile Force Capacity
(kip)

Yield of gross area

54.00

Bearing and tearout*

47.58

Fracture of net area

61.63

Bolt shear rupture

35.39

Bolt tensile rupture
(including prying)

11.37

Plastic moment

9.00

* Tearout governed over bearing.
Table 2.3. Tensile force capacities for the seat angle.

Before the positive moment capacity can be calculated, it must be determined
whether compression or tension force will govern flexural capacity. Compressive
capacity is calculated as shown in Equation 2.12. Tensile capacity is the sum of the total
shear tab capacity (i.e., the limiting bolt element capacity times the number of bolts
effective for tension resistance) plus the total seat angle capacity (calculated similar to
shear tab capacity). In some cases compression will govern. If so, it is easiest to handle
the problem by reducing the tension resistance accordingly and using it in the moment
calculation. The tension resistance is reduced through the shear tab’s capacity because it
is assumed that the seat angle always reaches plastic capacity (Liu 2000) corresponding
to Rn in Equation 2.20. Thus, the tensile capacity of the seat angle per bolt element may
be reduced by

Ttab reduced 

C  Tangle
n1

(2.21)
,
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where C is the maximum allowable compressive force in the slab, Tangle is the total seat
angle capacity and n1 is the number of bolt elements effective for tension due to moment
in the shear tab.
The maximum positive moment capacity can now be calculated. Using the
appropriate stress distribution from Figure 2.13 and summing moments about the point of
application of the compressive force,

 M max  Ttab  n1  d1   Tangle   n2  d 2 

(2.22)
,

where n2 is the number of bolts elements effective for tension due to moment in the seat
angle. Ttab-reduced shall be used in place of Ttab if appropriate. The rotation associated with
the maximum positive moment, +max, is recommended to be 0.03 radians just as it was
for the shear tab without a seat angle.

2.2.2.3.

Maximum Negative Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
The maximum negative moment is once again based on a bare steel model. When

the seat angle is introduced, it serves as the means for resisting the compressive force due
to moment. The tensile force due to moment is resisted by the shear tab. As a first step,
the maximum compressive force, C, in the seat angle must be calculated considering the
applicable limit states for compression. This eliminates both yield of the gross area and
rupture of the net area as well as tension rupture of the bolts at the supporting element.
Moment capacity of the seat angle is also eliminated. Tearout at the bolt holes is not a
practical limit state because the supporting element prevents tearout from occurring, but
bearing at the bolt holes most certainly is a practical limit state. Bolt shear rupture still
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applies for the bolts connecting the beam’s bottom flange to the horizontal leg of the seat
angle.
The tensile capacity of the shear tab is calculated in a similar fashion to that
discussed in Section 2.2.2.2; however, the force distribution is considered to be a plastic
distribution for all cases. The transverse shear is assumed to be resisted by the bottommost bolt elements, working upward (Liu 2000). Remaining bolt elements are available
to resist the tension force due to moment.
The minimum of the compressive capacity of the seat angle or the tensile capacity
of the shear tab is used for calculating the maximum negative moment capacity. The
negative moment capacity is calculated as

 M max   min C or T  nd

.

(2.23)

The rotation associated with the maximum moment, -max, is recommended to be
0.02 radians just as it was for the shear tab without a seat angle (Liu 2000).

2.2.2.4.

Dropped Positive Moment Capacity (Liu 2000)
It is unclear whether the dropped positive moment capacity, +Mdrop, is valid for a

shear tab connection with a seat angle. Liu (2000) states that “some more parameters
would be required to complete a description of the moment rotation curve” and “in the
absence of more test data for supplemental seat angle connections, the values for shear
tab connections are used.” Dropped moment capacity and its corresponding rotation,
+drop, are among those parameters. For the purpose of this research the dropped moment
capacity shall be omitted from the moment rotation model because the ultimate rotation
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capacity is very close to the maximum rotation capacity making a drop in moment
impractical. This will be apparent when the models are developed for the analyses.

2.2.2.5.

Positive and Negative Ultimate Rotation (Liu 2000)
The connection at the seat angle limits ultimate rotation. Liu (2000) observed

either fracture of the seat angle under positive moment or fracture of the shear tab for
negative moment as magnitudes approached ultimate levels. Liu uses methods
previously developed (Shen 1992) to estimate the ultimate rotations in the system. The
deformation of the angle may be determined by

 u  l1 tan   u 

(2.24)

,

where u is the ultimate deformation of the angle and u is the ultimate strain under
monotonic tension which is typically set to 0.25 (Shen 1992). l1 is a distance parameter
defined as
l1  p1 

db
2 ,

(2.25)

where p1 is approximated as the distance “g” for practical purposes (Liu 2000). The
ultimate positive rotation for a connection including a seat angle, SA_pos, may now be
calculated. Using provisions from Shen (1992),
 u
d
 SA _ pos

 SA _ pos  SA _ pos 


 ,


(2.26)

where SA_pos is a modification factor (Shen 1992) that is equal to 0.85 and dSA_pos is the
distance from the seat angle to the center of rotation for positive bending, which may be
estimated as the distance from the top of the seat angle to the center of the first bolt above
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the bolt(s) assumed to be carrying the shear load (Liu 2000). The ultimate positive
rotation for a connection including the seat angle, SA_pos, is used for the ultimate positive
rotation capacity, +ult, in the simplified moment-rotation model from Figure 2.3.
For ultimate negative rotation capacity, -ult, the rotation is limited due to the
connection between the bottom flange of the beam and the seat angle. Some movement
is available due to the slip within the bolt hole itself. The standard bolt hole is 1/16 in.
larger than the bolt diameter, which results in 1/8 in. maximum gap when the bolt holes at
both the seat angle and bottom flange are taken into account. The ultimate negative
rotation for a connection including a seat angle, SA_neg, may be calculated as
  SA _ slip
d
 SA _ neg

 SA _ neg  


 ,


(2.27)

where SA_slip is the maximum permissible slip deformation at the seat angle (taken as 1/8
in. for this research) and dSA_neg is the distance from the seat angle to the center of rotation
for negative bending which may be assumed to act at the centroid of the bolt(s) resisting
the shear load. The ultimate negative rotation, SA_neg, is used for the ultimate negative
rotation capacity, -ult, in the simplified moment-rotation model from Figure 2.3. If

SA_neg does not exceed 0.02 radians then SA_neg is used for both -max and -ult.

2.2.2.6.

Demands on the Panel Zone (Liu 2000)
Liu (2000) observed yielding within the panel zone at the column during cyclic

tests. Although this requires consideration in a real design, it is beyond the scope of the
current research because it is not directly linked to the connection itself and would add an
unnecessarily vague parameter to the study. It is assumed that the columns selected as
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part of the framing system are sufficiently sized such that panel zone shear yielding will
not control the analysis.

2.2.3. Single Plate Connection Including Effects of Reinforced Composite Slab (Rex
1996)
Rex (1996) investigated the effects of beam-to-girder connections as both “bare
steel” connections (without the effects of the slab) and as composite connections
(including the effects of the slab). The models used for the current research will include
the effects of the slab. All of Rex’s models included a bottom flange seat angle. Rex’s
parameters relate to models 7 through 10 as listed in Table 2.1, and details are shown of
each type of connection in Appendix B.
In contrast to the models developed by Liu, Rex’s results apply to only the
negative moment region because the focus of his research was utilizing the composite
slab in tension. His work will serve to augment the moment-rotation models by including
results from a targeted investigation into the negative moment capacities of the
connection.

2.2.3.1.

Moment Capacity (Rex 1996)
Rex developed a simplified model that is applicable to both the bare steel and

composite connections. A three step method for determining the moment capacity has
been developed as follows (Rex 1996):
1. Determine the shear carried by each bolt in the beam web.
2. Determine the remaining bolt capacity in the horizontal direction.
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3. Determine the connection moment using the bolt capacity from (2). For the
case of the composite connection, the moment resistance of the slab is added
to the moment resistance of the bare steel connection.

Rex begins the development of his model by investigating shear distribution to the
bolts. Unlike Liu’s formulation where bolts to resist shear were identified based on their
location, Rex uses an inverse-proportional relationship derived from mechanics to
distribute the shear force. The shear force, Vj, in bolt j is (Rex 1996)
 1
 Y
V j   Nw j

1
 Y
 i 1 i



 Vult  Rnv
,




where
Yj

=

Distance from bolt j to the top of the seat angle, in.
(see Figure 2.16),

Vult

=

Ultimate shear load applied to the connection, kip,

Rnv

=

Bolt shear capacity, intended to serve as an upper bound, kip,

Nw

=

Number of bolts in the web.

(2.28)
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+

h
Y1

Y2

Yr

Y3

Figure 2.16. Distances used in the equations in Section 2.2.3.

If the bolt shear capacity, Rnv, is exceeded it is necessary to revise the distances Yj
until the shear is distributed in such a fashion that Rnv is not exceeded (Rex 1996). The
adjustment of Yj relocates the center of rotation for the connection, thus changing the
force demanded of each bolt.
Once the shear demand has been determined for each bolt, the horizontal capacity
can be determined. The horizontal capacity, Hj, is given by (Rex 1996)
R 
H j   nh  Rnv 2  V j 2
,
 Rnv 

(2.29)

where Rnh is the bolt element tensile capacity as determined from Section 2.2.1.3.
The negative moment capacity can now be calculated. The moment capacity is
the sum of the steel connection’s contribution and the reinforced composite slab’s
contribution (Rex 1996). The moment capacity, Mo, is determined by
Nw

M o   H jY j  Rn _ slabYr
j 1

,

(2.30)
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where

Ar Fur

Rn_slab =
min

N studs Qsol

Ar

=

Area of reinforcing steel, in.2,

Fur

=

Ultimate strength of reinforcing steel (= 60 ksi assuming yielding
bars limits the moment capacity),

Nstuds =

Number of shear studs on each side of the maximum moment,

Qsol

=

Shear capacity of one shear stud, kip (AISC 2010),

Yr

=

Distance from the top of the seat angle to the point of application
of the compressive force in the slab, in. (see Figure 2.16)

The number of shear studs used on any one beam is not a set quantity. Shear stud
quantities depend on shear stud size, full or partial composite action and metal deck flute
spacing. It will be assumed that 3/4 in. diameter studs are used to achieve full composite
action. It is understood that partial composite action is usually results in more efficient
framing sizes, but full composite action was chosen in an effort to eliminate a set of
variables that is not within the scope of the research.

2.2.3.2.

Initial Stiffness (Rex 1996)
Expressions for the initial stiffness of the moment-rotation model were developed

by Rex (1996). The expression developed for initial stiffness, Ki, is
Nw

Ki   K j  h  Y j 
j 0

2

,

(2.31)
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where Kj is the stiffness of a component, such as a bolt element or the reinforced
composite slab, and h is the location of the elastic center of rotation relative to the top of
the seat angle, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. The elastic center of rotation, h, is found
using
Nw

h

K Y
j 0
Nw

j

K
j 0

j

(2.32)

.
j

The initial stiffness contribution of a bolt element, Kiw, is equal to its “slip
stiffness” which is equal to
K iw 

Rf
0.015



  0.7 Fub  0.75 Ab  
0.015

,

(2.33)

where is a bolt strength factor (=1.0 for ASTM A325 bolts), Fub is the tensile strength
of the bolt, Ab is the nominal area of the bolt and  is the coefficient of friction. When
one looks closely at the numerator of Equation 2.33, one will see that it exactly replicates
the bolt force, Fbolt, as shown in Equation 2.1.
The initial stiffness contribution of the slab is a function of the stiffness of the
individual components, namely the concrete acting compositely with the steel beam and
the steel reinforcing within the concrete slab. The initial stiffness of the slab is based on
an assumed linear representation up to the point of 50% of the yield force of the
reinforcing steel (Rex 1996). When the shear stud strength exceeds the reinforcing
strength, the initial stiffness of the slab, Ki_slab, is (Rex 1996)
K i _ slab 

Pslab _1
  Pslab _1  2.5  ,
ln 1  
 
  N studs Qsol  
 slab _1 
18

(2.34)
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where
Pslab_1 =

Force in reinforced concrete slab at first key point (i.e., 50% yield
force for concrete reinforcing,) kip,

=

Ac _ eff f c 

Ar Fyr
2

,

=

Effective area of concrete, in.2,

=

 15dbar   15dbar 



 min Ycon  hr   min sbar  ,

dbar

=

concrete reinforcing bar diameter, in.,

Ycon

=

Total depth of slab from bottom of steel deck to top of slab, in.,

hr

=

Depth of steel deck, in.,

sbar

=

concrete reinforcing bar spacing, in.,

fc

=

Concrete stress assuming a cracked section, ksi,

=

1 2 f cr
1  500 c

Ac_eff

,

1

=

Bond correction factor (=1.0 for deformed bars),

2

=

Load time factor correction factor (=1.0 for short duration),

c

=

Concrete strain (=cr for cracking strain),

=

4 1000 f c
1000 Ec ,

=

Tensile cracking stress of concrete, ksi,

=

4 1000 f c
1000 ,

fcr

slab_1 =

Deformation of concrete slab at first key point, in.,
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=

Leff Fyr
2E ,

Leff

=

Effective length of reinforced composite concrete slab, in.,

E

=

Modulus of elasticity for reinforcing steel, ksi.

Equation 2.34 results in units of kip-in./rad. In the interest of brevity, the author
will not present an exhaustive discussion of the foundations of each of the parameters
shown above. The interested reader is referred to Rex (1996) for a complete discussion.

2.2.3.3.

Final Stiffness (Rex 1996)
The final stiffness, Kp (“plastic” stiffness), is developed in a similar way. It adds

the contribution of the steel connecting elements and the slab element as (Rex 1996)
Nw

K p   K pjY j 2  K p _ slabYr 2
j 1

(2.35)

,

where
Kpj

=

Web bolt plastic stiffness, kip/in.,

=


Plate or web horizontal net tension strength 


 min Plate or web horizontal bearing strength

9

Bolt shear strength




,

2.9

Kp_slab =

Plastic stiffness of reinforced composite slab in tension (differs
slightly from Rex’s term for units consistency,) kip/in.,

so

=

12.5 Ar
so ,

=

Distance from the beam centerline to the nearest shear stud, in.
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The resulting units of Equation 2.35 are kip-in./rad.

2.2.3.4.

Curvature Parameter
Rex (1996) discusses the development of a curvature parameter, n, which fit the

moment-rotation model by Richard and Elsalti (1991) to his experimental data. The
Richard and Elsalti (1991) model is shown in Figure 2.17. The curvature parameter will
be used in the current research to identify points from which to draw a multi-linear
moment-rotation model similar to the Liu (2000) model in Figure 2.3. However, some
understanding of the development of the multi-linear model from the moment-rotation
curve is necessary before calculations can be performed.

Figure 2.17. Force-deformation curvature model (Richard and Elsalti, 1991;
reproduced from Rex 1996).
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Figure 2.18 illustrates how the curvature parameter is used with a simplified
model to match experimental data in Rex (1996). Only a sampling of data points for
Rex’s “Composite Connection #5” test data are included, with the intent of representing
the trends of the data. The calculations from Section 2.2.3 were performed and the values
for Ki, Kp and Mo are used to make the bilinear representation. Every effort was made to
exactly match the parameters of Rex’s connection specimens; as an example, tested
material values as reported in Rex’s dissertation were used in the calculations. It is seen
that a value for curvature of n = 1.75 fits the data reasonably well for both test specimens.
The curvature parameter is not able to replicate the slight “dip” in the experimental data
at approximately 0.01 radians, but overall the representation is good.
The dashed line called “intermediate stiffness” is drawn using judgment based on
two discrete values with precedence in prior moment-rotation formulations. The first
value is the moment capacity on the initial stiffness line when the slab is at 50% of its
tensile force capacity. This point has precedence in the Rex formulation because,
recalling Equation 2.34, the 50% tensile force capacity is used to generate the initial
stiffness. The second point is based on the ultimate negative rotation capacity explained
in Section 2.2.2.5. A straight line is drawn between the two points resulting in the
desired multilinear representation of the curve.
Figure 2.19 shows a similar illustration to that presented in Figure 2.18 with
another data set from Rex (1996). Once again, a curvature parameter of 1.75 fits the data
well and the intermediate stiffness provides a good means for completing the multi-linear
representation.
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Figure 2.18. Comparison of simplified multi-linear model to experimental data.

Figure 2.19. Comparison of simplified multi-linear model to experimental data.
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2.2.4. Structural Steel Building Model for the Current Research
The theoretical development of the moment-rotation models that will be used in
this research has now been explained. The next step is to develop specific models for
consideration in the parametric studies. Specific model development is dependent on the
loads and geometry of the system because many calculations require the determination of
how many bolts resist shear. At this point it is important to introduce the framing system
and loads that will be used as the focus of study for the rest of this dissertation.
A three-story building in a non-seismic area (Boston) was chosen as the basis for
analysis. This frame comes from the SAC-FEMA suite of typical buildings for research
purposes (FEMA 2000) with some minor deviations. A low-rise building was chosen
because over 90 percent of all buildings constructed in the United States are less than
four stories (Fanella 2000).
A typical framing plan is shown in Figure 2.20 and typical framing elevations are
shown in Figures 2.21 and 2.22. The columns are spaced at 30’-0” center-to-center and
the floor-to-floor framing heights are 13’-0” typical. The original system includes
moment resisting frames along the perimeter of the frame for lateral force resistance and
frame stability. The column base connections are input as friction free pins, which is a
common assumption for low-rise framing systems. This assumption is valid for use in
the parametric studies because beam mechanisms will form under the gravity loading
combination. The connection at the base of the column will have a negligible impact on
the formation of a beam mechanism.
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Figure 2.20. Typical framing plan for three-story building (FEMA 2000).

Figure 2.21. Typical framing elevation along grid 1 (grid 5 similar).
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Figure 2.22. Typical framing elevation along grid A (grid G similar).

Bay sizes are 30’-0” by 30’-0”, which is common for a typical office building of
this size. Columns are assumed to span the full height of the building continuously (i.e.,
no column splices are necessary). This is also common, as it is cost effective to omit
splices even if it means the column is oversized for strength at the upper floors. All
columns in the structure are W12x58.
The minor deviation that was mentioned previously is the omission of a penthouse
on the roof that was shown on the original SAC-FEMA model. This was omitted in order
to eliminate complication in the modeling and loading. This omission is within the spirit
of other simplifications of the building frame; for example, stair and elevator shafts were
omitted from the original frame as well. It is the author’s intention to compare specific
parameters and simplifications such as these help to isolate the parameters of study
without introducing geometric issues specific to the frame under consideration.
Other non-structural elements such as curtain wall and interior partitions will not
be included in the framing model because they are expected to have negligible impact on
the robustness of the system. However, the loads of these non-structural elements have
been included based on code-required allowances or rational analysis. It should be noted
that the building under consideration is assumed to have a glazed curtain wall system
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rather than a masonry veneer. It is possible that masonry veneers may impact robustness,
but their impact is beyond the scope of this research.
The loads acting on the frame are developed in Appendix A, and full calculations
are presented in the appendix. The resulting uniform loads that are applied to the beams
are
wDL _ Floor  830 plf
wDL _ Roof  350 plf
wLL _ Floor  500 plf
wSL _ Roof  308 plf

 0.830 klf
 0.350 klf
 0.500 klf .
 0.308 klf

(2.36)

Considering a typical W1835 “filler” beam at the floor level and using the load
combination for an extraordinary event presented in Appendix A,
 30 ' 0" 
1.2  0.830 klf  0.035 klf    0.5  0.500 klf   
  19.32 kip ,
 2 

(2.37)

which is the reaction to be resisted by the connection for the filler beam at the floor levels
under an extraordinary event. The reaction at the roof level will be less because the snow
load is less than the floor live load. It is likely that concrete will not be cast on the roof
level which also lightens the load at the roof beams. The capacity for one bolt element in
shear is 20.25 kip, which exceeds the filler beam reaction. Thus, only one bolt element is
necessary to resist the shear and the remaining bolts are available to resist the tension due
to moment.

2.2.4.1.

Models 1, 2, 5 and 6
Models 1 and 2, as described in Table 2.1, are identical except for the number of

bolts used in the connection. Models 5 and 6 are similar to models 1 and 2 respectively,
except for the placement of the shear tab on the beam’s web. The procedure for
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developing these connection models was discussed in Section 2.2.1 and all four models
have the exact same development. Specific calculations with results will be presented for
model 1, and results alone will be presented for models 2, 5 and 6.
The positive slip moment capacity will be calculated first. The reader is referred
to back to Figure 2.5 which illustrates the positive slip moment force couple. The bolt
force, Fbolt, for slip moment was calculated in Equation 2.1 and equaled 9.24 kip per bolt.
Using Equation 2.2 to calculate the tensile force capacity and knowing that all bolts in the
shear tab are active in resisting initial slip,

kip 

T  nFbolt   3 bolts   9.24
  27.72 kip .
bolt 


(2.38)

The positive slip moment is calculated using Equation 2.3 resulting in

 M slip   slipTd   0.67  27.72 kip 11 in.  204.3 kip  in.

,

(2.39)

where the distance from the top of the concrete slab to the centroid of the bolt group is 11
in. for model 1. The slip factor slip equals 0.67 because the slab is included in the
calculation.
The negative slip moment is calculated using Equation 2.4, resulting in

kip 

 M slip   slip  Fbolt  nd  1.5  9.24
 1 bolt  6 in.  83.17 kip  in. ,
bolt 


(2.40)

where slip equals 1.5 because the slab is neglected for negative moment capacity making
the connection “bare steel.” The value for –Mslip is rounded to 83.2 kip-in. in subsequent
figures and tables.
The maximum positive moment is calculated next. The reader is referred to
Figure 2.9 which, since only one bolt is required to resist the shear demand, is a precise
illustration of the specific case being calculated. The capacity for one bolt element in
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tension is 29.74 kip, so the total tensile capacity of the two bolts assigned to resist tension
due to moment is 59.48 kip. The tensile capacity is less than the compressive capacity of
76.5 kip, so tension governs for calculating the moment capacity. The maximum moment
capacity is calculated per Equation 2.13 as

 M max   min C or T  d   59.48 kip 11 in.  654.3 kip  in.

.

(2.41)

The dropped moment capacity, +Mdrop, is empirically calculated as 55% of the
maximum positive moment capacity (Liu 2000). For model 1, +Mdrop equals 359.7 kipin.
For maximum negative moment, the slab is considered ineffective for models
using the Liu (2000) formulation. As such, only the shear tab and its bolt elements are
available to resist the force couple. Thus, the maximum negative moment is calculated
per Equation 2.14 as

kip 

 M max  T  nd   29.74
 1 bolt  6 in.  178.4 kip  in.
bolt 


(2.42)

Only one bolt is used because only one bolt exists above or below the centroid of the bolt
group for model 1.
The ultimate rotations are derived from the point where the flange of the beam
touches the flange of the supporting element. Assuming the beam flange has a 1/2 in.
setback from the supporting element and the centroid of the bolt group is the center of
rotation for the beam, the ultimate positive rotation, +ult, is equal to 0.085 radians and
the ultimate negative rotation, -ult, is equal to 0.043 radians. They are different
magnitudes because the center of rotation is located toward the top of the beam. Notice
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that the positive and negative ultimate rotations yield the same values for models 5 and 6
due to the symmetrical vertical placement of the shear tab in these models.
Figures 2.23 through 2.26 illustrate the moment-rotation models for models 1, 2, 5
and 6, respectively. The calculations for models 2, 5 and 6 are performed exactly as
those for model 1, with the appropriate values for bolt quantities, moment arm
dimensions, etc. The seven critical points are shown in the table embedded in each
figure.
The development of the negative moment capacity for models 2 and 6 had a slight
quirk. Since only one bolt was necessary to resist shear force and four bolts were used,
the shear force was distributed to half of each bolt adjacent to the centroid of the bolt
group. Thus, one and one half bolts above and below the centroid were considered
available for moment resistance. The moment arm was found by locating the centroid of
the effective bolts above and below the centroid. It is understood that this results in an
approximation of the moment capacity, and it has precedence in Liu’s dissertation (Liu
2000).
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Figure 2.23. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt shear tab connection including slab with
shear tab placed 3 in. below top of top flange (model 1).
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Figure 2.24. Moment-rotation curve for 4-bolt shear tab connection including slab with
shear tab placed 3 in. below top of top flange (model 2).
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Figure 2.25. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt shear tab connection including slab with
shear tab centered on the height of the beam web (model 5).
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Figure 2.26. Moment-rotation curve for 4-bolt shear tab connection including slab with
shear tab centered on the height of the beam web (model 6).

2.2.4.2.

Models 3 and 4
The connection models including the seat angle may now be developed. These

are models 3 and 4 as shown in Table 2.1. The framing system, loading and beam shears
from Section 2.2.4 still apply. The procedure for developing these models was discussed
in Section 2.2.2 and both models have the exact same development. Specific calculations
with results will be presented for model 3, and results will be presented for model 4.
The positive slip moment will be calculated first. The positioning of the internal
forces is shown in Figure 2.11, where the compressive force is assumed to act at the top
of the concrete slab, the tension in the shear tab is assumed to act at the centroid of the
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bolt group and the tension in the angle acts at the faying surface between the bottom
flange of the beam and the top of the seat angle. The positive slip moment is
 M slip   slip Ttab  d1   Tangle   d 2  


kip 
kip 

  0.67   9.24
  3 bolts 11 in.   9.0
  2 bolts  22.7 in.  , (2.43)
bolt 
bolt 



 478.0 kip  in.

where three bolts exist at the shear tab and two bolts connect the seat angle to the bottom
flange of the beam. The seat angle flexural limit state governed the seat angle capacity as
it was less than the slip force capacity. The slip factor is 0.67 because it includes the
effects of slab.
The negative slip moment force couple is illustrated in Figure 2.12 and assumes
no contribution of the concrete slab. The “tensile” force in the angle is now a
compressive force, as is shown in the figure. The slip force in the angle governs, and the
slip moment is calculated as,

 M slip   slip  min Ttab or C  d  1.5 18.48 kip 11.7 in.  324.3 kip  in.

.

(2.44)

The distance of 11.7 in. is the distance between the top of the seat angle and the centroid
of the shear tab bolt group, and the slip factor is 1.5 because it is considered a bare steel
connection.
The maximum positive moment capacity is calculated based on the discussion
from Section 2.2.2.2. Once again, the shear demand can be resisted by one bolt element
in the shear tab, leaving two bolt elements to resist moment. It is assumed that the top
bolt resists the shear. Since the limiting bolt element limit state is tearout (from Table
2.2), it is considered a ductile failure and a plastic force distribution is appropriate. The
seat angle is always considered to reach plastic force capacity, and it has a bolt element
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strength limit state based on plastic moment of the angle leg as is shown in Table 2.3.
The tensile capacity for positive moment is the sum of the two,

kip 
kip 


T   29.74
  2 bolts    9.00
  2 bolts   77.5 kip .
bolt 
bolt 



(2.45)

This slightly exceeds the compressive capacity of the slab, which is 76.5 kip. The tension
is then adjusted to accommodate the difference by reducing the force in the seat angle
bolt elements. Thus,

Ttab 

76.5 kip  18.0 kip
kip
 29.25
2 bolts
bolt .

(2.46)

The moment capacity may now be calculated as
 M max  Ttab  n1  d1   Tangle   n2  d 2 
kip 
kip 


  29.25
  2 bolts 11 in.   9.0
  2 bolts  21.2 in.
bolt 
bolt 


.
 1025.1 kip  in.

(2.47)

The maximum negative moment capacity is calculated considering the limit states
for the seat angle as discussed in Section 2.2.2.3. Bolt shear rupture is the controlling
bolt element limit state for the seat angle with a capacity of 35.39 kip. However, the
controlling bolt element capacity for the shear tab is 29.74 kip which governs. The
maximum negative moment capacity is

kip 

 M max   min C or T  nd   29.74
  2 bolts 13.2 in.  785.1 kip  in. . (2.48)
bolt 

The moment arm is calculated assuming that the bottom bolt element resists the shear
demand.
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The ultimate positive and negative rotation for a connection including the seat
angle are calculated using the provisions discussed in Section 2.2.2.5. Using an
L641/2, the distance parameter l1 is

l1  p1 

db
0.75 in.
 1.5 in. 
 1.875 in.
2
2

(2.49)

and

 u  l1 tan   u   1.875 in. tan  0.25   0.48 in.

.

(2.50)

It should be noted that Liu (2000) found values between 0.49 in. and 0.61 in.
experimentally, so the calculated value of 0.48 is reasonable. The ultimate positive
rotation may now be calculated as
 u
d
 SA _ pos

 SA _ pos  SA _ pos 


 0.48 in. 
   0.85  
  0.035 rad .
11.7
in
.




(2.51)

The value for dSA_pos is the distance from the top of the seat angle to the center of rotation,
which is the center of the first bolt above the bolt assumed to carry the shear. The
ultimate negative rotation may be calculated as

 SA _ neg 

 SA _ slip
d SA _ neg



0.125 in.
 0.015 rad
,
8.7 in.

(2.52)

where dSA_neg is the distance from the top of the seat angle to the center of the bolt
assumed to carry the shear.
Figures 2.27 and 2.28 illustrate the moment-rotation models for models 3 and 4,
respectively. The calculations for model 4 are performed exactly as those for model 3
with the appropriate values for bolt quantities, moment arm dimensions, etc. The critical
points are shown in the table embedded in each figure.
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Figure 2.27. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt shear tab connection including slab with
shear tab placed 3 in. below top of top flange including seat angle (model 3).

Note that the ultimate negative rotation occurred at -0.015 radians and, since it
was less than the -0.02 radians recommended by Liu (2000) for maximum negative
moment it was decided that both Mmax and Mult should occur at -0.015 radians.
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Figure 2.28. Moment-rotation curve for 4-bolt shear tab connection including slab with
shear tab placed 3 in. below top of top flange including seat angle (model 4).

In contrast to model 3, a rotation of -0.02 was achieved prior to ultimate negative
rotation. Thus, two discrete points (points 5 and 6) are shown on the model.

2.2.4.3.

Models 7 through 10
Models 7 through 10 are models that include the effects of the reinforced

composite floor slab per Rex (1996). The framing system, loading and beam shears from
Section 2.2.4 still apply. The procedure for developing these models was discussed in
Section 2.2.3 and all four models have the exact same development with slightly different
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parameters. Specific calculations with results will be presented for model 7, and results
will be presented for models 8, 9 and 10.
The formulation of the models per Rex (1996) is only for the negative moment
region of the moment-rotation model. For the positive region the Liu (2000) criteria is
used exactly as it was discussed in Section 2.2.2.
The first step is to determine the shear distribution to each of the bolts in the shear
tab. The shear demand was determined in Equation 2.37, and equals 19.32 kip. The
shear distribution can be calculated from Equation 2.28 as
 1 
1






Y
14.7 in.
 19.32 kip   4.90 kip
V1   N w 1  Vult  
1
1
1

1


 14.7 in.  11.7 in.  8.7 in. 
 Y 


 i 1 i 
 1 
1






Y
11.7 in.
 19.32 kip   6.15 kip (2.53)
V2   N w 2  Vult  
.
1
1
1

1









 14.7 in. 11.7 in. 8.7 in. 
 i 1 Yi 
 1

Y
V3   N w 3

1
 Y
 i 1 i


1





8.7 in.
 Vult  
 19.32 kip   8.27 kip
1
1
1



 14.7 in.  11.7 in.  8.7 in. 





Each of these is less than the bolt shear capacity, Rnv, which equals 35.39 kip. The
second step is to determine the remaining horizontal capacity of each bolt, calculated as
R 
 29.74 kip 
H1   nh  Rnv 2  V12  

 35.39 kip 
 Rnv 

 35.39 kip    4.90 kip 

R 
 29.74 kip 
H 2   nh  Rnv 2  V2 2  

 35.39 kip 
 Rnv 

 35.39 kip    6.15 kip 
2

2

 29.28 kip (2.54)
.

R 
 29.74 kip 
H 3   nh  Rnv 2  V3 2  

 35.39 kip 
 Rnv 

 35.39 kip   8.27 kip 

2

 28.92 kip

2

2

2

 29.45 kip
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The next step is to calculate the slab’s capacity. This is partially dependent on the
shear stud capacity for the composite beam and slab. Full composite action may be
achieved for a W1835 beam that is 30 ft. long by using two shear studs per flute in
every flute of 2VLI Vulcraft deck (12 in. center-to-center flute spacing). This results in
30 studs on each side of the maximum moment assuming a uniformly distributed loading.
Some assumptions are inherent in the simplified moment-rotation model (Rex
1996). For example, only #4 reinforcing bars are used in an effort to limit parameters in
his studies. When beams are spaced farther apart, this assumption breaks down if one
uses ACI bar spacing standards and wishes to keep the area of steel to a minimum.
Another assumption that Rex made was that only one 3/4 in. diameter shear stud was
used per deck rib. However, if this were the case the W1835 beam from the SACFEMA building could never reach full composite moment capacity due to the dimensions
of the metal deck specified. These differences are noted and should be the subject of
future research, but the reader should be aware that minor deviations may exist between
the Rex assumptions and the actual designs used as part of the current research.
The tensile capacity of the slab, Rn_slab, is the minimum of the tensile capacity of
the reinforcing steel or the shear capacity of the studs calculated as
Ar Fur  1.374 in.2   60 ksi   82.5 kip
Rn _ slab 
min

kip 

,
N studs Qsol   30 studs  18.3
  549 kip
stud 


(2.55)

Where Ar is the area of reinforcing steel and Qsol was found by using the provisions from
AISC (2005) for a 3/4 in. diameter shear stud, two per deck flute, placed in the strong
position. For this model a #4 bar was used spaced no farther than 18 in. on center which
meets the spacing requirements of ACI 318 and exceeds the minimum area of steel
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requirements for slabs (ACI 2008). It should be noted that a #3 bar may also meet the
requirements, but a #4 was used to conform to the Rex (1996) assumptions. Knowing
that the distance from the top of the seat angle to the reinforcing steel is 21.2 in., the
moment capacity, Mo, for the connection is
Nw

M o   H jY j  Rn _ slabYr
j 1

  29.45 kip 14.7 in.   29.28 kip 11.7 in.   28.92 kip  8.7 in.  ... (2.56)
,
...   82.5 kip  21.2 in.
 2, 776 kip  in.

The next step is to determine the initial stiffness. First, using Equation 2.33
determine the slip stiffness of a bolt element as
K iw 

Rf
0.015



1.0  0.7 120 ksi  0.75   0.4418 in.2   0.33
0.015

 612

kip
in. .

(2.57)

Next, using Equation 2.34 determine the initial stiffness for the slab element by
Pslab _1

K i _ slab 

  Pslab _1  2.5 
ln 1  
 
  N studs Qsol  
 slab _1 
18
46.6 kip

  46.6 kip  2.5  ,
ln 1  
 
  549 kip  

0.0062 
18
kip
 7,370
in.

where
Pslab_1 =

Ac _ eff f c 

Ar Fyr
2

  22.5 in.2   0.238 ksi  

82.5 kip
 46.6 kip
2

(2.58)
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Ac_eff

=

 15dbar   15dbar   7.5 in.  7.5 in.
2




  22.5 in.
 min Ycon  hr   min sbar   min 3 in.   min 18 in. 

fc

=

1.0 1.0  0.283  0.238 ksi
1 2 f cr

1  500 c 1   500  0.000073

c

=

4 1000 f c 4 1000  5 ksi 

 0.000073
1000 Ec
1000  3,900 ksi 

fcr

=

4 1000 f c



1000
Leff Fyr

slab_1 =

2E



4 1000  5 ksi 
1000

 0.283 ksi

180 in. / 30 studs  60 ksi   0.0062 in.
2  29, 000 ksi 

The elastic center of rotation is found for the connection including the composite slab
using Equation 2.32. Using the top of the seat angle as a reference, the elastic center of
rotation is located at
N w 1

h

KY
j 0
N w 1

j

K
j 0

j

j

kip 
kip 


 612
 14.7 in.  11.7 in.  8.7 in.   7, 370
  21.2 in.
in. 
in. 



.
kip 
kip

 612
  5 bolts   7, 370
in. 
in.

 17.03 in.

(2.59)

The resulting initial stiffness for the connection including the effects of slab and the seat
angle is calculated using Equation 2.31, resulting in

Ki 

N w 1

 K h  Y 
j 0

j

j

2

 546,316 kip  in. / rad

(2.60)

where Yj is the distance of the element under consideration from the top of the seat angle.
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The final stiffness is found by combining the plastic capacity for the bolt elements
to the plastic capacity of the slab element. The center of rotation lies approximately at
the top of the seat angle when connecting elements are in the plastic range and it is a
reasonable assumption to simply use the top of the seat angle for calculations (Rex 1996).
The plastic capacity of a bolt element at the shear tab is calculated as
Plate or web horizontal net tension strength 



 min Plate or web horizontal bearing strength

K pj  9 

Bolt shear strength




 29.74 kip 
 9

 35.39 kip 

2.9

(2.61)

2.9

 5.43 kip / in.

and the plastic capacity of the slab element is
12.5 Ar 12.5 1.374 in.


so
12 in.

2

K p _ slab

  1.43 kip / in.

(2.62)

,

where so is the distance between the shear studs near the point of maximum moment.
The final stiffness may now be calculated using Equation 2.35, resulting in
Nw

K p   K pjY j 2  K p _ slabYr 2
j 0

  5.43 kip / in.14.7 in.   5.43 kip / in.11.7 in.  ...
2

2

...   5.43 kip / in. 8.7 in.  1.43 kip / in. 21.2 in.
2

,

(2.63)

2

 2,970 kip  in. / rad

Now that the initial and final stiffness are known, the points used to represent the
intermediate stiffness in the multi-linear model may be calculated. The first point,
identified as “M1” in the Figures 2.29 through 2.32, is one that lies on the initial stiffness
line and corresponds with 50% of the slab’s tensile force capacity. The moment capacity
at this point is calculated as
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Nw

Rn _ slabYr

j 1

2

M 1   H jY j 

  29.45 kip 14.7 in.   29.28 kip 11.7 in.   28.92 kip  8.7 in.  ... (2.64)
,
...   82.5 kip  21.2 in. / 2
 1, 901.2 kip  in.

and the corresponding rotation is found using the equation of a line,

1 

M1
1901.2 kip  in.

 0.0035 rad
.
K i 546,316 kip  in. / rad

(2.65)

The second point, identified as “M2” in Figures 2.29 through 2.32, utilizes the
ultimate rotation capacity from model 3 or 4 for a three-bolt or four-bolt shear tab
connection respectively. In that model it was found that the ultimate negative rotation
equaled 0.015 radians. Knowing that the moment capacity Mo is the point where the final
stiffness line crosses the vertical axis of the moment-rotation plot (see Figures 2.18 and
2.19,) the corresponding moment M2 for model 7 is
M 2  M o   K p   2 
 2, 776 kip  in.   2, 970 kip  in. / rad  0.015 rad 
 2,819.9 kip  in.

.

(2.66)

The moment-rotation curves for connection models 7 and 9 were allowed to
extend to 0.02 radians to complete the model with some plastic stiffness.
The resulting moment-rotation curves are shown in Figures 2.29 and 2.30 for
models 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 2.29. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt shear tab connection including five-inch
thick reinforced composite slab and seat angle (model 7).
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Figure 2.30. Moment-rotation curve for 4-bolt shear tab connection including five-inch
thick reinforced composite slab and seat angle (model 8).

The remaining parameter under consideration for robustness is slab thickness.
For connection models 9 and 10 both the negative moment range (Rex 1996) and the
positive moment range (Liu 2000) include an additional inch of concrete slab thickness
with all other parameters remaining unchanged compared to connection models 7 and 8,
respectively. Liu (2000) neglects the effect of slab for the negative moment range so
additional concrete thickness would not affect the negative range of models developed
using Liu (2000) formulations.
Figures 2.31 and 2.32 show the moment-rotation models when the slab thickness
has been increased by one inch to a total thickness of 6 in. The deck depth and gage
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thickness remains unchanged. The positive moment range was calculated including the
extra inch of concrete.

Figure 2.31. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt shear tab connection including six-inch
thick reinforced composite slab and seat angle (model 9).
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Figure 2.32. Moment-rotation curve for 4-bolt shear tab connection including six-inch
thick reinforced composite slab and seat angle (model 10).

Figure 2.33 illustrates all ten models plotted on one set of axes. This figure has
been included in order for the reader to visualize the differences between the models. In
addition, two lines representing the AISC (2010) stiffness criteria for simple (2EI/L) and
fixed (20EI/L) are also shown on the figure for reference, using the modulus of elasticity
for steel (29,000 ksi), the moment of inertia for a W1835 beam (510 in.4) and the beam
length (360 in.) for calculation. If a connection’s stiffness (i.e., slope of its line on the
moment-rotation plot) is between zero and 2EI/L it is classified as simple, where zero
stiffness would represent a theoretical friction-free pin. If a connection’s stiffness
exceeds 20EI/L it is classified as fixed, where a theoretically fixed connection would
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have infinite stiffness. If the connection’s stiffness falls between 2EI/L and 20EL/L it is
classified as partially restrained.
Connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 are clearly within the simple range for both
positive and negative moment ranges. Connection models 3, 4, and 7 through 10 would
be considered partially restrained in the positive moment range until the point of positive
slip moment and then would be classified as “simple” beyond the point of positive slip
moment. Models 3 and 4 would be on the borderline of partially restrained in the
negative moment range until the point of negative slip moment and then would be
classified as simple beyond that point. Connection models 7 through 10 would be on the
borderline of fixed until moment magnitude M1 and would be classified as simple from
that point forward, although models 7 through 10 are approaching a partially restrained
stiffness level between M1 and M2.
Other trends are seen in Figure 2.33. For example, connection models 3, 4, and 7
through 10 have less ductility than models 1, 2, 5 and 6 because of the level of restraint
present for negative moment in these connections. The seat angle and the reinforced
composite slab provide significant restraint up to the point of maximum moment.
Neglecting any contribution of the concrete slab, as is done for connection models
1 through 6, clearly impacts negative moment capacity, particularly for those connections
without a seat angle. The slip force for the bolts is very small compared to the strength
added when the seat angle is introduced, and is negligible when considering the
additional strength generated when including the reinforced concrete slab.
Connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 produce similar trends in the positive moment
range. Connection models 3, 4, and 7 through 10 also produce similar results in the
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positive moment range. Note that connection models 7 through 10 use a positive moment
development per Liu (2000), so it is expected that they would behave in a similar manner
to models 3 and 4.

Figure 2.33. Moment-rotation curves for all models.

2.2.4.4.

Special cases
When the slab is not continuous, such as at the perimeter of the building or when

the slab is non-existent like is typical at the roof level, the moment-rotation models must
be modified to represent the behavior at that point. The connection then becomes a bare
steel model, which corresponds with the negative moment range in connection models 1
through 6. An example of such a model is shown in Figure 2.34, where a 3-bolt
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connection with the parameters set forth for model 1 is illustrated. Models 2, 5 and 6 are
developed similarly accounting for the differences in the bolt quantities and shear tab
placement.

Figure 2.34. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt bare steel shear tab connection
(specifications per model 1).

Notice that the slip and moment capacities (points 1 and 4) for the bare steel
model are equal in magnitude for both the positive and negative moment ranges. The
only difference is the magnitude of maximum rotation because it is dependent on the
rotation to initiate binding.
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The bare steel counterparts for models 3 and 4 are slightly different because the
seat angle behaves differently depending on the direction of moment. The negative
moment range of the bare steel model remains the same as the base model because the
model discounts the effect of the slab in tension. For the positive moment range the limit
state of angle leg flexure governs, so the moment capacity is calculated as

 M slip  Tangle   d1 
  9 kip / bolt element  2 bolts 11.7 in.  210.6 kip  in. ,

(2.67)

where d1 is the distance from the top of the seat angle to the center of gravity of the shear
tab bolt group.
As with model 3, one bolt is necessary to resist the shear due to the extreme
loading combination. Thus, the upper two bolts are available for calculation of the
maximum positive moment capacity. The calculation is identical to that shown in
Equation 2.67 with an increase in d1 to 13.2 in. The resulting positive moment capacity
is 237.6 kip-in. The ultimate positive rotation, SA_pos, is used as a termination point in
the model.
The bare steel connection models developed for models 3 and 4 are used, where
appropriate, in models 7 through 10. Since connections are identical except for the
effects of reinforced composite slab tensile capacity the bare steel models for models 3
and 4 apply when that slab is not present or continuous at the connection.
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Figure 2.35. Moment-rotation curve for 3-bolt bare steel shear tab connection including
seat angle (specifications per model 3).
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CHAPTER 3
SOFTWARE BENCHMARKING AND SHAKEDOWN

3.1.

Introduction
A commercial software package, SAP2000 (CSI 2007), was used to perform the

robustness studies for this dissertation. It is important to ensure that the software package
is capable of performing the analyses necessary for the research. This chapter focuses on
understanding the capabilities of SAP2000 and benchmarking solutions. Once the
capabilities and limitations of SAP2000 are thoroughly understood, the parametric
studies can begin.

3.2.

Beam Model Studies
As an initial step, a single beam model as illustrated in Figure 3.1 was analyzed

using SAP2000. The beam model was loaded with a concentrated load at mid-span
which resulted in the shear (V) and moment (M) diagrams shown.
It was the author’s intention to thoroughly understand how each feature of
SAP2000 works with this very simple model and to validate the software’s capabilities
with regard to accurately conducting nonlinear structural analysis of framing systems
with fully restrained and partially restrained connections. This evaluation and validation
was achieved through a series of analysis cases, each performed after a change had been
made in the model. The results were validated by hand calculations and observations,
thus ensuring that the model was behaving as anticipated.
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Figure 3.1. Fixed-end beam model.

Table 3.1 summarizes the benchmarking and shakedown analysis cases and the
objectives of each case.

Case
1
2

Section
3.2.1
3.2.2

3

3.2.3

4

3.2.4

Objective
Elastic model: to prove that input is behaving as expected
Material yielding: to understand how SAP2000 incorporates
material nonlinearity
Inclusion of moment-rotation models: to prove that inelastic
moment-rotation models could be input correctly
Inclusion of interaction-based connection models: to prove
that inelastic models could be input to include axial force and
moment interaction

Table 3.1. Summary of benchmarking and shakedown analysis cases.
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3.2.1. Analysis Case 1: Elastic Model
The first analysis case was performed on a linear-elastic beam system. This
served to prove that the initial input was behaving as expected and no unforeseen
parameters were being included. The beam materials and geometry were defined as
shown in Figure 3.2, and the resulting shear and moment magnitudes also shown.

100 kips
W18x35, ASTM A992
E = 29,000 ksi, =0.3
120 in.

120 in.
240 in.

50 kips
V
-50 kips
+3,000 kip-in.
M
-3,000 kip-in.

-3,000 kip-in.

Figure 3.2. Elastic beam model.

The geometric properties of a W18x35 beam are A = 10.3 in.2, Sx = 57.6 in.3, Zx =
66.5 in.3 and Ix = 510 in.4
SAP2000 has default values for ASTM A992 steel which include both
“minimum” and “effective” yield and tensile (ultimate) stresses. The “effective” yield
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and tensile stresses are anticipated values based on typical material provided in real
structures. In order to minimize variables, the effective stress values were adjusted to
match the minimum values based on the ASTM specification. So, for ASTM A992 steel
both the minimum and effective yield stresses were set to 50 ksi and both the minimum
and effective tensile stresses were set to 65 ksi.
Figure 3.3 shows the shear and moment results from SAP2000 for Analysis Case
1. The shear and moment results are exactly as expected.

Fixed reaction, typ.
(a) Shear, kip

(b) Moment, kip-in.
Figure 3.3. SAP2000 results for elastic beam model.

Next, mid-span deflection was investigated. SAP2000 includes both flexural and
shear deformation in its beam models, and it will include axial deformation when it
comes time to analyze frame models. The generic deflection equations in textbooks
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typically do not include shear deformation because its contribution is small compared to
the flexural deformation. However, in order to confirm the results from SAP2000, shear
deformation was included.
SAP2000 calculated a mid-span vertical (U3) deflection of -0.5881 in., as is
illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. SAP2000 results for mid-span deflection of an elastic beam model.

Axial deformation and stress is not included in this analysis case because
nonlinear second order effects are not yet being considered. In other words, the axial
deformation is uncoupled from the flexural deformation for the elastic analysis.
The mid-span deflection, including shear deformation, can be verified using the
method of virtual work. Consider the virtual beam model as shown in Figure 3.5.
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1

120 in.

120 in.
240 in.

0.5
V
0.5
+30
M
-30

-30
Figure 3.5. Virtual beam model.

The mid-span deflection, including shear deformation, can be found by equating
the internal and external work done on the system. Hibbeler (2009) shows that
deformation due to a combination of flexure and shear may be determined by
M ( x ) m( x )
V ( x) v( x)
dx  k 
dx
L
L
EI
GA
,



where



=

Deflection at the point of the virtual load, in.,

L

=

Length of the beam segment under consideration, in.,

E

=

Young’s Modulus (= 29,000,000 psi for steel),

G

=

Shear modulus (= 11,153,846 psi for steel assuming  = 0.3),

(3.1)
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I

=

Moment of inertia for the selected shape, in.4,

A

=

Effective cross-sectional area for the selected shape, in.2,

k

=

Form factor for the cross section (= 1.0 for wide flange beams),

M(x)

=

Equation for the moment due to the real beam loading for the beam
segment under consideration,

m(x)

=

Equation for the moment due to the virtual beam loading for the
beam segment under consideration,

V(x)

=

Equation for the shear due to the real beam loading for the beam
segment under consideration, and

v(x)

=

Equation for the shear due to the virtual beam loading for the beam
segment under consideration.

The shear and moment equations can be written using the shear and moment
diagrams from Figures 3.2 and 3.5. The shear and moment equations for the range
between the left reaction and the 100 kip load for the real system are
V  x    50
M  x   50 x  3000 ,

(3.2)

where V(x) is in units of kips and M(x) is in units of kip-in. The shear and moment
equations for the same range for the virtual system are
v  x  1
m  x   1x  30 ,

(3.3)

where v(x) is unitless because it is a “unit” load and m(x) results in units of inches. Of
course, a moment is usually in units of force-length, but the force component is unitless.
Equation 3.1 may now be used to evaluate the mid-span displacement, resulting in
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120 in .
120 in.  50 x  3000  0.5 x  30 

 50  0.5 
2 
dx

1.0
dx


0 11,153.846 ksi   5.3 in.2   (3.4)
4
 0  29, 000 ksi   510 in. 
.
 0.588 in.

Since the system is symmetrical about the beam’s mid-span the result of the integrals was
simply doubled to determine the total vertical displacement (hence the factor of two in
Equation 3.4). Note that the effective cross-sectional area used in the shear deformation
calculation is the cross sectional area of the web because the web is the contributor to
shear deformation. This area is equal to the total depth of the section times the thickness
of the web. The results obtained by the method of virtual work match the results from
SAP2000.

3.2.2. Analysis Case 2: Material Yielding
The next step in the investigation was to evaluate and understand how SAP2000
incorporates material yielding. Once again, the beam model shown in Figure 3.2 was
used for the analysis; however, in this case the mid-span load was scaled to twice its
original magnitude (200 kips) in order to increase the moment magnitude beyond the
point of material yield.
Several modifications to the input were required to incorporate material yielding
capabilities. The analysis type was changed to “nonlinear”, which allowed for the
yielding to occur. Geometric nonlinearity was not included in this analysis case. The
load was applied in 100 steps, meaning that each step applied 2 kips. The plastic hinge
model that was selected was an interacting axial force and strong axis moment hinge,
denoted as a “P-M3” hinge in SAP2000 (CSI 2007). The P-M3 hinge requires both
moment-rotation definitions and interaction surface definitions. An elastic-perfectly
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plastic moment-rotation model was chosen for simplicity. A standard interaction surface
conforming to AISC (2010) equation H1-1 or H1-2 with a resistance factor of  = 1.0 was
selected which is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The subscripts “c” and “r” for both the
moment (M) and the axial compressive force (P) refer to the available and required
strength capacities respectively.

For Pr / Pc ≥ 0.2:

Pr 8  M r 
 
  1.0
Pc 9  M c 

For Pr / Pc < 0.2:
Pr
M
 r  1.0
2 Pc M c

Figure 3.6. AISC interaction for axial force and strong axis moment (AISC 2010).

The locations for potential plastic hinging must be selected, and both ends of the
beam at the supports and at mid-span were selected as potential locations where plastic
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hinges could form. These selections are consistent with the points of absolute maximum
moment in the moment diagram.
The strong axis plastic moment capacity of a W18x35 beam is calculated using

M p  Fy Z x   50 ksi   66.5 in3   3,325 kip  in.

(3.5)

It is anticipated that the cross-section will plastify when the applied concentrated load at
mid-span equals 110.8 kips. This is the force magnitude that will generate a 3,325 kip-in.
moment at mid-span. Assuming that the load is applied at 2 kips per step, it is anticipated
that the results will indicate yielding at either the 55th or 56th step.
The results from SAP2000 shown in Figure 3.7 match the anticipated
calculations. The moment magnitudes for the 55th and 56th steps were 3,300 kip-in. and
3,360 kip-in. respectively. SAP2000 reported plastic hinge formation occurring at the
55th step. This proves that SAP2000 can accurately calculate material yielding using a
pre-defined interaction surface with fully restrained connections (i.e., full strength and
stiffness). The locations of plastic hinge formation are shown as magenta dots in Figure
3.7. The dots simply identify the end of the element that has formed a plastic hinge and
are not shown exactly at the ends for clarity.

Figure 3.7. Plastic hinge formations at step 55.
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3.2.3. Analysis Case 3: Inclusion of Moment-Rotation Connection Models
The analysis can now begin to include some of the specifics of the research. The
first step towards that goal was to prove that moment-rotation models could be input
appropriately, and that the results match manual calculations for a simple model. In this
analysis case, an “M3” hinge was used in order to understand SAP2000’s analysis
capabilities. An “M3” hinge is really a moment-rotation model which activates once the
“plastic” range of the end of the element has been reached. The beginning of the plastic
range is defined by the user and does not need to be related to the yield stress of the
material. It is simply a point where the change in moment-rotation behavior is desired.
An M3 hinge considers only moment and rotation and does not consider the
interaction between moment and axial force. The hinge will be enhanced to a “P-M3”
which considers the moment-axial interaction in the next analysis case.
The moment-rotation model used for this analysis case is based on a 3-bolt, single
plate shear connection that is placed toward the top flange of the beam as developed by
Liu (2000). This moment-rotation model corresponds to model 1 as discussed in detail in
Chapter 2. The resulting moment-rotation model was shown in Figure 2.23.
A scale factor is necessary in order to input the moment-rotation model into
SAP2000. The moment-rotation model is input using a baseline value for moment and
rotation and scaled up or down in order to define the points of interest for the model. For
the models developed for this dissertation, the points of interest are the critical points
labeled for each model in Chapter 2. It was decided that the value for negative slip
moment, 83.17 kip-in., and a rotation of 1.0 radian would be used for the scale factors.
The “unit” scale factor of 1.0 radian allowed for direct input of rotation magnitudes. The
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use of negative slip moment for moment scale factor allows for an easy definition of
elastic rotation stiffness when the time comes to include it. It also allows for easy
definition of both the positive and negative slip moment magnitudes.
Now that the scale factors have been established, the moment-rotation model can
be developed. The input values are shown in Figure 3.8, which is a screen shot of the
SAP2000 dialog box.

Scale factors for
moment and rotation

Figure 3.8. M3 hinge model from SAP2000.

It is easy to see that the rotation magnitudes shown in Figure 3.8 match those
from Figure 2.23 because of the unit scale factor for rotation. Table 3.2 shows how the
moment magnitudes also match after the scale factors have been applied.
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Point

Moment/SF

E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E

-2.1455
-2.1455
-2.1455
-1
0
2.4564
7.8670
4.3249
4.3249

Scale Factor
(kip-in.)
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17

Moment
(kip-in.)
-178.44
-178.44
-178.44
-83.17
0
204.30
654.30
359.70
359.70

Table 3.2. Moment magnitudes for M3 hinge model by means of scale factors.

Figure 3.9 shows the SAP2000 M3 hinge model superimposed on top of the
theoretical model from Figure 2.23. The critical points shown in the embedded table are
those for the theoretical model. There are some noticeable differences revolving around
the slip moment. The SAP2000 model was input such that no rotation would occur
below the slip moment magnitude of 83.17 kip-in. Once the connection “yields” (slips),
the plastic rotations as defined in the model take effect. These differences can easily be
addressed by inputting an elastic rotational stiffness at the end of the beam, which is a
separate feature in SAP2000. This has not yet been done simply to avoid introducing
another variable (elastic stiffness is included in the parametric frame studies and is
discussed in Section 4.2.2). By omitting the elastic stiffness the model could be easily
compared to hand calculations to ensure correct behavior of the plastic moment-rotation
model.
As one can see, the models are very similar up to the point of maximum moment
and are exactly the same beyond the point of maximum moment.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison between theoretical model and SAP2000 model.

This analysis case was performed twice. First, a load of 100 kips was applied in
the “downward” (-z) direction as is shown in Figure 3.2. Applying the load in the
“downward” direction will engage the negative moment region of the moment-rotation
model when the hinges are at the supported ends of the beam. Secondly, a load of 100
kips was applied in the “upward” (+z) direction in order to engage the positive moment
region of the model. Both will be confirmed with this case.
Up to the point of slip moment, the beam behaves as a fixed-ended model. This
was expected because, as mentioned previously, the rotational stiffness in the elastic
range (the range prior to slip moment) was unchanged in SAP2000, rendering a rotational
stiffness of infinity. Using the equation for end moment for a fixed end model, it was
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found that the beam was expected to slip when the concentrated mid-span load equaled
2.772 kips. A load step increment of 200 was used in SAP2000 for this case,
corresponding to a load step of 0.5 kip/step. This resulted in slip occurring between steps
5 and 6 at an applied loading magnitude of approximately 2.5 to 3 kips. SAP2000 met
this expectation and reported a plastic hinge occurring at the ends of the beam at step 6.
Once the plastic hinge was developed, the rotational stiffness changed at the ends
of the beam. The stiffness can be determined using points on the moment-rotation model,
calculated as
k

178.44 kip  in.  83.17 kip  in.
 4764.5 kip  in. / rad
0.02 rad

(3.6)

To ensure that SAP2000 is considering the stiffness reduction appropriately, a
check was made at load step 30 when the applied load equaled 15 kips. Using the
partially restrained connection characteristics as discussed by Kotlyar (1996), the
connection moment after initial slip can be calculated as

M conn 

Phinge L

8  2  1

(3.7)
,

where
Mconn =

End moment for partial restraint, kip-in.,

Phinge =

Concentrated mid-span load causing Mconn, kips,

L

=

Length of the beam segment under consideration, in., and



=

Semi-rigid stiffness parameter, unitless.

The semi-rigid stiffness parameter is a function of the material and geometric
stiffness of the beam under consideration, and is calculated as
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 29, 000 ksi   510 in.4 
EI


 12.93
Lk  240 in. 4764.5 kip  in.

(3.8)

The connection moment can now be calculated using Equation 3.7. The moment
at the connection after initial slip is

M conn 

15 kips  2.772 kips  240 in.  13.65 kip  in.
8  2 12.93  1

The total end moment is the sum of the slip moment and the connection moment
after initial slip, which equals 96.82 kip-in. Figure 3.10 shows the moment diagram as
reported by SAP2000 at load step 30. As one can see, the end moment is equal to 97.12
kip-in., and the difference between the hand-calculations and the SAP2000 results can be
shown to be a function of the interpolation between load step increments within
SAP2000. This was confirmed, but will not be presented in this dissertation for the sake
of brevity.

Figure 3.10. Moment diagram (kip-in.) for load step 30.

The positive range of the moment-rotation model was confirmed in a similar
fashion using a 100 kip load “upward” at mid-span. It was expected that the connection
would slip between load steps 13 and 14, and this was confirmed by SAP2000 results.
The total end moment found by hand calculation equaled 230.96 kip-in. at load step 30,
corresponding to a 15 kip concentrated load at mid-span. Figure 3.11 shows the moment
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diagram as reported by SAP2000 at load step 30. As one can see, the end moment is
equal to 231.97 kip-in., which is within one-half of one percent difference from the
expected results. Again, this can be attributed to the interpolation between load step
increments within SAP2000.

Figure 3.11. Moment diagram (kip-in.) for load step 30.

3.2.4. Analysis Case 4: Inclusion of Interaction-Based Connection Models
This is the final analysis case for the simple beam model studies. The hinge was
enhanced to a “P-M3” (axial load and moment interaction) model, which includes both
the moment-rotation characteristics from analysis case 3 coupled with the material
nonlinearity model from analysis case 2. The model calculates an interaction between
axial force and moment when both are present in the system. The P-M3 hinge is the
model desired for use throughout the parametric studies in this dissertation.
Some initial assumptions were made for the P-M3 model. The model was
assumed to be deformation controlled, which is defined as a “ductile” model. It is
expected that the frame failures will exhibit ductility based on the governing limit states.
One can see the inherent ductility within the development of the moment-rotation models
because limit states such as plate yielding governed the bolt element capacities. Another
assumption in the model is that the capacity of the connection drops to zero after it
surpasses its strength limit within the material model. Finally, it should be noted that the
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axial load-displacement relationship must be carefully selected. If an “elastic-perfectly
plastic” relationship is chosen the model neglects effects of axial stiffening due to applied
constraints (i.e., the model behaves as an “uncoupled” model). This type of model
behaves similarly to the M3 moment-rotation model discussed in the previous section.
However, if the relationship chosen is “proportional to moment-rotation,” axial effects
come into play and affect both the moment magnitudes and displacement magnitudes.
The latter relationship also allows the material model to conform to the constraints of the
interaction surface, as will be illustrated within this section.
It was mentioned during the development of analysis case 3 that the scale factors
used were 83.17 kip-in. and 1.0 rad. This was important because the P-M3 has somewhat
tighter input constraints than does the M3 hinge model. The positive and negative
moment regions of the model need to be developed independently for a P-M3 model, and
the scale factors chosen ease the input and coordination between the ranges of the model.
The input values for the positive and negative moment ranges are shown in Figures 3.12
(a) and (b), respectively.
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(a) Moment-rotation data for positive moment range.

(b) Moment-rotation data for negative moment range.
Figure 3.12. SAP2000 P-M3 moment-rotation model data.
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First, an analysis in case 4 was performed to prove that the P-M3 model behaves
exactly like the M3 model did in analysis case 3 when no axial load is present. A 100 kip
load was applied in exactly the same fashion as it was for analysis case 3. An elasticperfectly plastic axial load-deformation relationship was used in order to make an
appropriate comparison. The positive and negative moment results from SAP2000 at
load step 30 are shown in Figures 3.13 (a) and (b), respectively. Note that the moment
diagrams match those from analysis case 3 (shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11), which
proves that the P-M3 hinge model in SAP2000 is producing consistent results between
the two hinge models.

(a) Moment diagram for “downward” load

(b) Moment diagram for “upward” load
Figure 3.13. Moment diagram for load step 30.

Figure 3.14 shows a trace of the SAP2000 hinge results superimposed on the
theoretical and moment-rotation models input. The results exactly trace the hinge model
as input into SAP2000, which is expected. For both the positive and negative loading the
analysis was able to calculate solutions up to and including full loading. The termination
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points of the results for both the positive and negative moment ranges are a function of
the end of analysis rather than a termination due to a perceived failure in the system.

Figure 3.14. Comparison between theoretical model and SAP2000 results.

The final step of the beam model studies was to confirm that SAP2000 was
correctly capturing the axial load and moment interaction as it is defined in the P-M3
hinge model. A relatively large axial load was applied at mid-span with the intention of
showing that the limiting interaction surface is being maintained during the analysis. The
loading model is shown in Figure 3.15. For a model that includes axial force, an axial
force-displacement relationship that is proportional to the moment-rotation model is
appropriate.
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100 kips
100 kips

120 in.

A

120 in.
240 in.

Figure 3.15. Transverse and longitudinal loading for interaction surface validation.

Figure 3.16 shows the input for the SAP2000 interaction surface. A straight line
interaction surface is used for this analysis. The limiting scale factors for axial force and
moment are 49.4943 kips and 83.17 kip-in., respectively; however, these values are also
scaled by the moment-rotation data shown in Figure 3.12. Combining all of these factors
results in a straight line interaction surface with a maximum axial force of 106.2 kips and
a maximum moment of 178.44 kip-in. The axial force limit is based on the expected
shear rupture of a (3) 3/4 in. diameter ASTM A325 bolts based on experiments conducted
by Kulak et al. (1987), and the moment limit is the maximum negative moment as shown
in Figure 2.23. It should be recognized that these values were chosen as reasonable
values for this analysis case and appropriate values will be chosen and discussed
throughout the research of the frame models.
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Figure 3.16. SAP2000 interaction curve definition.

The resulting interaction at the beam end connection marked “A” for the loading
shown in Figure 3.15 is plotted in Figure 3.17. For the range less than the negative
connection slip moment of 83.17 kip-in., the plot shows a linear relationship that is very
stiff, which is expected since the SAP2000 model assumes this range to be elastic. Both
axial force and moment is of low magnitude. Once the connection slips due to moment,
the system stiffness reduces but is still linear. The reduction in rotational stiffness is
illustrated by data points much closer together, indicating a much slower increase in
moment under the same rate of load application. The SAP2000 model does include the
effects of axial load displacement which were assumed to be proportional to the momentrotation data shown in Figure 3.12.
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The final verification is very clear in Figure 3.17. The analysis complies with the
constraint of the interaction surface, as is shown by the results following the interaction
surface line as applied loads increase. The result of this is a redistribution of forces and
moments throughout the beam to accommodate the exhaustion of the connection, which
will likely be an important factor when considering the robustness of the overall system.

Pmax = 106.2 kip

Results follow
interaction surface

Slip moment

-Mmax = 178.4 kip-in.

Figure 3.17. Axial and moment interaction for negative moment.

The analyses conducted in this chapter provide confidence that SAP2000 is
capable of producing accurate results using the advanced tools desired for the parametric
robustness studies.
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CHAPTER 4
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PARAMETRIC FRAME STUDIES

4.1.

Introduction
The models developed in Chapter 2 are now used to compare different parameters

with the goal of determining which parameters maximize the robustness characteristics of
the steel frame. This chapter focuses on a two-dimensional analysis. The objective of
the two-dimensional analysis is to understand how the different parameters affect the
overall robustness of one frame line without overcomplicating the models. The
robustness measure from Section 1.4 will be used to compare systems to the base system,
and other engineering demand parameters (displacement, rotation, force and/or moment
magnitude) will also be considered.
The first part of this chapter will discuss the steps required to develop a proper
model in SAP2000, including the calculations necessary to develop the connection
models discussed in Chapter 2. Some of the discussion will cite previous chapters, but
much of the discussion will explain the detailed development of the unique SAP2000
models used as the basis of this parametric study. The second part of this chapter will
show the results from the execution the SAP2000 analyses. The results will be followed
up with a discussion of the impact of the parameters on inherent robustness.

4.2.

Framing System and SAP2000 Modeling
The SAC-FEMA three-story building discussed in Chapter 2 is used for the two-

dimensional analyses (FEMA 2000). A typical north-south frame is used for analysis and
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an example of the frame line is highlighted in Figure 4.1 and a typical elevation is shown
in Figure 4.2. Any one of the frames along gridlines B, C, D, E or F may be used
because, in the north-south direction, they are all similar. Any effects due to the moment
resisting frames in the orthogonal directions have been neglected, but will be considered
once a three-dimensional analysis is undertaken.
The columns were input to match the alignment shown in Figure 4.1. This means
that exterior columns at gridlines 1 and 5 were input such that their weak direction was in
plane with the two-dimensional frame and the interior columns were input so that their
strong direction was in plane with the two-dimensional frame. Columns were input as if
they were continuous members spanning from ground level to the roof level. The base
connections for the columns were input as friction-free pins, which is appropriate
considering the fact that beam mechanisms will result from the analyses. The base
connections for the columns will have little impact on the beam mechanism formations.
Beam sizes were input using the member section database available within SAP2000.
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Typical North-South 2-D frame

Figure 4.1. Framing plan for three-story building highlighting a typical frame line under
consideration (FEMA 2000).

Figure 4.2. Typical north-south framing elevation.

Elevations of the frame as modeled in SAP2000 are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4,
showing the node numbering and member numbering, respectively. One should note that
the center column (along grid “x3” as shown in the figures) does not have a base support.
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This was done intentionally to simulate the “damage” to the system, thus rendering the
center column ineffective for resisting loads below the first floor. The analyses
conducted as part of this dissertation are static analyses because the parameter study can
be performed with a static analysis. Dynamic effects are linked to a damage scenario and
that is beyond the scope of the current study, although the author believes that dynamic
analyses would be a worthwhile endeavor in a follow-up study. One should also note that
several intermediate nodes have been introduced in the model. This was done to provide
potential plastic hinge locations along the lengths of the beams and columns and to
capture any in-plane P-delta effects in the members.
It is seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 that several elements make up any one beam or
column. This was done intentionally in order to provide several locations within the
framework for plastic hinges to form. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, SAP2000 requires
the user to identify locations for potential plastic hinge formation within the framework.
Points of maximum moment were chosen, along with several other points within the
framework. In addition, the additional nodes within the framework allowed for SAP2000
to better capture any second-order effects occurring within the framework.
Node 10 is emphasized in Figure 4.3. This node will serve as the baseline
location for displacement measurements because it is the first direct node above the
“damaged” column. When a comparison of deflection between models is made in this
chapter the reader may assume that the deflection measurement is being taken at node 10
unless stated otherwise.
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Node 10

Figure 4.3. Base frame showing node numbering.

Figure 4.4. Base frame showing member numbering.

4.2.1. Loading
The applied loading was discussed in Section 2.2.4. The frame beams resist a
uniform loading across their entire length. In addition to resisting the reactions of the
beams that are in-plane with the two-dimensional frame line, concentrated loads
representing the opposing girders’ reactions are applied to the columns at each floor level
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so that the column loads are accurate. Figure 4.5 shows the loading used on the frame
models. Table 4.1 shows the magnitudes of the various loads. Detailed development of
frame loads is discussed in Appendix A.

Figure 4.5. Typical loading for two-dimensional frame analysis.

Mark
w1
w2
P1
P2
P3
P4

Dead Load
(Conc. on roof)
830 lb/ft
830 lb/ft
24,900 lb
49,800 lb
24,900 lb
49,800 lb

Dead Load
(NO Conc. on roof)
350 lb/ft
830 lb/ft
10,500 lb
21,000 lb
24,900 lb
49,800 lb

Live / Snow Loads
308 lb/ft (SL)
500 lb/ft (LL)
9,240 lb (SL)
18,480 lb (SL)
15,000 lb (LL)
30,000 lb (LL)

Table 4.1. Loading magnitudes.

In order to slowly load the frame and systematically induce hinging throughout
the system, the load was applied to the frame over a series of 200 equal load steps. This
allowed for the engineering demand parameters to be compared to an applied load ratio
(ALR) which is simply one-half of one percent of the total applied load. For example, if
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the analysis reached step 14 that means that 7% of the total applied load is acting on the
frame resulting in an ALR of 0.070. “Total” applied load may be of only one load type.
For example, if only dead loads were being applied in the analysis, “total” dead load
would be the design dead load acting on the beams and columns.
It will be seen in the following sections that the ALR never reached 100% of the
total loading acting on the frame. This may appear alarming upon first glance. However,
the reader should keep in mind that one frame line (and the one in the weaker direction at
that) is being used for the two-dimensional comparison and it would not be expected to
resist the three-dimensional loading of the frame including a column damage scenario.
The goal of the parametric study is to determine the relative difference between the
engineering demand parameters and the impact of connection configuration on system
robustness defined using these parameters, not to determine the design adequacy of this
fictitious frame.

4.2.2. Connection Models
The impact of the ten different connection models discussed in Chapter 2 on the
two-dimensional frame’s robustness is to be compared. A summary of the connection
parameters for each of the ten models is shown in Table 4.2, which has been repeated
from Table 2.1. This section discusses the sequence required for inputting the P-M3
hinge model data such that it matches the theoretical model developed in Chapter 2.
As was discussed in Section 3.2.3, the theoretical models are input to SAP2000
using a normalized moment, M / My, and a scaled rotation,  / SF. The scale factor (SF)
for rotation was set to 1.0 so that the actual rotational demand may be directly input to the
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SAP2000 models. For the purpose of the moment-rotation connection models used in
this study, the yield moment, My, is simply a constant scale factor typically with a
magnitude of Mslip for the connection under consideration.
The connection models were input as “hinge models” into SAP2000. The hinge
models in SAP2000 are, by default, inelastic. It was discussed in Chapter 3 that this
creates a disconnect between the model developed using Liu’s or Rex’s criteria and the
model input to SAP2000. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6, which is repeated from Figure
3.9.

Model
1

Bolts at
Shear tab
3

2

4

3

3

4

4

5

3

6

4

7

3

8

4

9

3

10

4

Shear tab
Location
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Shear tab
centered on web
Shear tab
centered on web
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel
Top bolt 3 in.
below T/steel

Seat
Angle?
No

Slab
Thickness
5 in.

-M region
Criteria
Liu

No

5 in.

Liu

Yes

5 in.

Liu

Yes

5 in.

Liu

No

5 in.

Liu

No

5 in.

Liu

Yes

5 in.

Yes

5 in.

Yes

6 in.

Yes

6 in.

Rex
composite
Rex
composite
Rex
composite
Rex
composite

Table 4.2. Connection models under consideration (repeat of Table 2.1).
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Figure 4.6 shows a SAP2000 moment-rotation model with an elastic rotation
range that appears, from the graph, to indicate zero rotation. What the SAP2000 model is
actually showing is that no inelastic rotations occur within this range. The hinge models
neglect the effects of elastic rotations, but elastic rotations certainly play a role in the
behavior of the connection. This issue was not resolved in Chapter 3 because it was
immaterial to the goals of confirming SAP2000’s inelastic analysis capabilities. It now
has become important because both the elastic and inelastic rotations should be included
for an accurate analysis.

“elastic” rotation
range

Figure 4.6. Comparison between theoretical model and SAP2000 model
(repeat of Figure 3.9).
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SAP2000 has the capability to utilize elastic hinges as well as inelastic hinges but
they must be input separately. One may input initial rotational spring stiffness at the ends
of the beam elements and they will be active throughout the elastic range, and once the
model reaches the inelastic range SAP2000 will then defer to the inelastic hinge model.
The elastic hinges are called “partial fixities.” By including both the elastic “partial
fixities” and the inelastic moment-rotation behavior for each model the analysis will
capture both elastic and inelastic rotations, effectively resulting in a match of the
theoretical moment-rotation models developed in Chapter 2.
Tables 4.3(a) and (b) show the rotational spring stiffness for the elastic range of
each model. Both positive and negative initial stiffness was found for each model, and
the initial stiffness was input to the SAP2000 model for each joint based on whether that
joint experienced positive or negative moment (based on preliminary analysis). For
models 1 through 6 the initial elastic stiffness is found by dividing the slip moment
capacity by the slip rotation prescribed as 0.0042 radians (Liu 2000). For models 7
through 10 the initial stiffness in the negative moment range was calculated as part of the
model development (Rex 1996), whereas the initial stiffness in the positive moment
range was calculated using the Liu (2000) methodology. Stiffness for both bare steel
models and models including the effects of the slab are tabulated.
One may wonder why the bare steel positive slip moment capacity, and
subsequently the initial stiffness, went down for model 4 in comparison to model 3.
Upon first glance it seems as though the capacity should go up because more bolts are
used at the web plate connection. The reason for the diminished capacity is because the
seat angle holds the controlling limit state and the addition of the fourth bolt in the shear
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tab changes the location of the center of gravity of the bolt group, thereby reducing the
moment arm between the forces in the couple. Similar observations may be made
between models 7 and 8 and between models 9 and 10.
Figure 4.7, in conjunction with Tables 4.4(a) and (b), graphically show how the
initial stiffness was used with each of the models analyzed. The locations are identified
in Figure 4.7, along with a quantitative moment diagram to show positive or negative
moment (positive moment being the range above the beam, negative below). Once again,
the two-dimensional model is symmetrical about gridline 3. Of course, since the concrete
slab is not continuous beyond the ends of the frame a bare steel connection model must
be used to accurately represent the stiffness at that point. The same holds true when
concrete is omitted at the roof level.

(a) Initial stiffness identification marks

(b) Quantitative moment diagram

Figure 4.7. Initial stiffness identification marks and quantitative moment diagram for use
with Tables 4.4(a) and (b).
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Model

-Mslip
-Mslip = 83.2 kip-in.

1
+Mslip = 204.3 kip-in.
-Mslip = 147.6 kip-in.
2
+Mslip = 309.5 kip-in.
-Mslip = 324.3 kip-in.
3

+Mslip = 478.0 kip-in.
(including slab)
+Mslip = 210.6 kip-in.
(bare steel)
-Mslip = 282.7 kip-in.

4

+Mslip = 583.3 kip-in.
(including slab)
+Mslip = 183.6 kip-in.
(bare steel)
-Mslip = 83.2 kip-in.

5
+Mslip = 257.2 kip-in.
-Mslip = 147.6 kip-in.
6
+Mslip = 343.0 kip-in.

Initial (elastic) Stiffness
83.2 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 19,802
0.0042 rad
rad
204.3 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 48, 643
0.0042 rad
rad
147.6 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 35,143
0.0042 rad
rad
309.5 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 73, 690
0.0042 rad
rad
324.3 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 77, 214
0.0042 rad
rad
478.0 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 113,810
0.0042 rad
rad
210.6 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 50,143
0.0042 rad
rad
282.7 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 67,310
0.0042 rad
rad
583.3 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 138,881
0.0042 rad
rad
183.6 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 43, 714
0.0042 rad
rad
83.2 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 19,802
0.0042 rad
rad
257.2 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 61, 238
0.0042 rad
rad
147.6 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 35,143
0.0042 rad
rad
343.0 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 81, 667
0.0042 rad
rad

Table 4.3(a). Elastic spring stiffness used in SAP2000 models 1 through 6.
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Model

7A

-Mslip
-Mslip = 324.3 kip-in.
(bare steel)
-M1 = 1,901.2 kip-in.
(including slab)
+Mslip = 210.6 kip-in.
(bare steel)
+Mslip = 478.0 kip-in.
(including slab)
-Mslip = 282.7 kip-in.
(bare steel)

8A

-M1 = 2,077.3 kip-in.
+Mslip = 183.6 kip-in.
(bare steel)
+Mslip = 583.3 kip-in.
(including slab)

9 A,B

-Mslip = 324.3 kip-in.
(bare steel)
-M1 = 1,921.8 kip-in.
(including slab)
+Mslip = 210.6 kip-in.
(bare steel)
+Mslip = 508.7 kip-in.
(including slab)

10 A,B

-Mslip = 282.7 kip-in.
(bare steel)
-M1 = 2,098.0 kip-in.
(including slab)
+Mslip = 183.6 kip-in.
(bare steel)
+Mslip = 620.0 kip-in.
(including slab)

A

B

Initial (elastic) Stiffness
kip  in.
 kinit  77, 214
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  546,316
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  50,143
rad
478.0 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 113,810
0.0042 rad
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  67,310
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  620, 653
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  43, 714
rad
583.3 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 138,881
0.0042 rad
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  77, 214
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  582,575
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  50,143
rad
508.7 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 121,119
0.0042 rad
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  67,310
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  663, 274
rad
kip  in.
 kinit  43, 714
rad
620.0 kip  in.
kip  in.
 kinit 
 147, 642
0.0042 rad
rad

-M1 relates to the point on the initial stiffness line which corresponds to 50% of the slab’s tensile
force capacity (refer to Section 2.2.4.3 for a complete discussion). +Mslip for these models comes
from either model 3 or 4, depending on the number of bolts in the shear tab connection.
For models 9 and 10 the values were developed based on a 6” concrete slab.

Table 4.3(b). Elastic spring stiffness used in SAP2000 models 7 through 10.
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Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
77,214
67,310

B
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
19,802
35,143
546,316
620,653
582,575
663,274

C
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
19,802
35,143
546,316
620,653
582,575
663,274

D
48,643
73,690
113,810
138,881
61,238
81,667
113,810
138,881
121,119
147,642

E
48,643
73,690
113,810
138,881
61,238
81,667
113,810
138,881
121,119
147,642

Table 4.4(a). Initial stiffness input for specific locations when concrete is included on
the roof level (units in kip-in./rad).

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
77,214
67,310

B
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
77,214
67,310

C
19,802
35,143
77,214
67,310
19,802
35,143
546,316
620,653
582,575
663,274

D
19,802
35,143
50,143
43,714
19,802
35,143
50,143
43,714
50,143
43,714

E
48,643
73,690
113,810
138,881
61,238
81,667
113,810
138,881
121,119
147,642

Table 4.4(b). Initial stiffness input for specific locations when concrete is excluded on
the roof level (units in kip-in./rad).

Now that the initial elastic stiffness has been defined for each model, the inelastic
moment-rotation models can be developed. Since the model is based on axial force and
moment interaction, both the axial force and moment must be considered simultaneously.
Figure 4.8 shows an input screen for the P-M3 interaction surface. Figure 4.9 shows an
input screen for the hinge model moment-rotation data. Both screens are used to input
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data relevant to the connection model’s behavior. The moment capacity at a specific
critical point is calculated as

 Moment 
Moment  
  Moment Scale Factor  ,
 Yield Moment 

(4.1)

and the axial force capacity is calculated as

 Moment 
Axial  
  Axial Scale Factor  .
 Yield Moment 

(4.2)

Figure 4.8. P-M3 interaction curve definition (negative range of model 1 shown).
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Figure 4.9. P-M3 moment-rotation data (negative range of model 1 shown).

Both the axial and moment scale factors are input as part of the P-M3 interaction
surface data. The scale factors are circled on the Figure 4.8. Note that the “angle” in
Figure 4.9 is 270 degrees. This is simply indicating that the negative range of the model
is active for this input screen. When the positive range is considered an “angle” of 90
degrees is active.
As one can see from Equations 4.1 and 4.2, both the axial force and moment are
factored by the Moment / Yield Moment ratio input as part of the moment-rotation data.
This presents a slight difference from the intentions of the theoretical connection capacity
because the axial capacity is theoretically constant (it is the tensile capacity of the
connection). Thus, the connection’s maximum axial capacity must be input such that it
complements the maximum moment capacity. For example, the axial capacity for
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connection model 1 is limited by the bolt element tensile capacity limit state of tearout.
The axial capacity is

Py   29.74 kip / bolt element  3 bolt elements   89.22 kip .

(4.3)

Referring back to Figure 2.23, the negative slip moment equals 83.2 kip-in. and the
negative maximum and ultimate moment capacities equal 178.4 kip-in. Setting the
“yield” moment equal to the negative slip moment and using Equation 4.1, the Moment /
Yield Moment ratio is 1.0 and 2.1455 for slip and maximum and ultimate moments
respectively. Using the ratio at the point of maximum moment as the basis, the axial
scale factor is calculated as
Axial Scale Factor 

89.22 kip
 41.60 kip
2.1455
.

(4.4)

Figure 4.10 shows another screen shot from SAP2000 illustrating the input for the
positive moment range. The Moment / Yield Moment ratios change to accommodate the
different magnitudes at the critical points for the positive moment range. The scale factor
for the moment has not changed because it can only be input once. As an example, if the
point of maximum positive moment is considered,

 M max   83.17 kip  in. 7.867   654.3 kip  in. ,
which matches the desired magnitude from the theoretical model.

(4.5)
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Figure 4.10. P-M3 moment-rotation data (positive range of model 1 shown).

However, since the axial force is also factored by the Moment/Yield Moment ratio, the
resulting axial capacity for this point is

P   41.6 kip  7.867   327.3 kip ,

(4.6)

which well overshoots the axial capacity of 89.22 kip. The solution to this problem is to
input separate hinge models for the positive and negative moment ranges. All values
remain the same for each model except for the axial scale factor, which is adjusted
depending on the range (positive or negative) under consideration. Again considering
connection model 1, the axial scale factor necessary for the positive moment range is
Axial Scale Factor 

89.22 kip
 11.34 kip .
7.867

(4.7)
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Table 4.5 shows the results of Equations 4.1 and 4.2 for all of the critical points
for connection model 1. Points A through E match those used in the SAP2000 dialog
box, which is shown in Figures 4.9 (for the negative moment range of the connection
model) and 4.10 (for the positive moment range). The numbers match the theoretical
moment-rotation model (reference Figure 2.23, repeated as part of the table) with some
slight rounding. The SAP2000 color notation has been shown on the theoretical model.
Note that it is stated in the dialog box that “Yield Moment is Defined by Interaction.”
This is where the moment and axial scale factors are input.
The remaining connection models, including the bare steel connection models are
input to SAP2000 in a similar fashion. The details of the models are presented in Tables
4.6 through 4.18. The interaction surface definition is discussed on the pages following
the tables.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

2.1455
83.17
178.4
41.60
2.1455
83.17
178.4
41.60
2.1455
83.17
178.4
41.60
1
83.17
83.2
41.60
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
83.17
0
41.60 or 11.34
1
2.4564
7.8670
4.3249

Positive Moment Range
83.17
83.2
83.17
204.3
83.17
654.3
83.17
359.7

11.34
11.34
11.34
11.34

89.3
89.3
89.3
41.6
0
11.3
27.9
89.2
49.0

My = 83.17 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude.
Py = 89.22 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension (29.74
kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3).

Table 4.5. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 1.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

2.1457
147.60
316.7
55.44
2.1457
147.60
316.7
55.44
2.1457
147.60
316.7
55.44
1
147.60
147.6
55.44
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
147.60
0
55.44 or 18.36
1
2.097
6.479
3.563

Positive Moment Range
147.60
147.6
147.60
309.5
147.60
956.3
147.60
525.9

18.36
18.36
18.36
18.36

119.0
119.0
119.0
55.4
0
18.4
38.5
119.0
65.4

My = 147.60 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude.
Py = 118.96 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4).

Table 4.6. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 2.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

2.421
324.30
785.1
36.85
2.421
324.30
785.1
36.85
2.421
324.30
785.1
36.85
1
324.30
324.3
36.85
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
324.30
0
36.85 or 28.23
1
1.474
3.161
3.161

Positive Moment Range
324.30
324.3
324.30
478.0
324.30
1025.1
324.30
1025.1

28.23
28.23
28.23
28.23

89.2
89.2
89.2
36.9
0
28.2
41.6
89.2
89.2

My = 324.30 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude.
Py = 89.22 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension (29.74
kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3).

Table 4.7. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 3.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

2.929
282.70
828.0
40.61
2.929
282.70
828.0
40.61
2.929
282.70
828.0
40.61
1
282.70
282.7
40.61
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
282.70
0
40.61 or 30.22
1
2.063
3.937
3.937

Positive Moment Range
282.70
282.7
282.70
583.2
282.70
1113.0
282.70
1113.0

30.22
30.22
30.22
30.22

118.9
118.9
118.9
40.6
0
30.2
62.3
119.0
119.0

My = 282.7 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude.
Py = 118.96 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4).

Table 4.8. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 4.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)
89.3
89.3
89.3
41.6

A

2.1455
83.17
178.4
41.60
2.1455
83.17
178.4
41.60
2.1455
83.17
178.4
41.60
1
83.17
83.2
41.60
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
83.17
0
41.60 or 9.01

B
C
D
E

Positive Moment Range
83.17
83.2
83.17
257.2
83.17
823.8
83.17
453.0

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B

Notes:

1
3.092
9.905
5.447

9.01
9.01
9.01
9.01

0
9.0
27.9
89.2
49.1

My = 83.17 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude.
Py = 89.22 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension (29.74
kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3).

Table 4.9. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 5.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

2.1457
147.60
316.7
55.44
2.1457
147.60
316.7
55.44
2.1457
147.60
316.7
55.44
1
147.60
147.6
55.44
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
147.60
0
55.44 or 16.57
1
2.324
7.178
3.948

Positive Moment Range
147.60
147.6
147.60
343.0
147.60
1059.5
147.60
582.7

16.57
16.57
16.57
16.57

119.0
119.0
119.0
55.4
0
16.6
38.5
118.9
65.4

My = 147.6 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude.
Py = 118.96 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4).

Table 4.10. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 6.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

5.931
478.00
2835.0
31.99
5.899
478.00
2819.7
31.99
3.977
478.00
1901.0
31.99
1
478.00
478.0
31.99
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
478.00
0
31.99 or 88.45
1
2.145
2.145
2.145

Positive Moment Range
478.00
478.0
478.00
1025.3
478.00
1025.3
478.00
1025.3

88.45
88.45
88.45
88.45

189.7
188.7
127.2
21.8
0
88.45
189.7
189.7
189.7

My = 478.0 kip-in., which is the positive slip moment magnitude.
Py = 189.72 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3) plus the seat’s tensile
capacity (18 kip) plus the slab’s tensile capacity (82.5 kip).

Table 4.11. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 7.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

5.179
583.30
3020.9
42.37
5.168
583.30
3014.5
42.37
3.561
583.30
2077.1
42.37
1
583.30
583.3
42.37
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
42.37 or 115.02
0
583.30
0
1
1.908
1.908
1.908

Positive Moment Range
583.30
583.3
583.30
1112.9
583.30
1112.9
583.30
1112.9

115.02
115.02
115.02
115.02

219.4
219.0
150.9
42.37
0
115.0
219.5
219.5
219.5

My = 583.30 kip-in., which is the positive slip moment magnitude.
Py = 219.46 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4) plus the seat’s tensile
capacity (18 kip) plus the slab’s tensile capacity (82.5 kip).

Table 4.12. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 8.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

33.54
33.54
33.54
33.54

189.7
188.7
126.7
33.5

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B

5.656
5.626
3.778
1

A

“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
508.70
0
33.54 or 89.83

B
C
D
E
Notes:

1
2.112
2.112
2.112

508.70
508.70
508.70
508.70

2877.2
2861.9
1921.9
508.7

Positive Moment Range
508.70
508.7
508.70
1074.4
508.70
1074.4
508.70
1074.4

89.83
89.83
89.83
89.83

0
89.8
189.7
189.7
189.7

My = 508.70 kip-in., which is the positive slip moment magnitude (incl. additional concrete).
Py = 189.72 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3) plus the seat’s tensile
capacity (18 kip) plus the slab’s tensile capacity (82.5 kip).

Table 4.13. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 9.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

4.939
620.10
3062.7
44.43
4.929
620.10
3056.5
44.43
3.383
620.10
2097.7
44.43
1
620.10
620.1
44.43
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
620.10
0
44.43 or 91.79
1
2.391
2.391
2.391

Positive Moment Range
620.10
620.1
620.10
1482.7
620.10
1482.7
620.10
1482.7

91.79
91.79
91.79
91.79

219.4
219.0
150.3
44.4
0
91.8
219.5
219.5
219.5

My = 620.10 kip-in., which is the positive slip moment magnitude (incl. additional concrete).
Py = 219.46 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4) plus the seat’s tensile
capacity (18 kip) plus the slab’s tensile capacity (82.5 kip).

Table 4.14. Moment and axial force magnitudes for connection model 10.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

(Model is Symmetrical – Positive and Negative are the Same)
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

0
1
2.1455
2.1455
2.1455

83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17
83.17

0
83.2
178.4
178.4
178.4

41.60
41.60
41.60
41.60
41.60

0
41.6
89.3
89.3
89.3

My = 83.17 kip-in., which is the slip moment magnitude.
Py = 89.22 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension (29.74
kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3).

Table 4.15. Moment and axial force magnitudes for a model 1 or 5 bare steel connection.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

(Model is Symmetrical – Positive and Negative are the Same)
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

0
1
2.1457
2.1457
2.1457

147.60
147.60
147.60
147.60
147.60

0
147.6
316.7
316.7
316.7

55.44
55.44
55.44
55.44
55.44

0
55.4
119.0
119.0
119.0

My = 147.6 kip-in., which is the slip moment magnitude.
Py = 118.96 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4).

Table 4.16. Moment and axial force magnitudes for a model 2 or 6 bare steel connection.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

3.728
210.60
785.1
23.93
3.728
210.60
785.1
23.93
1.539
210.60
324.1
23.93
1
210.60
210.6
23.93
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
210.60
0
23.93 or 79.10
1
1.128
1.128
1.128

Positive Moment Range
210.60
210.6
210.60
237.6
210.60
237.6
210.60
237.6

79.10
79.10
79.10
79.10

89.2
89.2
36.8
23.9
0
79.1
89.2
89.2
89.2

My = 210.6 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude. The slip factor of 1.5 was
neglected because the seat angle governed capacity.
Py = 89.22 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension (29.74
kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (3).

Table 4.17. Moment and axial force magnitudes for a model 3 bare steel connection (also
used for models 7 and 9).
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

4.509
183.60
827.9
26.38
4.509
183.60
827.9
26.38
1.539
183.60
282.6
26.38
1
183.60
183.6
26.38
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
26.38 or 103.71
0
183.60
0
1
1.147
1.147
1.147

Positive Moment Range
183.60
183.6
183.60
210.6
183.60
210.6
183.60
210.6

103.71
103.71
103.71
103.71

118.9
118.9
40.6
26.38
0
103.71
119.0
119.0
119.0

My = 183.60 kip-in., which is the negative slip moment magnitude. The slip factor of 1.5 was
neglected because the seat angle governed capacity.
Py = 118.96 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4).

Table 4.18. Moment and axial force magnitudes for a model 4 bare steel connection (also
used for models 8 and 10).
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The moment-rotation characteristic of each model is only one part of the whole
definition. The other part is the axial force and moment interaction surface definition.
Since the structure is steel framed, the interaction surface used for connection models is
that from AISC equation H1-1a and H1-1b (AISC 2010). The resulting yield surface is
illustrated in Figure 4.11, which is repeated from Figure 3.6. The interaction curve data
input to SAP2000, as presented in Figure 4.8, matches this figure.
Since the magnitudes of axial force and moment are defined at different points
along the model, the interaction surface changes with the model. This process agrees
with the values calculated in Tables 4.5 through 4.18. An illustration of this is shown in
Figure 4.12 for connection model 1.

For Pr / Pc ≥ 0.2:

Pr 8  M r 
 
  1.0
Pc 9  M c 

For Pr / Pc < 0.2:
Pr
M
 r  1.0
2 Pc M c

Figure 4.11. AISC interaction for axial force and strong axis moment (AISC 2010).

Figure 4.12. Illustration of interaction surface characteristics at various critical points for connection model 1.
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The interaction surface magnitudes for a particular critical point on the model are
easily calculated. It is simply the product of the axial or moment magnitude for that point
times the interaction curve data factor. For example, for point 2 (the point of maximum
positive moment) as shown on Figure 4.12, the magnitudes at the “kink” in the
interaction surface are calculated as

P   89.2 kip  0.2   17.9 kip

(4.8)

M   654.3 kip  in. 0.9   588.9 kip  in. ,

(4.9)

and

where the magnitudes of 89.2 kip and 654.3 kip-in. were retrieved from Table 4.5 and the
scale factors of 0.2 and 0.9 are tabulated in the interaction curve data in Figure 4.9. Note
that the interaction curve data is input for both the positive and negative axial force
ranges and SAP2000 creates an interaction surface by revolving the curve about the axial
force axis.

4.2.3. Analysis Settings
Now that the frame geometry, loading, and connection modeling has been input to
SAP2000, an analysis case can be created. The analysis case defines exactly how
SAP2000 is to perform the calculations. The typical analysis case used for the parametric
study is shown in Figure 4.13, which is a nonlinear static analysis that includes large
displacement (small strain) geometric (P-delta) nonlinearity. For the matter of the twodimensional analysis, only the dead load needed to be applied because in every case the
frame reached a mechanism prior to the total design dead loading having been applied.
The analysis is begun from an unstressed state.
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Figure 4.13. SAP2000 analysis case definition.

With the completion of this final step the frame may be constructed in SAP2000
and each of the elements may be input using the appropriate hinge and/or partial restraint
definition. Each of the twenty models (ten connection model cases, each case either
including or excluding concrete slab on the roof) may now be analyzed and the results
may be compared.

4.3.

Hinge Model Results
The results of the elastic and inelastic hinge models were studied to ensure that

the computer model was appropriately incorporating the hinge model into the solution.
This discussion does not directly provide conclusions related to robustness characteristics
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of the system, but since the hinge models are integral to the analyses this study builds
confidence that the computer models are behaving as expected. The results for
connection model 2, which was chosen at random for inclusion in this section, are
presented as an example.
As mentioned previously, the moment-rotation behavior includes both elastic
rotations (described previously as “partial fixity”) and inelastic rotations. SAP2000
provides a report that gives moment and inelastic rotation discretized by analysis step, so
extraction of results for inelastic rotations is simple. Elastic rotations are not so simple.
The elastic rotation was found by extracting the displacement magnitude at points along
the beam and manually calculating the rotation. For example, in order to calculate the
rotation of beam element 76 (reference Figure 4.4 for beam element numbering), the
displacement results shown in Figure 4.14 are used. The relative deflection is shown in
the bottom plot of the figure. For analysis step 4, which is the load step just prior to
reaching negative slip moment, the relative displacement is 0.236837 in. The length of
element 76 is 60 in., which is one segment of the beam spanning from column gridlines 2
to 3. A close approximation of the elastic rotation angle may be calculated using
trigonometry, and results in an angle of 0.00395 radians. This rotation corresponds with
a moment of 124.35 kip-in. at the left end of the element, which is slightly less than the
negative slip moment. The rotation exactly at slip moment cannot be explicitly
calculated due to the discretization of load steps, but the slip moment was defined as
0.0042 radians based on a Liu (2000) moment-rotation model development so the
magnitude for analysis step 4 appears correct.
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Figure 4.14. Element 76 results at analysis step 4 (ALR = 0.02).

Figure 4.15 shows the theoretical moment-rotation model developed in Chapter 2
(Figure 2.24) with the SAP2000 results superimposed. The negative moment range
shows the results from element 76 at the beam-to-column intersection, and the positive
moment range shows the results from element 81 at the beam-to-column intersection.
One can see that the SAP2000 analysis follows the theoretical model well. Some slight
deviation is present due to both discretization and the numerical algorithm used by
SAP2000 for solution. It is concluded that the combined elastic and inelastic hinge
model analyzed by SAP2000 adequately matches the intentions of the theoretical models.
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Element 81 results

Element 76 results

Figure 4.15. Hinge model results for connection model 2.

4.4.

Displacement Results
The first demand parameter under consideration is vertical displacement at the

point of the damaged column. Vertical displacement was measured at joint number 10,
which is the intersection of the center column and the first floor framing as is identified
on Figure 4.3. The displacement measurements started from an undeformed shape.
Before any observations are discussed, the reader should be informed that the data
from the final step from several of the models was omitted from the graphs. In many
cases this point did not follow the trends. It is believed by the author that the point was
invalid data because the frame was in the process of becoming unstable yet the numerical
algorithm was able to calculate a data point. In some cases it resulted in deflections
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decreasing, which does not make physical sense considering the behavior of the model.
An example of the data that was omitted is illustrated in Figure 4.16. Red arrows indicate
the omitted data points. The reader may compare this plot to that of Figure 4.17, which
shows the final data set used for comparison.

Figure 4.16. Applied load ratio versus vertical displacement at node 10 – all models –
including concrete on the roof level (showing omitted data points).

4.4.1. Global Trends when Concrete is Included at the Roof Level
Figure 4.17 shows the ALR versus displacement at node 10 for all connection
models when the models include concrete on the roof level. The initial observation that
can be made is that it appears that the models gather together in one of three groups.
First, the results of models number 1, 2, 5 and 6 show similar behavior at similar
magnitudes of ALR. These are all models that neglect the effects of slab in tension and
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do not include a seat angle. The only difference between the models is the number of
bolts used in the shear tab (three bolts for models 1 and 5; four bolts for models 2 and 6)
and the placement of the shear tab connection vertically on the beam web. Next, models
3 and 4 behave very similarly. Models 3 and 4 include a seat angle but do not include the
effects of the concrete slab in tension. Finally, models 7 through 10 have similar trends.
These four models include both the seat angle and the effects of the concrete slab in
tension.
Looking closer at models 1, 2, 5 and 6 one observes a change in stiffness
occurring at approximately 2 inches of displacement. This is a very consistent trend
among the four models. Models 1 and 5 seem to have a slight increase in ALR between
the second-last and last point of the trace, whereas models 2 and 6 seem to have a slight
decrease between the same points. Comparing ALR at respective displacement
magnitudes, it appears that placing the shear tab at the center of the web slightly
improves performance compared to placing it near the top of the beam. This is consistent
for both the three- and four-bolt models. Since the only difference between these two
parameters is the distance (i.e., moment arm between forces in the couple), it can be
concluded that the increased performance is due to a slightly larger moment arm.
Figure 4.17 also shows that using four bolts also slightly improves performance
compared to using three bolts. This is true when comparing the subset of models 2 and 6
to the subset of 1 and 5.
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Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 4.17. Applied load ratio versus vertical displacement at node 10 – all models –
including concrete on the roof level.

Figure 4.17 clearly shows that inclusion of a seat angle enhances performance.
ALR magnitudes for models 3 and 4 approximately double compared to any of those
realized from models 1, 2, 5, or 6 for the range of data following slip moment. It may
also be observed that the change in stiffness occurs at a later time; at approximately 2.5
in. for model 3 and at approximately 3.0 in. for model 4. An intermediate stiffness
change occurs prior to those displacement magnitudes. This was also evident in models
1, 2, 5 and 6 but it was less pronounced.
Figure 4.17 shows that inclusion of the tensile capacity of a reinforced concrete
slab, along with the use of a seat angle, further enhances performance. ALR magnitudes
for models 7 through 10 at the final steps are approximately sixty percent higher than
those of models 3 or 4, and they are nearly two and one-half times that of models 1, 2, 5,
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or 6. Each of the four models showed a multi-linear trend, starting with a slight reduction
in stiffness at approximately 1.5 in., changing again at just over 2 in. and finally softening
at approximately 7 in.
Figure 4.17 shows that the inclusion of a fourth bolt in the shear tab for models 8
and 10 results in a modest increase in the ALR with respect to displacement compared to
the results from models 7 and 9. However, by adding an additional inch of concrete to all
of the floors and the roof the ALR actually went down with respect to displacement.
Figure 2.33 shows effectively no increase in initial stiffness and moment capacity (M1) in
the negative moment range was achieved when an additional inch of concrete was added
and no other changes were made to the connection. The weight of the additional concrete
is significant and negatively impacted system performance.

4.4.2. Global Trends when Concrete is Excluded at the Roof Level
Figure 4.18 shows the ALR versus displacement at node 10 for all connection
models when the models exclude concrete on the roof level. While the trends are similar
to that of the previous section, some important changes in behavior warrant discussion.
The obvious observation is that the traces for all subsets of models (1 and 5; 2 and
6, 3 and 4; 7 through 10) lie nearly on top of one another. This is especially clear in the
models that do not include the effects of the concrete slab in tension. It is interesting that
models 7 and 8 have nearly identical trends until the “final” stiffness change occurs at
approximately 7 in. of displacement. The same can be said of models 9 and 10. It is also
interesting that models 2 and 6 were able to withstand much more deflection than any of
the other models regardless of whether or not concrete was included at the roof level.
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The four models that include the effects of slab capacity were able to withstand slightly
more deflection, when compared to models including concrete on the roof level. Model 4
withstood less total deflection compared to the models using concrete on the roof level.

Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 4.18. Applied load ratio versus vertical displacement at node 10 – all models –
excluding concrete on the roof level.

Often times a rotational demand of 0.02 radians is used as a critical rotation for
classifying a connection with respect to strength (AISC 2010). Using this rotational
demand, the resulting vertical displacement at node 10 would be slightly more than seven
inches. A reference line is shown at 7 in. displacement on Figures 4.17 and 4.18.
Robustness can be measured using this displacement magnitude and the corresponding
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applied load ratio for each model. Recalling the equation presented in Chapter 1 as a
measure of robustness in a system,

R  p 

ALR  pn   ALR  p1 
,
ALR  p1 

(4.10)

where R(p) is the measure of robustness, ALR(pn) is the applied load ratio of a system
after a parameter has been changed relative to the base system and ALR(p1) is the applied
load ratio for the baseline system. If Equation 4.10 results in a positive value then
robustness has improved compared to the base system. The baseline system shall be one
utilizing connection model 1 with concrete excluded from the roof level. As mentioned
in Chapter 1 the baseline system would be a likely possibility if the building were
designed considering strength and serviceability to withstand commonly accepted, code
required load combinations without extra consideration for robustness.
Table 4.19 shows the measure of robustness for all connection models at a
displacement magnitude of seven inches at node 10. In only one case does robustness
decrease, and that case is when concrete is added to the roof level for the baseline system
(connection model 1). The reason for the decrease is due to the additional weight of the
concrete impacting the system without utilizing the concrete slab in tension. For all other
cases robustness increases, and it increases in proportions to observations made thus far.
That is, for cases where the seat angle is included the robustness improves and for cases
where the seat angle and the tensile capacity of the reinforced composite slab is included
robustness greatly improves.
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Model

ALR

R(p)

Models excluding concrete on roof
1*

0.038*

0.00

2

0.059

0.55

3

0.094

1.47

4

0.094

1.47

5

0.038

0.00

6

0.055

0.45

7

0.176

3.63

8

0.180

3.74

9

0.162

3.26

10

0.170

3.47

Models including concrete on roof
1

0.031

-0.18

2

0.047

0.24

3

0.088

1.32

4

0.093

1.45

5

0.038

0.00

6

0.053

0.39

7

0.178

3.68

8

0.200

4.26

9

0.158

3.16

10

0.181

3.76

* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the
roof level is the baseline condition for robustness
Table 4.19. Measure of robustness (R(p)) for all connection models at a displacement
magnitude of seven inches at node 10.
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4.4.3. Trends Between Connection Models 1, 2, 5 and 6
Figure 4.19 shows the ALR versus displacement at node 10 for connection
models 1 and 5 when concrete is included at the roof level, and Figure 4.20 shows the
same information when concrete is excluded from the roof level. The figures also show
the sequence of inelastic hinge development with their corresponding ALR and the
critical points on the connection hinge model. Both figures will be discussed
simultaneously because the trends of the data are similar.
The system changes stiffness at several points throughout the loading. The
changes in stiffness occur when critical points of the connection model are reached. For
example, the plot clearly shows a change in stiffness at an ALR of approximately 0.015
to 0.025. In this range both the negative and positive slip moments are reached and the
slope of the line beyond this point changes indicating that a change in stiffness has
occurred. The system softens due to the hinge developments and then the stiffness
remains relatively constant until just before maximum positive moment is reached.
For the models where concrete is included on the roof level, the ALR magnitude
for model 5 always exceeds that of model 1 for a given magnitude of vertical
displacement. However, when concrete is excluded from the roof level model 5 achieves
a slightly lower ALR for a given displacement magnitude until maximum moment
capacities are approached. In both cases model 5 results in a slightly stiffer system after
slip moment magnitudes have been reached. It is interesting that, for the models
excluding concrete from the roof level, both models reach their effective maximum ALR
at nearly the same magnitude of displacement.
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It should be noted that the line is not straight in the range less than ALR = 0.020,
particularly for model 5. This exists regardless of whether or not concrete is included on
the roof level. This is simply a modeling issue. Looking back at Tables 4.5 and 4.9, one
can see an intermediate point prior to the point of positive slip moment. The existence of
this point is a function of the scale factor for moment. At this point the hinge model
engages and defers to the inelastic model curve but it is following the elastic stiffness
until the point of positive slip moment. This issue is most evident in models 1 and 5, but
can be seen in other models. The reader should disregard this kink in the initial stiffness
because it is a software issue rather than a frame behavior issue.
Another SAP2000 quirk should be pointed out. Consider the points on Figure
4.20 within the deflection range greater than 8 in for model 5. It would appear from the
plot that the stiffness degraded at an ALR of 0.045, but the point of maximum moment
was pinpointed at an ALR of 0.050. Similar occurrences exist on other figures.
SAP2000 is actually realizing that maximum moment is being reached somewhere
between the two and indicates as such on either the step before or the step after reaching
it. Adding more steps to the analysis may allow for more accurate identification of the
point under consideration, but for the research at hand it was decided that 200 steps
sufficiently discretized the loading.
Figure 4.21 shows the ALR versus displacement at node 10 for connection
models 2 and 6 when concrete is included at the roof level, and Figure 4.22 shows the
same information when concrete is excluded from the roof level. The figures also show
the sequence of inelastic hinge development with their corresponding ALR and the
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critical points on the connection hinge model. Once again, both figures may be discussed
simultaneously because the trends of the data are similar.
The general behaviors of these models are identical to the behavior observed with
models 1 and 5. The initial stiffness of the frame for both models 2 and 6 is nearly
identical up to the point of negative slip moment, and that is true regardless of whether or
not concrete is on the roof. The stiffness of the system changes at the range where
negative and positive slip moments are reached. Model 6 yields a higher ALR magnitude
for a given displacement throughout the analysis when concrete is included on the roof
level and a slightly lower ALR for most of the range when concrete is excluded.
Maximum negative moments and maximum positive moment at the roof are reached at
the same ALR for models without concrete on the roof.

Figure 4.19. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge
development for connection models 1 and 5 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.20. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge
development for connection models 1 and 5 (excluding concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.21. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge
development for connection models 2 and 6 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.22. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge
development for connection models 2 and 6 (excluding concrete on roof).
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4.4.4. Trends Between Connection Models 3 and 4
Connection models 3 and 4 have somewhat different characteristics than models
1, 2, 5 and 6, so it is not surprising that their end results are somewhat different. Figure
4.23 shows the ALR versus displacement at node 10 for connection models 3 and 4 when
concrete is included at the roof level, and Figure 4.24 shows the same information when
concrete is excluded from the roof level. The figures show the sequence of inelastic
hinge development with their corresponding ALR and the critical points on the
connection hinge model.
The first observation that can be made is that the range of elastic rotation, largely
bounded by ALR magnitudes less than 0.045 for both figures, is very linear and similar in
slope for all models. The negative slip moment was the first critical point reached for the
models that include concrete on the roof, and positive slip moment at the roof level was
the first critical point reached in the models that exclude concrete on the roof. Next,
positive slip moment was reached (negative slip moment at the roof was reached for the
model excluding concrete at the roof at a similar ALR to that of positive slip moment).
The stiffness of the system changed and it remained linear for several inches of
deflection. The frame softened when points of maximum moment were reached, which
exceeded 10 in. of deflection for all models.
When concrete is included on the roof level, a modest increase in ALR is realized
with the addition of the extra bolt at the shear tab after slip moment magnitudes have
been reached. When concrete is excluded, the traces are virtually identical throughout
the entire plotted range.

Figure 4.23. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge
development for connection models 3 and 4 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.24. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge
development for connection models 3 and 4 (excluding concrete on roof).
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4.4.5. Trends Between Connection Models 7, 8, 9 and 10
Connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10 all include the effects of the reinforced
composite slab in the negative moment range. Either model 3 or 4 is used for the positive
moment range as appropriate for the number of bolts considered.
Figure 4.25 shows the ALR versus displacement at node 10 for connection
models 7 through 10 when concrete is included at the roof level. Figure 4.26 shows the
same information for models that exclude concrete from the roof. When concrete is
excluded at the roof level the bare steel model 3 or 4 is used depending on the number of
bolts being considered at the shear tab.
In both figures three distinct linear ranges may be observed. First, the elastic
range occurs in the range less than 1.5 in. deflection at node 10. The positive slip
moment occurs within the ALR range of 0.070 to 0.100 for Figure 4.25 and within the
range of 0.065 to 0.090 for Figure 4.26. In all models a loss of stiffness is evident
immediately following achieving slip moment magnitude. This is followed by another
linear range up to the point of critical moment M1 (refer to Chapter 2 for the definition of
critical points for Rex models). Finally, after exceeding the ALR that achieves M1, the
stiffness reduces again and the frame gathers load until an instability in the analysis
occurs. In some cases no other critical points were reached within the system prior to
exhaustion of the analysis.
ALR values for positive slip moment and M1 are shown along with Figure 4.25.
ALR values for various critical points for Figure 4.26 are shown in Table 4.20.

Figure 4.25. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge development
for connection models 7 through 10 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.26. ALR versus displacement and corresponding inelastic hinge development
for connection models 7 through 10 (excluding concrete on roof).
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Model

7

8

9

10

Point

+Mslip

+Mmax

+Mult

Point

-M1

-Mslip

-Mmax

1

0.090

0.235

-

4

0.180

-

-

2

0.090

0.240

-

5

0.180

-

-

3

0.080

0.215

-

6

-

0.080

0.215

1

0.090

0.245

-

4

0.190

-

-

2

0.090

-

-

5

0.190

-

-

3

0.080

0.230

-

6

-

0.085

0.240

1

0.085

0.215

0.225

4

0.165

-

-

2

0.085

0.220

-

5

0.165

-

-

3

0.075

0.200

-

6

-

0.085

0.195

1

0.085

-

-

4

0.175

-

-

2

0.085

-

-

5

0.175

-

-

3

0.070

0.215

-

6

-

0.075

-

Table 4.20. Applied load ratios (ALR) for Figure 4.26.

4.4.6. Observations Regarding First- and Second-Order Displacement Results
The two-dimensional analyses were run as second-order (P-delta) large
displacement models. Figure 4.27 shows a comparison among first-order, second-order
and second-order large displacement analyses for model 7 when concrete is included on
the roof level. As can be seen from the figure, the second-order and the second-order
large displacement solutions yield very similar displacement results until the point that
the large displacement model stops. The second-order solution is able to generate a few
more data points before termination likely due to the algorithm that SAP2000 uses for its
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calculations. The first order solution is similar until the point that the negative moment
hinges reach a magnitude of M1, after which the first and second-order solutions stray
from one another. The first order solution effectively flat-lines at ALR = 0.28, and
although it is able to calculate displacement well beyond the others the data is physically
meaningless because a real structure could not withstand this level of displacement.

Figure 4.27. Comparison between first-order, second-order and second-order large
displacement solutions.
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4.5.

Axial Force, Shear and Moment Results
Another set of demand parameters under consideration is axial force, shear and

moment. Since these magnitudes vary throughout the framework, specific points of
comparison must be chosen.

4.5.1. System Prior to Column Compromise
Before discussing the frame’s behavior in a compromised state it is important to
understand how the frame behaves in its intended state. Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30 show
qualitative axial, shear and moment diagrams for the frame prior to the compromise of
the center column. For the purposes of this section one should consider only the signage
of the diagram (negative or positive) and the relative magnitudes, as the specific
magnitudes will be discussed in the next section. Diagrams shaded in red indicate
“negative” values (such as compression for axial force or negative moment) and diagrams
shaded in yellow indicate “positive” values.
Figure 4.28 illustrates axial behavior that would be expected for this frame.
Column compressive forces increase closer to the foundation. Exterior columns have
smaller force magnitudes than do interior columns. The beams do not accrue any
appreciable compressive force under gravity loading. Figure 4.28 also shows the origin
of the coordinate axes that were used for all models.
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Figure 4.28. System axial force diagrams prior to center column compromise.

Figure 4.29 shows expected shear diagrams for the beams. The beams are loaded
uniformly, so the shear diagram changes linearly with respect to length. The columns do
not accrue any appreciable shear under gravity loading.

Figure 4.29. System shear diagrams prior to center column compromise.

Figure 4.30 shows expected moment diagrams for the beams. The beams are
loaded uniformly, so the moment diagram changes parabolically with respect to length.
The partially restrained beam-to-column connections result in negative moments at the
beam ends, but the magnitudes of the negative moments are smaller than would be
developed with a “fixed” beam-to-column connection. The moment diagram indicates a
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very low level of connection moment resistance for this particular analysis (the
magnitude will vary for a different analysis with different connection parameters). The
columns show moments that are small compared to those seen in the beams, which is
expected for a gravity-only load combination.

Figure 4.30. System moment diagrams prior to center column compromise.

4.5.2. Axial Forces after Column Compromise
Removal of the center column results in a redistribution of axial force, shear and
moment in order for the frame to find equilibrium. Figure 4.31 shows a typical axial
force diagram for the two-dimensional system after the center column has been
compromised. The center column redistributes its forces to the adjacent columns and the
upper levels of the center column undergo small magnitudes of tension or compression,
depending on the parameters under consideration. The roof beam goes into compression
and the first floor beam goes into tension, as if these levels are acting as the chords of a
truss. The second floor beams are either in tension or compression, depending on the
connection parameters, but in either case the magnitude of the force is low compared to
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the other levels. The beams within the outer bays also go into tension or compression,
again with relatively low magnitudes of force.
The results shown in Figure 4.31 are for connection model 3 including concrete
on the roof as it approaches termination (ALR = 0.09), scaled appropriately so that the
proportions are clear on the figure. However, all analyses resulted in a similar axial
response, so only one figure is presented. The two points labeled, 76 and 81, will be used
for further discussion later in the chapter.

76

81

Figure 4.31. System axial force diagrams after center column compromise.

4.5.3. Shear after Column Compromise
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show typical qualitative shear diagrams for the twodimensional frame. The shear diagrams have been broken apart such that the column
diagrams are on one figure and the beam diagrams are on another. This was done for
clarity. Both Figures 4.32 and 4.33 were scaled identically, so one may compare relative
magnitudes between the figures. However, since these figures were generated from a
specific analysis (connection model 3 with concrete on the roof at ALR = 0.09, scaled so
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that proportions are clear on the figure) the reader should be aware that other analyses
may return slightly different proportions.

Figure 4.32. Shear diagrams at columns after center column compromise.

Figure 4.33. Shear diagrams at beams after center column compromise.

Figures 4.32 and 4.33 agree with what may be considered expected results. The
columns show constant shear diagrams with steps in magnitude, and the exterior columns
have much lower shear magnitudes than do the interior columns. The tension or
compression in the floor beams apply concentrated forces at the columns, thus resulting
in the shapes shown in the diagrams. The beams in the exterior bay show a diagram that
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changes linearly with respect to length as would be expected due to the uniform loading.
The interior bays show diagrams that change linearly with respect to length with a
“spike” at the center column. This makes sense because the beams resist a uniform
loading and the center column has a concentrated load at each floor level from the girder
framing in from the orthogonal direction.

4.5.4. Moment after Column Compromise
The following figures illustrate the moment diagrams at the beams for several
different analyses. Figures 4.34 through 4.37 qualitatively show the moment diagrams
for the beams when connection models 2, 4, 6 and 8 are analyzed, respectively (model 10
and model 8 show very similar trends). The analyses performed to produce these
moment diagrams included concrete on the roof.
Unlike the shear diagrams which were taken all from one analysis, these figures
have been extracted from several different analyses. As such, relative magnitudes may
not be compared between figures; however, selected maxima and minima have been
shown on the figures for comparison. For connection models 2, 4 and 6 the magnitudes
have been taken at the ALR when negative maximum moment was reached. For
connection model 8 the magnitudes have been taken at the ALR when M1 was reached.
The moment diagrams are symmetrical about the centerline of the frame.
Some of the characteristics to consider are the relative magnitudes between
positive and negative moment at the center bays where the column has been
compromised, the relative magnitudes between positive and negative moments at the end
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bays and the length of the beam in the end bay that results in positive or negative
moment.
Figure 4.34 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 2
when concrete is included on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.065,
which is the point when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the
moment-rotation model as shown in Figure 4.21. Moment magnitudes are in units of kipin. and have been rounded to the nearest whole number. The numbers in the boxes (“76”
and “81”) identify the member numbers that will be compared in greater detail.
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Figure 4.34. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 2 (including concrete on roof).

Figure 4.35 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 4
when concrete is included on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.13,
which is the point when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the
moment-rotation model as shown in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.35. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 4 (including concrete on roof).

Figure 4.36 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 6
when concrete is included on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.07,
which is the point when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the
moment-rotation model as shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.36. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 6 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.37 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 8
when concrete is included on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.205,
which is the point when key connections reach the point M1 on the moment-rotation
model as shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.37. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 8 (including concrete on roof).

Figures 4.38 through 4.41 show the moment diagrams for the beams when
connection models 2, 4, 6 and 8 are analyzed (respectively), however the analyses
performed to produce these moment diagrams excluded concrete on the roof. Figure 4.38
shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 2 when concrete is
excluded on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.075, which is the point
when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the moment-rotation model
as shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.38. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 2 (excluding concrete on roof).

Figure 4.39 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 4
when concrete is excluded on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.13,
which is the point when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the
moment-rotation model as shown in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.39. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 4 (excluding concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.40 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 6
when concrete is excluded on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.075,
which is the point when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the
moment-rotation model as shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.40. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 6 (excluding concrete on roof).

Figure 4.41 shows the moment diagrams at the beams for connection model 8
when concrete is excluded on the roof level. The magnitudes relate to an ALR of 0.19,
which is the point when key connections reach maximum negative moment on the
moment-rotation model as shown in Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.41. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for frame
utilizing connection model 8 (excluding concrete on roof).

Figure 4.42 qualitatively shows the typical moment diagrams for the columns
when the analysis includes concrete on the roof. Once again, the proportions of the
figures may only be compared within the figure itself and qualitative magnitudes may not
be compared to other figures, including the beam moments shown previously. As
mentioned previously, the exterior columns are both bending about their weak axes,
whereas the interior columns are bending about their strong axes.

Figure 4.42. Typical moment diagrams at columns after center column compromise.
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4.5.5. Axial and Moment Interaction after Column Compromise
Now that the axial force and moment diagrams have been illustrated, a
comparison of the magnitudes will be presented as a quantitative comparison of
engineering demand parameters.
The discussion is started by a simple comparison of normalized moment
magnitudes versus vertical displacement at node 10 as shown in Figures 4.43 through
4.46. The intention of these figures is to illustrate the moment trends for each connection
model at a few pivotal points within the framework. The points of interest are the beamto-column connection points for elements 76 and 81, which are labeled on Figure 4.31
and again on Figure 4.34. When the center column has been compromised, element 76
yields negative moment and element 81 yields positive moment. Both points are within
the center bay adjacent to the column that has been compromised. The figures are
normalized by the plastic moment for a non-composite W18x35 beam, which is 3,325
kip-in. The plastic moment was used to serve as a constant baseline for comparison
across all models.
Figures 4.47 through 4.58 show a more detailed comparison of the normalized
moment and axial force at frame elements 76 and 81. Both elements yield a tensile axial
force. Once again, the figures are normalized by the plastic moment for a non-composite
W18x35 beam, which is 3,325 kip-in., or by the axial yield force, which is 515 kips.
The axes of the figures have been set such that the traces extend in an “upwards”
direction. For element 81 that corresponds to a positive moment and the scale of the axis
for normalized moment shows positive values. However, for element 76 that corresponds
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to a negative moment and the axis shows negative values. In either case the normalized
axial force scale is positive because the floor beam under consideration is in tension.
As would be expected, changes in the slope of the normalized moment and
normalized axial force correspond with the inelastic hinge development points discussed
in Section 4.4. For example, in Figure 4.47 the slope of the normalized moment and
normalized axial force changes at approximately 1-1/2 in. From Figure 4.19, this
corresponds to the point where negative slip moment magnitude was reached. A change
in the normalized axial force is also seen at a deflection of approximately 3-1/2 in., which
corresponds to the positive slip moment magnitude.

Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 4.43. Normalized moment at element 76 versus displacement at node 10 for all
models (including concrete on roof).
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Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 4.44. Normalized moment at element 76 versus displacement at node 10 for all
models (excluding concrete on roof).

Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 4.45. Normalized moment at element 81 versus displacement at node 10 for all
models (including concrete on roof).
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Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 4.46. Normalized moment at element 81 versus displacement at node 10 for all
models (excluding concrete on roof).

Figure 4.47. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.48. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 (including concrete on roof).

Figure 4.49. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 3 and 4 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.50. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 3 and 4 (including concrete on roof).

Figure 4.51. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10 (including concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.52. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10 (including concrete on roof).

Figure 4.53. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 (excluding concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.54. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 (excluding concrete on roof).

Figure 4.55. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 3 and 4 (excluding concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.56. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 3 and 4 (excluding concrete on roof).

Figure 4.57. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10 (excluding concrete on roof).
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Figure 4.58. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10 for connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10 (excluding concrete on roof).

Normalized axial forces show interesting trends. For connection models 1, 2, 5
and 6, shown in Figures 4.47, 4.48, 4.53 and 4.54, the normalized axial force trends are
very erratic beyond slip moment capacity, partially because of the low magnitudes. The
trends become more regular as the capacity of the connection increases, and once the slab
is introduced as a tension resisting element the normalized axial force plots become very
linear for most of their range, as seen in Figures 4.51, 4.52, 4.57 and 4.58. What can be
said of all models is that as deflection increases, so does the axial force in the beams
contained in the bays adjacent to the damaged column.
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4.6.

Conclusions Drawn from the Two-Dimensional Parametric Studies
Several conclusions can be drawn from the two-dimensional analyses. This

section will tie the parameters of study to the frame’s behavior in the given compromised
state.
First, as was mentioned in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, the behavior of the models
may be separated into one of three groups: models that include neither a seat angle nor
any tensile capacity from the floor slab (connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6); models that
include a seat angle but exclude tensile capacity from the floor slab (connection models 3
and 4); and models that include both a seat angle and the tensile capacity of a reinforced,
composite floor slab (connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10). The groups are present
regardless of whether or not concrete is utilized on the roof.
Similar types of connections result in similar stiffness magnitudes, both before
and after reaching slip moment capacities. This holds true for all models, both including
and excluding concrete on the roof. However, it is interesting that models 1 through 6 all
have similar stiffness magnitudes after initial slip, whereas models 7 through 10 have a
much higher stiffness after initial slip.

These observations point to the conclusion that

utilizing a reinforced composite slab improves system stiffness and enhances robustness
in a steel framed system by resulting in a reduction in deflection at the point of damage.
Robustness measurements were summarized in Table 4.19, using connection
model 1 as the baseline for comparison. Several conclusions may be drawn from the
results of the robustness measurements.
Table 4.21 shows a comparison of robustness measurements for the three
connection types: models that include neither a seat angle nor any tensile capacity from
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the floor slab (connection models 1 and 2); models that include a seat angle but exclude
tensile capacity from the floor slab (connection models 3 and 4); and models that include
both a seat angle and the tensile capacity of a reinforced, composite floor slab
(connection models 7 and 8). Models 5, 6, 9 and 10 were omitted from this comparison
because their parameters make them different than those currently being compared.

3-bolt

No

R(p) without
seat angle or
tensile capacity
of slab
0.00 (baseline)

3-bolt

Yes

-0.18

1.32

3.68

4-bolt

No

0.55

1.47

3.74

4-bolt

Yes

0.24

1.45

4.26

Type

Conc. on
roof level

R(p) with seat
angle but
without tensile
capacity of slab
1.47

R(p) with seat
angle and
tensile capacity
of slab
3.63

* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the roof level is the baseline
condition for robustness
Table 4.21. Comparison of robustness for different connection models.

The trend in Table 4.21 is very clear. Inclusion of the seat angle improves
robustness. Inclusion of the seat angle and the tensile capacity of the slab further
improves robustness. The trend is consistent regardless of whether a 3-bolt or 4-bolt
connection is used, and regardless of whether concrete is excluded or included at the roof
level.
Table 4.22 shows a comparison of robustness measurements when a fourth bolt is
used in the shear tab connection. All ten models may be used in this comparison. In the
“model” column the two values shown represent the models being compared.
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Model

Conc. on
roof level

R(p) with
three bolts

R(p) with
four bolts

Result

Fourth bolt
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
1-2
Yes
-0.18
0.24
increases robustness
3-4
No
1.47
1.47
No change
Fourth bolt
3-4
Yes
1.32
1.45
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
5-6
No
0.00
0.45
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
5-6
Yes
0.00
0.39
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
7-8
No
3.63
3.74
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
7-8
Yes
3.68
4.26
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
9-10
No
3.26
3.47
increases robustness
Fourth bolt
9-10
Yes
3.16
3.26
increases robustness
* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the roof level is the baseline
condition for robustness
1-2

No

0.00 (baseline)

0.55

Table 4.22. Comparison of robustness when a fourth bolt is added to the shear tab
connection.

The conclusion that can be drawn from Table 4.22 is that the addition of a fourth
bolt modestly improves robustness in almost all cases (one case has no net effect). The
greatest net increase in robustness was the comparison between models 7 and 8 including
concrete on the roof, which resulted in a net increase of 0.58. Although it is an
improvement, other parameters produce larger net effects on robustness.
Table 4.23 shows a comparison of robustness measurements when the shear tab is
repositioned from near the top of the beam to mid-height of the beam web. In this
comparison only connection models 1, 2, 5 and 6 are included.
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R(p) with
R(p) with
Result
plate near top plate centered
3 bolt
0.00 (baseline)
0.00
No change
Plate centered
3 bolt
Yes
-0.18
0.00
increases robustness
Plate centered
4 bolt
No
0.55
0.45
decreases robustness
Plate centered
4 bolt
Yes
0.24
0.39
increases robustness
* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the roof level is the baseline
condition for robustness
Type

Conc. on
roof level
No

Table 4.23. Comparison of robustness when shear tab is repositioned on the web.

No clear trend exists in Table 4.23. One case shows a modest decrease in
robustness, two other cases show modest increases. One case shows no net change. In
all cases the net change is very small. It is concluded that this parameter does not
significantly affect robustness for the models considered.
Table 4.24 shows a comparison of robustness measurements when an inch of
concrete is added to the slab thickness. These comparisons relate to connection models 7
through 10. As was mentioned in both Chapters 2 and 4, these connection models
correspond to a development by Rex (1996) where the reinforced composite concrete slab
is effective in resisting tensile forces. These models also include a seat angle.
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Type

Conc. on
roof level

R(p) with
5- in. slab

R(p) with
6-in. slab

Result

Robustness decreased
with additional concrete
Robustness decreased
3 bolt
Yes
3.68
3.16
with additional concrete
Robustness decreased
4 bolt
No
3.74
3.47
with additional concrete
Robustness decreased
4 bolt
Yes
4.26
3.76
with additional concrete
* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the roof level is the baseline
condition for robustness
3 bolt

No

3.63

3.26

Table 4.24. Comparison of robustness for different slab thicknesses.

The trend is consistent in Table 4.24. When an inch of concrete is added to the
slab robustness decreases for all cases considered. Robustness decreased more when
concrete was included on the roof level. The reason for the decrease is due to the
additional dead load added to the system. Although some modest increase in moment
capacity resulted from the additional concrete and the position of the reinforcing steel, it
could not counteract the additional weight and robustness suffered.
Finally, Table 4.25 shows a comparison of robustness when concrete is included
or excluded from the roof level. All connection models were analyzed both including
and excluding concrete at the roof level, so all ten connection models contribute to the
conclusion.
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Model

R(p) excluding
concrete on roof

R(p) including
concrete on roof

1

0.00 (baseline)

-0.18

2

0.55

0.24

3

1.47

1.32

4

1.47

1.45

5

0.00

0.00

Result
Conc. on roof
decreases robustness
Conc. on roof
decreases robustness
Conc. on roof
decreases robustness
Conc. on roof
decreases robustness
No change

Conc. on roof
decreases robustness
Conc. on roof
7
3.63
3.68
increases robustness
Conc. on roof
8
3.74
4.26
increases robustness
Conc. on roof
9
3.26
3.16
decreases robustness
3.76
Conc. on roof
10
3.47
increases robustness
* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the roof level is the baseline
condition for robustness
6

0.45

0.39

Table 4.25. Comparison of robustness when concrete is excluded or included on the roof
level.

For connection models 1 through 6 the tensile capacity of the concrete slab is
neglected in the analysis. For all of these models robustness either decreases, or in one
case there is no net change in robustness. For connection models 7 through 10 there is
not a clear trend because one of the four comparisons shows a slight decrease in
robustness but the remaining three shows an increase in robustness. The conclusion that
can be drawn is that robustness suffers if one includes concrete on the roof but does
reinforce it so that it can resist tensile forces.
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Figures 4.34 through 4.41 show the trends of the moment diagrams as parameters
are changed. Figures 4.34 and 4.36 show that connection models 2 and 6 (with concrete
included on the roof level) have very similar moment diagrams, especially with respect to
proportion of positive to negative moment in the center bays. The same can be said of
Figures 4.38 and 4.40 when concrete is excluded from the roof level. Connection model
4, shown in Figures 4.35 (including concrete on the roof) and 4.39 (excluding concrete on
the roof) show a relative increase in negative moment at the interior columns both within
the bays affected by the compromised columns and also at the outer bays. The proportion
between positive and negative moment at the center bays is more balanced than it was for
connection models 2 and 6, but the positive moment magnitude still exceeds the negative.
The proportions change dramatically when the tensile capacity of the reinforced
composite concrete slab is introduced. The negative moment magnitude at the center bay
is now over twice that of the positive moment magnitude. This shift in moment
magnitude shows how the stiffness of the concrete slab impacts the system. The negative
moment at the interior columns at the outer bays has also increased while the positive
moment magnitude at the outer bay beams remains relatively the same as other
connection model analyses.
One should also note how the positive moment has decreased at the roof level
compared to the floor levels when concrete is excluded from the roof. Positive moment
magnitude at the roof level is less than half of that at the floor levels for each of the
connection models illustrated (Figures 4.38 through 4.41). This was not the case in
Figures 4.34 through 4.37 where concrete was included on the roof level.
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In summary, it has been shown that adding an additional bolt to the shear tab
connection only modestly improves robustness, if at all. Repositioning the shear tab on
the beam’s web does not significantly impact robustness in either a positive or negative
way. Adding a seat angle makes a significant positive impact to robustness. Adding a
seat angle and including the tensile capacity of a reinforced, composite concrete slab
makes a very significant positive impact to robustness. Including concrete on the roof
level provides only a modest benefit, and that benefit only exists if the concrete is
sufficiently reinforced so that it can resist tensile forces due to moment. Increasing the
depth of the concrete slab is somewhat detrimental to robustness due to increased dead
load.
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CHAPTER 5
THREE-DIMENSIONAL FRAME STUDIES

5.1.

Introduction
The two-dimensional analyses studied in Chapter 4 set the stage for a targeted

three-dimensional analysis. This chapter shall include the development of the connection
models for the girders opposing the two-dimensional framing discussed in Chapter 4, a
presentation of results from three-dimensional SAP2000 analyses, comparisons to the
two-dimensional behavior and conclusions.

5.2.

Framing System and SAP2000 Modeling
The basis for the three-dimensional analyses shall once again be the SAC-FEMA

model presented in Figure 4.1. The three-dimensional analyses will consider two models.
The first model will be one where only the frame lines intersecting the damaged column
will be considered (hereafter called “frame line analysis.”) The frame line analysis model
is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The intention of this model is to determine the impact of main
framing lines in two directions without yet considering infill framing. The second model
will be a larger scale model that includes the infill framing (hereafter called “detailed
analysis.”) The detailed analysis model is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It is intended to
consider all framing in the three-dimensional model including filler beams within the
bays.
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of the three-dimensional “frame line” model.

Figure 5.2. Illustration of the three-dimensional “detailed” model.

It is clear from the results of Chapter 4 that the inclusion of both a seat angle and
the tensile capacity of a reinforced composite slab enhance robustness in the system.
Thus, connection model 7 is used as the basis for the three-dimensional analysis. The
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connection models for the W18 beams are identical those used in the two-dimensional
analysis. The connection models for the W21 girders are developed in a similar fashion
and the development will be discussed in this chapter. Bare steel connection models for
the W21 girders will also be developed for the end column connections.

5.2.1. Loading
The applied loading is input similar to that discussed in Section 4.2.1. The
uniform and concentrated loads presented in Table 4.1 may be used, as appropriate, for
the three-dimensional analyses.
For the frame line analysis the girder line was loaded with a series of concentrated
loads representing the beam reactions on the girders or the columns. The loads along
gridline C from the two-dimensional model still apply; however, the column where the
girder line intersects gridline C no longer needs additional concentrated loads
representing girder reactions because the those girders are now part of the model.
For the detailed analysis, the beams are loaded with the appropriate uniform
loading which accurately represents the loading for the system.

5.2.2. Girder Connection Models
The connection model for the W21x68 girders is similar in nature to connection
model 7, which for the W18 beams was a three-bolt shear tab connection that includes
both a seat angle and the effects of the reinforced composite slab.
The development of the moment-rotation model for the W21 girder follows the
same process as illustrated in Chapter 2 for connection model 7 with a few minor
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differences. First, the connection must have four bolts to satisfy the lateral stability
requirements of AISC (2010). Specifically, the height of the connecting elements must
equal or exceed one-half of the “T” distance (the distance between the inside of the
flanges). Also, the deck flutes run parallel to the girder so appropriate factors must be
included in the calculations. The resulting connection model is presented in Table 5.1.
The bare steel connection model that is used at the end columns is presented in Table 5.2.
It was assumed that 30 shear studs are applied on each half of the girder, just as
was used for the beams. This will not result in a fully composite beam, but considering
the shear stud spacing this assumption is reasonable and allows for all previous
assumptions or dimensions related to stud spacing to remain intact.

5.2.3. Analysis Settings
It was noted that a nonlinear static analysis with large displacement geometric
nonlinearity was used for the two dimensional analyses of Chapter 4 and it was shown to
nearly match the “standard” second order (P-delta) analysis. Upon analyzing the threedimensional frame it was found that the large displacement analysis yielded a solution
that ended prematurely due to numerical instabilities in the software generated solution.
It was found that a second order geometric solution without large displacements
generated better results than did the large displacement solution. The geometric solution
allowed for the analysis to continue until a mechanism formed in the frame. Since the
two-dimensional second order and second order-large displacement solutions produced
very similar results, it is reasonable to use the second order geometric solution for the
three-dimensional model solution and compare the findings to the results in Chapter 4.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

5.906
624.30
3687.1
37.16
5.865
624.30
3661.5
37.16
4.117
624.30
2570.2
37.16
1
624.30
624.3
37.16
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
0
624.30
0
37.16 or 107.42
1
2.043
2.043
2.043

Positive Moment Range
624.30
624.3
624.30
1275.4
624.30
1275.4
624.30
1275.4

107.42
107.42
107.42
107.42

219.5
217.9
153.0
37.2
0
107.4
219.5
219.5
219.5

My = 624.30 kip-in., which is the positive slip moment magnitude.
Py = 219.46 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4) plus the seat’s tensile
capacity (18 kip) plus the slab’s tensile capacity (82.5 kip).

Table 5.1. Moment and axial magnitudes for a W21 connection including a seat angle
and the effects of a reinforced composite slab.
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Point

Moment /
Yield Moment

Moment Scale
Factor (kip-in.)

Moment
(kip-in.)

Axial Scale
Factor (kip)

Axial
(kip)

4.033
244.80
987.3
29.50
4.033
244.80
987.3
29.50
1.540
244.80
377.0
29.50
1
244.80
244.8
29.50
“Neutral” Point (Origin of Moment-Rotation Curve)
29.50 or 97.42
0
244.80
0

119.0
119.0
45.4
29.5

Negative Moment Range
E
D
C
B
A
B
C
D
E
Notes:

1
1.221
1.221
1.221

Positive Moment Range
244.80
244.8
244.80
298.9
244.80
298.9
244.80
298.9

97.42
97.42
97.42
97.42

0
97.4
118.9
118.9
118.9

My = 244.80 kip-in., which is the positive slip moment magnitude.
Py = 118.96 kip, which is equal to the magnitude of the bolt element limit state in tension
(29.74 kip) times the number of bolt elements in the shear tab (4).

Table 5.2. Moment and axial magnitudes for a W21 bare steel connection including a
seat angle.
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5.3.

Displacement Results
The results presented for the three-dimensional analyses are similar to those

presented for the two-dimensional analyses. This was done in order to make direct
comparisons.
Figure 5.3 shows plots of ALR versus displacement (at node 10) for the twodimensional analysis, the three-dimensional frame line analysis and the three-dimensional
detailed analysis. For both three-dimensional analyses both first order and second order
geometric solutions are shown. The first observation that can be made is that the order of
the solution does not significantly affect the results, although a slight deviation can be
seen at higher applied load ratios.
The three-dimensional results show a kink in the plotted line at approximately
ALR = 0.14. This slight discontinuity is a modeling issue similar to that discussed in
Section 4.4.3, where an intermediate point exists in the inelastic hinge model and
SAP2000 begins to use the inelastic hinge even though the frame is still within the elastic
range. The kink at this point should be disregarded by the reader. The reader is directed
back to Section 4.4.3 for a more detailed discussion.
Specific points of interest are identified on the figure. These points relate to
changes in stiffness within the solution. For example, for the frame line model the
stiffness clearly changes at approximately ALR = 0.21 where positive slip moment
magnitudes are reached in several of the beam and girder connections.
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[7]

[6]
Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

[5]

[3]
[4]
[2]
[1]

Notes:

[1] Positive slip moment reached in beam connections to damaged column, within the range of
ALR = 0.21 to 0.23.
[2] First beam connection reaches –M1 magnitude. Others within the damaged bay continue to
develop until the point of termination.
[3] Frame begins to lose stability at ALR = 0.48. Solution continues, but frame is unstable and
solution terminates shortly thereafter. First order solution continues but deflection
magnitudes become unrealistic.
[4] Positive slip moment reached in beam connections to damaged column, within the range of
ALR = 0.29 to 0.31.
[5] First beam connection reaches –M1 magnitude. Others within the damaged bay continue to
develop from ALR = 0.48 to 0.68, but most prior to 0.55.
[6] First beam connection reaches –M2 magnitude. Others within the damaged bay continue to
develop until termination.
[7] First beam connection reaches +Mmax magnitude. Others within the damaged bay continue
to develop until termination.

Figure 5.3. ALR versus displacement at node 10 for two- and three-dimensional
solutions for connection model 7.
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Once again, the displacement magnitude of seven inches is of interest because it
approximates a 0.02 radian rotation (total rotation, both elastic and inelastic) at the
connections. A dashed line is drawn on Figure 5.3 at a displacement magnitude of seven
inches. The ALR at seven inches of displacement is approximately 0.18 for the twodimensional model, 0.43 for the frame line model and 0.57 for the detailed model. The
frame line model results in a 139% increase in ALR over that from the two-dimensional
model and the detailed model results in a 217% increase.

5.4.

Axial Force, Shear and Moment Results
Once again, removal of a center column results in redistribution of forces and

moments in order to find equilibrium in the system. The axial force diagrams are similar
to those shown in Figure 4.31; that is, the columns adjacent to the bay with the damaged
column gather a large percentage of the redistributed axial load and the other columns are
only marginally affected. The beams at the floor and roof generate tensile and
compressive axial forces respectively. The shear diagrams for the columns are similar to
those shown in Figure 4.32; that is, the columns adjacent to the bay with the damaged
column have stepped diagrams due to the concentrated forces in the beams acting on the
columns. The shear diagrams for the beams along a north-south frame line look similar
to that shown in Figure 4.33.
The moment diagrams for gridline ‘C’ are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The
moment magnitudes shown are in units of kip-in. and are associated with applied load
ratios of 0.495 and 0.760 respectively, which are the applied load ratios just prior to a
beam mechanism forming within the framework. They are similar in shape and
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proportion to that shown in Figure 4.37 for the two-dimensional model. An observation
that may be made is that the detailed model produced moment diagrams that were
smoother curves, especially at the peak of maximum moment, than did any of the other
solutions. Another observation is that the proportions remain consistent between levels
for the detailed analysis. Thus, the inclusion of infill framing is affecting the distribution
of moment.

784 kip-in.

242
886
290

2182

820

2371

809

633
266
629
2352

Figure 5.4. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for the threedimensional frame line analysis (gridline ‘C’ shown).

832 kip-in.

590
636
583

2450

886

2750

869

548
557
549
2716

Figure 5.5. Moment diagrams at beams after center column compromise for the threedimensional detailed analysis (gridline ‘C’ shown).
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5.5.

Axial and Moment Interaction
The comparison of normalized axial and moment magnitude will be presented

similar to that shown in Chapter 4. Figure 5.6 shows the comparison between normalized
moment magnitudes at element 76, and Figure 5.7 shows a similar comparison for
element 81. Since it has been shown that first and second order analyses are nearly
identical only second order results will be presented from this point forward.

Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 5.6. Normalized moment at element 76 versus displacement at node 10.

It was clearly expected that the normalized moment magnitudes would decrease
simply because there are two beams and two girders available to resist moment for the
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three-dimensional models whereas only two beams are available in the two-dimensional
model. The more interesting observation is that the each of the three-dimensional
models’ results is very similar. This observation holds true for both elements 76 and 81.
A conclusion that may be drawn is that including all framing members is very important
to a robustness study because the loss of capacity of an interior column engages
framework in both directions.

Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 5.7. Normalized moment at element 81 versus displacement at node 10.

A dashed line is drawn on Figures 5.6 and 5.7 at a displacement magnitude of
seven inches. For element 76 the normalized moment at seven inches of displacement is
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approximately 0.55 for the two-dimensional model and 0.25 for both three-dimensional
models, a 120% decrease. For element 81 the normalized moments are 0.215 for the twodimensional model and 0.085 for both of the three-dimensional models, a 153% decrease.
Again, this decrease was expected but the magnitude is of interest, as is the trend of the
normalized moment as a function of displacement at the damaged column.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the normalized axial force and moment versus
displacement for elements 76 and 81, respectively. What should be taken from these
figures is the continual increase in axial force at increased deflection of node 10,
indicating that the deformed geometry of the bay surrounding the damaged column
engage the axial strength of the beams and their connections. It should also be noted that,
similar to the moment, the axial force for the frame line analysis is nearly identical to the
axial force for the detailed analysis.
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Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 5.8. Normalized moment and axial force at element 76 versus displacement at
node 10.
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Approx. displacement
corresponding to 0.02
radian rotation

Figure 5.9. Normalized moment and axial force at element 81 versus displacement at
node 10.

5.6.

Conclusions Drawn from the Three-Dimensional Frame Studies
Of course, a three-dimensional analysis introduces more framing members that

can be used for resisting axial force, shear, moment and displacement. The solutions
followed this expectation. Table 5.3 shows the robustness measurement for the twodimensional models in comparison to the three-dimensional models. Once again,
connection model 1 without including concrete on the roof is used as the baseline
condition.
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Model

ALR

R(p)

1*
0.038*
0.00
7
0.176
3.63
(No Concrete on Roof)
7
0.178
3.68
(Concrete on Roof)
7
(Frame Line Analysis,
0.426
10.18
Concrete on Roof)
7
(Detailed Analysis,
0.577
14.18
Concrete on Roof)
* Connection model 1 excluding concrete on the roof level is the
baseline condition for robustness
Table 5.3. Measure of robustness for two- and three-dimensional solutions at a
displacement magnitude of seven inches at node 10.

Table 5.3 clearly shows that a three-dimensional evaluation is very important
when considering robustness in the system. Both of the three-dimensional analyses were
able to calculate a solution to a much higher applied load ratio, and the detailed analysis
was able to calculate a solution higher than that of a frame line analysis. The use of a
detailed three-dimensional analysis engaged the infill framing within the bays and these
members helped to reduce the total deflection at the point of the damaged column. The
conclusion that can be drawn is that the infill framing does increase the robustness of the
system, particularly with respect to the deflection at the point of the damaged column.
Normalized axial force and moment magnitudes were effectively the same for
both the frame line and detailed analyses. Since the three-dimensional analysis included
a more accurate loading model this is not unexpected. The elements chosen for
evaluation are showing the moment and axial force generated under an accurate threedimensional representation of the loading.
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Axial forces develop in the beams and girders adjacent to the damaged column as
the deflection accrues. This agrees with previous experimental research (Thompson
2009; Friedman 2009) and the axial forces show that the beams and girders resist the load
around the damaged column in both a flexural and “catenary” capacity. The models did
not accrue significant axial forces because deflection was not severe enough to fully
engage the catenary behavior, but one can see that the results are leading towards that
behavior.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1.

Summary of Results and Conclusions
Twenty-two analyses were undertaken as part of this research. Ten connection

models were considered, one at a time, in a two-dimensional frame study. The frame was
analyzed both when including and excluding concrete at the roof level. Connection
model 7 was one that showed promise for robustness and was chosen to be the subject of
two three-dimensional studies, one utilizing only the framing along the gridlines
intersecting the damaged column (i.e., “frame line” analysis) and another utilizing all
framing available (i.e., “detailed” analysis).
It was first concluded that SAP2000 was capable of performing the analyses
required for this research. This conclusion was drawn based on a series of benchmarking
and shakedown studies that included both elastic and inelastic analyses. The
benchmarking and shakedown studies showed that results generated by SAP2000
substantially matched calculations performed by hand and showed that constraints such
as a user defined interaction surface could be used with reliability.
The parametric studies resulted in several conclusions regarding the robustness of
the two-dimensional frame. First, it was found that the behavior of the connection
models could be separated into three distinct groups: models that include neither a seat
angle nor any tensile capacity from the floor slab (connection models 1, 2, 5, and 6);
models that include a seat angle but exclude tensile capacity from the floor slab
(connection models 3 and 4); and models that include both a seat angle and the tensile
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capacity of a reinforced, composite floor slab (connection models 7, 8, 9 and 10). The
groups presented themselves regardless of whether or not concrete was utilized on the
roof. Also, similar types of connections resulted in similar stiffness both before and after
reaching slip moment capacity. Models 7 through 10 consistently had a higher stiffness
after initial slip, thus pointing to the conclusion that utilizing a reinforced, composite slab
affects system behavior and results in a more robust system. This was validated by
comparison of a robustness measure, R(p), as part of the parametric study.
Robustness measure comparisons were shown in Tables 4.21 through 4.25. The
measure of robustness, shown in Equation 4.10, is based on comparison of applied load
ratio for a given system relative to a baseline system. It was concluded that connection
models including both a seat angle and the tensile capacity of a reinforced composite slab
significantly improve robustness over the baseline system. Connection models including
a seat angle but neglecting the tensile capacity of the slab also improve robustness
compared to the baseline system, but their impact is less than had the slab been included.
Adding one additional bolt in the shear tab connection resulted in a modest
increase in robustness. This was the case regardless of whether or not the slab or the seat
angle was included in the connection. Repositioning the shear tab on the beam web does
not significantly affect robustness positively or negatively.
Four of the two-dimensional analyses considered increasing concrete slab
thickness. It was learned that adding concrete negatively impacts robustness due to the
additional dead load imposed on the system.
For connection models 1 through 6 (those that do not include the tensile capacity
of the reinforced concrete slab) robustness is negatively impacted when concrete is cast
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on the roof level of the building. Again, this is due to the additional dead load imposed
on the system. When the tensile capacity of the slab is included, as it is in connection
models 7 through 10, the trend is not clear but signals point to an improvement in
robustness. The conclusion that is drawn is that robustness suffers if one includes
concrete on the roof level but does not reinforce it so that it can resist tensile forces.
Utilizing all of the framing present in the system is beneficial for reducing
deflection due to a damaged column scenario, thus providing benefit for both strength
and serviceability. A detailed three-dimensional model is able to achieve a higher
applied load ratio than a model that only considers gridline framing, and achieves a much
higher applied load ratio than a two-dimensional model. This is due to the inclusion of
the three-dimensional framework, and the conclusion is that all members within the
framework should be considered when performing a robustness study.

6.2.

Recommendations
Several recommendations may be made for improving robustness in a steel

framed system. First, one should analyze the structure as a whole. It is very clear from
the three-dimensional studies that the entire system is active when resisting an
unanticipated damage scenario. The beams and girders along the column gridlines are
clearly active, as are the infill beams and the concrete floor slab.
Significant increases in robustness were found using the effects of a seat angle
and the tensile capacity of a reinforced composite concrete slab. Both should be utilized
to significantly improve robustness in the steel framed system. However, this
recommendation must be carefully weighed by the structural engineer because an
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addition of a seat angle or steel reinforcing within the concrete slab will increase cost.
The structural engineer must judge whether or not that cost is justified based on the
probability of risk of an extreme event occurring.
The use of additional concrete slab thickness should be avoided. One may even
extrapolate this finding and consider minimizing slab thickness. However, the reader
should be aware that minimizing slab thickness may lead to other problems in the system
such as excessive deflection of the slab or vibration problems due to occupant activities.

6.3.

Potential Sources of Benefit that were not Considered
The use of lightweight concrete in the floor slab was not considered as part of this

dissertation. However, since it was learned that concrete weight negatively affects
robustness it is possible that using lightweight concrete would improve robustness
because the weight of the structure would be reduced.
When concrete was omitted from the roof level, which was the case for half of the
two-dimensional analyses, it was assumed that the metal deck on the roof did not
contribute any tensile or compressive force resistance. Recent research (Alashker 2010)
has concluded that the metal deck enhances inherent robustness in a steel-framed system.
This parameter should be considered in a future research initiative to determine its
contribution to robustness as defined in this dissertation.

6.4.

Needs for Future Research
Research into building robustness is currently a popular research topic. Much

work is being done at the time this dissertation is being written. This dissertation will
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provide necessary information for the author and others to use in future research
initiatives. The research done for this dissertation has spawned several ideas for future
studies.
First, as was mentioned in Chapter 4, the research done for this dissertation used
static analyses. This was due to focus on the parameters of study rather than including
effects of the damage scenario. Now that the parameters have been compared using static
analyses, the next logical step is to perform dynamic analyses on the frame. Some past
work (Foley 2006; Hoffman 2010) has included time history solutions to study the effects
of localized damage in a structure. Using previous authors’ work and combining it with
the results of this parametric study, one could envision a project that takes this research a
step beyond the completion point in this dissertation.
This research focused on an interior column, but a damaged column could occur
at an exterior column line or at a corner of the building. Since these locations engage
connection models that clearly cannot utilize the effects of slab in some directions (e.g.,
where the slab terminates at the edge of the building), some additional parameters may
come into play. The author recommends a follow-up study, utilizing exactly the same
connection models, but considering column damage location as the focus of the study.
This dissertation limited itself to a three-story regular building in a low seismic
zone of the United States. Other SAC-FEMA building templates are available that are
larger or taller. Since it was learned that utilizing the entire framing system was
beneficial for resisting deflections, forces and moments, it is possible that additional
stories in a building may actually improve robustness because more framing members are
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available to engage in a damage scenario. Taller buildings should be studied to learn
about the impact of robustness in taller buildings.
This dissertation considered the steel framing independent of elevator shafts, stair
shafts, exterior walls and the like. It is very likely that concrete or masonry walls already
present in a typical building will improve robustness, and their contribution is truly
unknown. The effects of these walls should be studied because their presence could
make a positive impact.
Concrete slabs may be reinforced using a carbon fiber reinforcing system rather
than steel. Carbon fiber systems yield exceptional tensile strength and show promise for
influencing robustness. Both experimental and analytical research needs to be conducted
into this system. The author recommends a study similar to that conducted by Rex for
reinforced composite slabs, only with carbon fiber reinforcing rather than steel.
As mentioned in Section 6.3, the use of metal deck has been shown to improve
robustness. The magnitude of its impact should be measured using the robustness
parameter R(p) as defined in this dissertation.

6.5.

Closing
This dissertation answers many questions regarding the impact of various

elements within the steel framework with respect to robustness. The results will provide
much needed information for future research initiatives and for practicing structural
engineers looking to make informed decisions when looking to enhance robustness in
their designs.
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APPENDIX A
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION AND LOADING CALCULATIONS

A.1.

Introduction
The loading and load combinations were discussed in Chapter 2. The calculations

in this appendix illustrate how the specific loads were developed.

A.2.

Basic Material Properties and Specifications
The connection models are dependent on the material properties and

specifications. It only makes sense to use material properties and specifications that are
typical of the steel building industry. An effort was made to use the most current and
appropriate specifications available. In addition, some specified materials were held
constant simply in order to avoid introducing too many variables.
Wide flange shapes, used for both columns and beams, are specified as ASTM
A992. Other steel shapes, such as angles, channels and plate, conform to ASTM A36.
Bolts are 3/4 in. diameter and conform to ASTM A325, type N. Welds are generically
specified with electrode strength of E70 and the weld size is not varied. Steel shear studs
shall be 3/4 in. diameter conforming to ASTM A108.
Structural steel is assumed to have an average Young’s Modulus, E, of
29,000,000 psi and Poisson’s ratio, , of 0.3. Although the AISC Manual (AISC 2010)
states that the shear modulus, G, is then assumed to be 11,200,000 psi, that value is an
approximation. For the matter of this research, the shear modulus is calculated from the
interrelationship between Young’s modulus, the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, as
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G

E
29,000,000 psi

 11,153,846 psi
2 1  
2 1  0.3

(A.1)
,

which is consistent with the default values calculated from within the software chosen to
perform the analyses, SAP2000 (CSI 2007).
The concrete floor slab will be cast upon 2 in. deep, 20 gage, composite style
deck. Concrete shall achieve a minimum compressive strength, f’c, of 5,000 psi at 28
days. Both welded wire fabric and reinforcing bars shall conform to ASTM A615 grade
60. The total thickness for the slab will be varied as part of the parametric studies.

A.3.

Load Combinations
It is common practice to utilize several load combinations in order to determine

the worst case loading with some statistical relevance. The load combinations may come
from different sources, and it was decided that the most appropriate source is an ASCE
standard known as “ASCE/ANSI 7-10: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures” (ASCE 2010) due to its widespread acceptance as a national standard for
information relating to loading. This standard includes load combinations for both
structural design and for “extraordinary events.” The load combinations for
extraordinary events have been broken down into a case for capacity (i.e., to withstand
structure loading plus the load due to the event) and a case for residual capacity after the
event has occurred. Since the objective of this research is to understand the parameters
affecting reserve capacity independent of the event, the latter of the two load
combinations shall be considered. The load combination is written as

 0.9 or 1.2  D   0.5  L   0.2  Lr or S or R  ,

(A.2)
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where
D

=

Dead loads,

L

=

Live loads,

Lr

=

Roof live loads,

S

=

Snow loads, and

R

=

Rain loads.

The analyses conducted for this dissertation do not include uplift loading. This means
that the dead load will not utilize the 0.9 uplift factor, only the 1.2 gravity load factor.
Furthermore, due to the location of the building (Boston), snow load will always govern
over roof live load and rain loads.

A.4.

Basic Model Gravity Loads
This section shows the calculations for the floor dead and live loads and the roof

dead and snow loads. Snow loads governed over roof live loads, so roof live loads were
not considered.

A.4.1. Floor Loads
Table A.1 shows the details for the floor dead loads. The loads are tabulated
using appropriate material weights based on standard specification as listed in the table or
by engineering judgment.
The building is an office occupancy. It will be assumed that the entire floor area
shall be designed for 50 psf. It is understood by the author that corridor areas,
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mechanical rooms, and other specialized areas may require higher live loads for a real
design.

Item
Floor covering (commercial carpet & pad)
Floor slab (3” concrete over 2” metal deck)
Steel structure (w/ fireproofing)
Mechanical ductwork allowance
Plumbing and fire protection
Electrical and lighting
Acoustical ceiling and grid
Partition loading (ASCE 7-10, Sec. 4.3.2.)
Total dead load

Weight (psf)
2.0
51.0
7.0
4.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
15.0

Source
Judgment
Vulcraft (2007)
Calculation
ASCE (2010)
Judgment
Judgment
Judgment
ASCE (2010)

83.0 psf

Table A.1. Uniform dead load for floors.

A.4.2. Roof Loads
Table A.2 shows the details for the roof dead loads when concrete is used as part
of the roof structure. Once again, the loads are tabulated using appropriate material
weights based on standard specification as listed in the table or by engineering judgment.
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Item
Stone ballast
60 mil EPDM roofing membrane
4” polyioscyanurate insulation
1.5B20 metal roof deck
Steel structure (w/ fireproofing)
Mechanical ductwork allowance
Plumbing and fire protection
Electrical and lighting
Acoustical ceiling and grid
Miscellaneous allowance

Weight (psf)
12.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
7.0
4.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
Total dead load

Source
Judgment
Judgment
Judgment
Vulcraft (2008)
Calculation
ASCE (2010)
Judgment
Judgment
Judgment
Judgment

35.0 psf

Table A.2. Uniform dead load for roof.

The snow load is calculated using the provisions of ASCE 7-10 (ASCE 2010). It
is assumed that the roof is effectively flat and no areas of snow drift exist. As with the
floor load, a real design may require more detailed calculations to satisfy building code
requirements.
The flat roof snow load is calculated using ASCE 7-10 Equation 7.3-1.

p f  0.7CeCt Ipg  0.7 1.0 1.11.0  40 psf   30.8 psf

(A.3)

Where
pf

=

Flat roof snow pressure, psf

Ce

=

Exposure factor from ASCE 7-10 Table 7-2, assuming a terrain
category “B” or “C”

Ct

=

Thermal factor from ASCE 7-10 Table 7-3, assuming a thermal
performance of R > 25
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Is

=

Importance factor from ASCE 7-10 Table 1.5-2, assuming a
“standard” occupancy (Risk category II)

pg

=

Ground snow load, psf, from ASCE 7-10 Figure 7-1 (generically
applied for the Boston area)

A.5.

Load Calculations for the Frame Model
The following calculations use the load pressures developed in Section A.2. The

loads are specifically generated for the frame along column grid line B. The tributary
width is 10’-0”. The loads shown are service level loads. The load combination,
including load factors, was generated in the SAP2000 analysis cases.

wDL _ Floor   83 psf 10 ' 0"  830 plf
wDL _ Roof   35 psf 10 ' 0"  350 plf

(A.4)

wLL _ Floor   50 psf 10 ' 0"  500 plf
wSL _ Roof   30.8 psf 10 ' 0"  308 plf

.

Concentrated column loads were calculated for the two-dimensional model. The
uniform loads shown in Equation A.4 were used to generate concentrated column loads at
each floor level. Figure 4.5 illustrated how these loads are applied to the frame, and is
reproduced in Figure A.1. The concentrated dead loads acting at on the roof level when
concrete is included on the roof are calculated as

P1_ DL   830 plf 15' 0" 2 girders   24,900 lb
P2 _ DL   830 plf  30' 0" 2 girders   49,800 lb .

(A.5)

The concentrated dead loads acting on the roof level when concrete is excluded
from the roof are calculated as
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P1_ DL   350 plf 15' 0" 2 girders   10,500 lb
P2 _ DL   350 plf  30' 0" 2 girders   21, 000 lb .

(A.6)

The concentrated dead loads acting on the floor level are calculated as

P3_ DL   350 plf 15' 0" 2 girders   10,500 lb
P4 _ DL   350 plf  30 ' 0" 2 girders   21, 000 lb .

(A.7)

Figure A.1. Typical loading for two-dimensional frame analysis.

The concentrated live loads acting on the floor level are calculated as

P1_ LL   500 plf 15' 0" 2 girders   15, 000 lb
P2 _ LL   500 plf  30 ' 0" 2 girders   30, 000 lb .

(A.8)

The concentrated snow loads acting on the roof level are calculated as

P1_ LL   308 plf 15' 0" 2 girders   9, 240 lb
P2 _ LL   308 plf  30 ' 0" 2 girders   18, 480 lb .

(A.9)
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APPENDIX B
BEAM CONNECTION DETAILS

B.1.

Introduction
This appendix shows details for all ten beam connection models used in this

research. A detail of the girder connection used in the three-dimensional analyses is also
shown. The details are not to scale.

B.2.

Connection Details

MODEL 1
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 2
(4-BOLT)

Figure B.1. Details for connection models 1 (shown on left side of column) and 2 (shown
on right side of column).
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MODEL 3
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 4
(4-BOLT)

Figure B.2. Details for connection models 3 (shown on left side of column) and 4 (shown
on right side of column).

MODEL 5
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 6
(4-BOLT)

Figure B.3. Details for connection models 5 (shown on left side of column) and 6 (shown
on right side of column).
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MODEL 7
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 8
(4-BOLT)

Figure B.4. Details for connection models 7 (shown on left side of column) and 8 (shown
on right side of column).

MODEL 9
(3-BOLT)

MODEL 10
(4-BOLT)

Figure B.5. Details for connection models 9 (shown on left side of column) and 10
(shown on right side of column).
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Figure B.6. Details for girder connection models.

